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any, many people and organizations contributed to
this project, so the Metropolitan Policy Program at
Brookings has incurred many debts over the last
18 months. Enlarging our sense of obligation is the uncommon generosity and community-mindedness of Maine people.
We owe our first debt to GrowSmart Maine, which invited
this report, raised the money to enable it, and has begun to
mobilize an unprecedented array of Maine citizens and constituencies to support this report’s recommendations.
In particular, we want to thank Alan Caron, GrowSmart’s
president and CEO, who in ways large and small has tirelessly advocated for the importance of this work. All along
Alan has seen the potential for Maine people to rally around
a bold and appealing agenda that responds to Mainers’ desire
for both prosperity and a superlative quality of place, and we
hope we have provided that. It has been our good fortune as
well as Alan’s, moreover, to benefit from the labors of
GrowSmart’s energetic staff, including Lisa Fahay, Maggie
Drummond, Alison Rehnberg, and Irma Bauer-Levesque.
Thanks also go to GrowSmart for organizing the dozens of
highly informative stakeholder dialogues around the state that
in a very real sense “set” the research agenda over the last 18
months. These “listening” sessions culminated with an
extraordinary series of nine town meetings held during three
days in late April, 2006 in every corner of Maine, from
Caribou in the North, to Eastport, to Waterville and Camden
on the Mid-Coast, to fast-growing Scarborough and Alfred in
the South. These meetings gave the research team invaluable
insight into state and regional issues; they also took us off the
beaten path and left us with vivid impressions: standing room
only in most sites; an overflow crowd picking up chairs and
streaming into the larger gym in Dover-Foxcroft; hearing the
observations and concerns of 100 mostly rural and smalltown residents crowded into the local church in Alfred—a
reminder that York County is more than the increasingly
upscale coast. In these meetings, the entire research team
was struck by the special passion of Maine people for their
place and their readiness to participate in an effort to work
out answers to key problems. We owe our profuse thanks to
the hosts of these memorable events, including these local
leaders:

• Northern Maine (Caribou, Houlton, Ft. Kent). Patricia
Boucher, Workforce Investment Board of Aroostook and
Washington Counties; Jim Brown, City of Presque Isle;
Robert Clark, Northern Maine Development
Corporation; Allen Deeves, Presque Isle Chamber of
Commerce; John Edgecomb, Aroostook Municipal
Association; Mike Eisensmith, Northern Maine
Development Corporation; Ryan Pelletier, Town of
St. Agatha; Rod Thompson, Maine Small Business
Development Centers / NMDC
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• Down East (Eastport). Nancy Asante, Town of Perry;
Bud Finch, City of Eastport; Marged Higginson, Eastport
for Pride; Joyce Weber, Eastport Arts Center; Lora
Whelan, Eastport for Pride
• Northern Central Maine (Dover-Foxcroft). Michael
Bush, Eastern Maine Development Corporation; Mary
Ann Hayes, Maine Rural Partners; Tom Lizotte,
Piscataquis County; Mark Scarano, Piscataquis County
Economic Development Council
• Western Mountains (Farmington). Richard Davis, Town
of Farmington; Alison Hagerstrom, Greater Franklin
Development Corporation; Fred Hardy, Franklin County
Commission; Bruce Hazard, Mountain Counties
Heritage, Inc.; Tanya Swain, Western Mountains
Alliance; Mary Sylvester, University of Maine Farmington
• Central Maine (Waterville). John Butera, Central
Maine Growth Council; Alice Elliott, Goldfarb Center,
Colby College; Shannon Haines, Waterville Maine Street;
Mike Roy, City of Waterville
• Mid-Coast (Camden). Lynda Clancy, The Village Press;
Scott Dickerson, Coastal Mountains Land Trust, Inc.;
Tom Ford, Rockport Planning and Community
Development; Bob Hastings, Rockland-Thomaston
Chamber of Commerce; Michael Hurley, City of Belfast;
Noah Keteyian, Midcoast Magnet; Jane Lafleur, Friends
of Midcoast Maine; Rodney Lynch, Town of Rockland;
Sanna McKim, Maine Businesses for Social
Responsibility; Roger Moody, Camden National Bank;

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Robert Peabody, Town of Rockport; Roberta Smith, Town
of Camden
• Greater Portland (Scarborough). John Andrews, Saco
Bay Trails; Dan Bacon, Town of Scarborough; Ron
Owens, Town of Scarborough; Harvey Rosenfeld,
Scarborough Economic Development Corporation;
Laurene Swaney, Scarborough Land Conservation Trust;
Joe Ziepniewski, Town of Scarborough
• Southern Mid-Coast (Brunswick). Donald Gerrish,
Town of Brunswick; Theo Holtwijk, Town of Brunswick;
William F. King, Jr., Maine Downtown Center and Main
Street Bath; Steve Levesque, Brunswick Local
Redevelopment Authority; Jayne Palmer, Maine Downtown
Center and Main Street Bath; Tom Rumpf, The Nature
Conservancy; Burr Taylor, Harpswell Comprehensive Plan
Committee; Steve Walker, Town of Brunswick
• Western York County (Alfred). Joey Donnelly, York
Harbor; Cathy Goodwin, Greater York Region Chamber
of Commerce; James Gulnac, Town of Sanford; J.T.
Lockman, Southern Maine Regional Planning
Commission; Paul Schumacher, Southern Maine
Regional Planning Commission; John Sylvester,
Town of Alfred
But many other debts were accrued during the actual
development of the report—one of the most intensely collaborative inquiries the metropolitan program has ever engaged
in. To start with, the Brookings team wishes particularly to
thank Evan Richert of the University of Southern Maine who
was a constantly generous and incisive guide to virtually every
aspect of Maine’s public policy landscape throughout the
research process. Evan’s wise counsel at numerous critical
points was simply indispensable.
In like fashion, Brookings wants also to express its appreciation and admiration for its core research partners in this
endeavor, including: Lori Allen of the Maine Downtown
Center; Charlie Colgan of the University of Southern Maine;
Laurie Lachance of the Maine Development Foundation;
Matt Murray of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville;
Michael Moore of the Maine Public Spending Research
Group; Bob Thompson of the Androscoggin Valley Council of
Governments; and Philip Trostel of the University of Maine
at Orono. Each of these individuals produced important new
research for this report. Each shared their expertise and

advice freely, enthusiastically, and patiently during a long and
painstaking research process. Maine is fortunate that six of
these experts live in their state and add to its resource base
with their skill and deep knowledge.
In addition to these core research partners, though,
Brookings has profited immensely from a large number of
other colleagues who provided invaluable perspectives, specific information, or data. These sources included: Richard
Barringer, University of Southern Maine; Kathleen Bell,
University of Maine at Orono; Betsy Biemann, Maine
Technology Institute; Yellow Light Breen, Bangor Savings
Bank; Deborah Burd, National Campaign for Sustainable
Agriculture; James Carignan; Maine State Board of
Education; Judy Colby-George, Spatial Alternatives, Inc.; Jay
Espy, Maine Coast Heritage Trust; Robert Faunce, City of
Lewiston; Kevin Gildart, Bath Iron Works; Bruce Hazard,
Mountain Counties Heritage, Inc.; Check Hewett, The
Jackson Laboratory; Rob Kenerson, Eastern Maine
Development Corp.; former-Gov. Angus King; Eric Kingsley,
Innovative Natural Resources Solutions, LLC; Cheryl Kollin,
American Forests; Charles Lawton, Planning Decisions, Inc.;
Russell Libby, Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association; John Melrose, Maine Tomorrow; Sean Mahoney,
Verrill Dana LLP; P.D. Merrill, Merrill Marine Terminal
Services; Karen Mills, Solera Capital; Frank O’Hara,
Planning Decisions, Inc.; John Oliver, L.L. Bean, Inc.;
Kenneth Palmer, University of Maine at Orono; Ron Phillips,
Coastal Enterprises, Inc.; Darcy Rollins, Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston; Jonathan Rubin, Margaret Chase Smith
Center for Public Policy; Tom Rumpf, The Nature
Conservancy; Harry Schwartz; Paul Schumacher, Southern
Maine Regional Planning Commission; David Silvernail,
University of Southern Maine; Rhonda Sincavage, National
Trust for Historic Preservation; Benjamin Smith, HNTB
Corp.; Christopher St. John, Maine Center for Economic
Policy; Richard Sutton, Reference Standard, LLC; Robert
Tannenwald, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston; Matthew
Teare, Sea Coast Management Co.; Emily Templeton, New
Jersey Department of Community Affairs; Mike Tetreault,
The Nature Conservancy; David Theobald, Colorado State
University; Peter Thompson, Kennebec Valley Chamber of
Commerce; Tilbury House Publishers; David Vail, Bowdoin
College; Ken Young, Kennebec Valley Council of
Governments; and Sam Zaitlin.
And Brookings has other debts. In the public sector,
numerous officials and staff people in state and local government provided important information and guidance to this
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project. Here, a first word of thanks must go to Maine’s state
government, which from top to bottom, across numerous
agencies, has been remarkably forthcoming in answering our
questions and fulfilling our many requests for data and explanation. On this front, special appreciation goes to Martha
Freeman, director of the Maine State Planning Office, and
her staff, including Lana Clough, John Delvecchio, Tim
Glidden, Susan Inches, Jody Harris, Matthew Nazar, and
Catherine Reilly. In addition, we remain indebted to: Michael
Allen, Maine Revenue Services; Jack Cashman, Maine
Department of Economic and Community Development;
John Dean, Maine State Fire Marshal’s Office; John Dorrer,
Maine Department of Labor; Kathy Fuller, Maine
Department of Transportation; Susan Gendron, Maine
Department of Education; Bob King, Maine State Housing
Authority; Denise Lord, Maine Department of Corrections;
David Lemoine, Maine Office of the Treasurer; Ryan Low,
Maine Bureau of the Budget; Garret Oswald, Maine Jobs
Council; Grant Pennoyer, Maine Office of Fiscal and
Program Review; Doreen Shieve; Department of Audit; Peggy
Schaffer, Maine Department of Economic and Community
Development; Christina Sklarz-Libby, North Star Alliance
Initiative; Jeffrey Sosnaud, Maine Department of Economic
and Community Development; Karen Tilberg, Maine
Department of Conservation; Rebecca Wyke, Department of
Administrative and Financial Services; and Janet YanceyWrona, Maine Department of Economic and Community
Development. At the local level, likewise, we were greatly
aided by conversations or information from: William Bridgeo,
City of Augusta; John Bubier, City of Biddeford; Steve Burns,
Town of York; Mike Duguay, City of Augusta; Darcy MainBoyington, City of Brewer; and John Edgecomb, Towns of
Castle Hill, Chapman, and Mapleton; and Dana Lee, Town of
Mechanic Falls.
Beyond these contacts in government, the research team
profited from exchanges with a number of statewide interest
groups and associations. Multiple conversations with members of the Maine Municipal Association (MMA), the
Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine (SAM), the Maine Software
and Information Technology Industry Association (MESDA);
and the Maine State Chamber of Commerce were particularly helpful. Jeff Austin, Kate Dufour, and Christopher
Lockwood at the MMA; George Smith of SAM; Joseph
Kumiszcza of MESDA; and Dana Connors of the chamber all
provided important perspectives.
Rounding out the research process, meanwhile, were several rounds of review. Heartfelt thanks are therefore overdue
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for the careful reading and thoughtful comments that more
than a dozen Maine scholars, public officials, and other leaders provided to the research team. These comments substantially strengthened the manuscript.
As to the final step of creating an actual document from
the research team’s bulky manuscript, we are grateful again
to Sese-Paul Design for managing the lay-out and publication
of the report. That work greatly improved the accessibility of
this work. So do the photographs in the report, many of
which come courtesy of the Maine photographers Nance
Trueworthy, Wright-Ryan Construction, Maine Downtown
Center, Terrence J. DeWan & Associates, Maine Department
of Agriculture, Alan Holt, and Herb Swanson.
However, the final responsibility for this analysis rests in
the end with the Brookings research team, which was led by
Mark Muro, anchored by David Warren, and bolstered by
Rebecca Sohmer and Joseph Cortright, a Brookings nonresident senior fellow. Bruce Katz provided constant guidance
and vision. Also making important contributions were Alan
Berube, William Frey, Amy Liu, Dave Park, Robert Puentes,
and Jeffrey Sandberg. Supporting the project in other essential ways were Chuck Anderson, Michelle Daniels, Jamaine
Fletcher, Kim Henry, David Jackson, Elena Sheridan, and
Andy Yarrow.
To all: Thank you. ■
Note: The views expressed here do not necessarily reflect
those of the trustees, officers, or staff members of the Brookings
Institution; the project’s funders; or the members of the project’s steering committee.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For all its challenges Maine stands within reach of a new prosperity—if it takes
bold action and focuses its limited resources on a few critical investments.
The moment is urgent. After decades of industrial restructuring and drift, the pace of transformation is
quickening, and the slow replacement of the old order is yielding a new one that may bring better lives for
Mainers.
New population growth is bringing new people and new wealth to the state.
The ongoing and still painful shift to a more diversified
such issues as the efficiency of state and local government
service-oriented economy means that the state has less to lose and the direction of state economic policy.
in the future and more to gain. And for that matter, populaIn sum, a state with much promise seems stuck: surpristion growth is in some cases restoring life to towns and
ingly pessimistic about its future, aware that great change is
regional centers that have been sagging
for decades.
As the search for quality places grows in importance,
Moreover, the wheel may now be
turning in Maine’s direction. As the
search for quality places grows in impor- Maine possesses a globally known “brand” built on
tance, Maine possesses a globally known
images of livable communities, stunning scenery, and
“brand” built on images of livable communities, stunning scenery, and great
great recreational opportunities.
recreational opportunities. Likewise, as
“innovation” drives more of the economy, Maine’s reputation for Yankee ingenuity and resourceful- upon it, but fearful that it isn’t adapting as well as it needs to.
ness matters more. On several counts, in short, Maine is
This report takes the measure of this moment. Sponsored
surprisingly well-positioned for the future.
by GrowSmart Maine and funded by a wide array of Maine
And yet, for all that, Maine’s future success is by no means foundations, businesses, conservation groups, and private citiassured.
zens, “Charting Maine’s Future: An Action Plan for
Promoting Sustainable Prosperity and Quality Places,”
Workers see quality jobs—their own and others’—being
assesses the current state of the state and suggests a route
replaced with lower-paying ones yet often lack the skills or
forward.
opportunity to trade back up. Policymakers tout the promise
More specifically, the analysis offers the state a unifying
of Maine’s traditional and high-tech industry clusters, but
meanwhile the hoped-for future of plentiful, good-paying new view of its situation followed by a focused agenda for statejobs seems to come too slowly—especially in rural areas. And level policy reform aimed at promoting a new era of “sustainable prosperity” in Maine.
all the while unplanned, haphazard suburban development
In that vein, the pages that follow draw a number of conrushes along too fast, in many places taking something
clusions about the state:
away—a cherished woodlot or open field, a favorite point of
water access for fly-fishing, the way a certain small town felt.
Adding to these complaints are the state’s high taxes, ongoing fiscal challenges, and continued partisan bickering over
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1. Maine is changing in dramatic, sometimes surprising
ways. In this respect, Maine’s current demographic, economic, and development trends describe a state in the midst
of significant transformation. These dynamics confirm that
Maine is neither what it once was nor quite what it thinks
it is:
• Once stagnant, Maine’s population is growing
again. In the standard view (which has some truth to it),
Maine is an aging state that almost always grows slower
than the rest of the country and New England. And it’s
true that Maine’s population virtually stopped growing in
the 1990s while the number of 25- to 34-year-olds residing in Maine has continued to decline. However, a closer
look reveals that Maine is now experiencing a significant
increase in population growth. Since 2000, the state’s
annualized growth rate has nearly doubled, jumping 20
places from 46th in the 1990s to 26th since 2000—by
far the biggest acceleration among the 50 states. Driving
this growth, meanwhile, has been the nation’s fifth-highest domestic in-migration rate since 2000. Every county
in Maine witnessed net gains of transplants from outside
the state between 2000 and 2004, and because of that
Maine is now growing faster than all other New England
states except New Hampshire. Every major region is now
participating in the growth. Two positive results of this
acceleration include the arrival of newcomers with relatively higher household incomes, and the attraction of
more young adults to the state. A more troubling related
development has been rapid home-price appreciation,
especially along the coast and in Southern Maine
• Once based on goods production and natural
resources industries, Maine’s is becoming a diverse,
innovation-oriented services economy. On the economy, the conventional wisdom assumes Maine is in crisis
because its fortunes revolve around manufacturing and
natural resource-based industries that are now collapsing.
And it’s true enough that manufacturing and natural
resources industries continue to shed significant numbers
of jobs. However, a closer look confirms that Maine outperformed the nation on job creation during the last economic cycle, and now enjoys a per capita income at an
all-time high compared to the U.S. average. Shaping all
of this, meanwhile, is a dramatic and ongoing restructuring of the economy that has seen Maine’s goods-production “super sector” shrink to essentially the same size of

the nation’s as a share of employment even as its consumer and business-services sectors have grown. Also
shaping Maine’s fortunes is the increased organization of
key industry “clusters”—groups of interrelated or similar
firms in “traded” (or export) sectors such as boat-building, forest industries, information technology, biotechnology, tourism, or agriculture whose success or failure at
innovation will determine the state’s ability to produce
greater numbers of higher-quality jobs over the long haul.
These shifts have together allowed the state to add jobs
even as traditional industries contracted. But they have
so far resulted in modest pay increases (especially in rural
Maine). The reason: Many high-paying manufacturing
and forest jobs have been replaced by lower-paying consumer services positions given that massive job growth
has yet to emerge in good-paying “export” clusters or the
professional services sector
• Once mostly rural, Maine is suburbanizing. Finally,
the conventional view of Maine’s development status also
needs revising. In the conventional wisdom, Maine
remains overwhelmingly rural—a “place apart” from the
vast waves of development sweeping much of the Atlantic
Coast. However, the standard view does not account for
the fact that more than 65 percent of the state—more
than 860,000 Mainers—now lives in the 164 towns that
comprise Maine’s more-populated metropolitan and
“micropolitan” areas. Within and beyond this populous
metropolitan zone, moreover, dispersed, low-density suburban-style development has become the state’s dominant
settlement pattern. Overall, just 23 percent of Maine’s
post-2000 population growth has occurred in regional
hub towns. By contrast, 77 percent of recent growth has
taken place in surrounding towns, newer emerging towns,
and rural areas distant from traditional centers. As a
result, the state is converting extraordinary quantities of
rural fields and woodlots to residential uses. From 1980
to 2000, for example, Mainers altered the character of
869,000 acres, or more than 1,300 square miles, of rural
land—a territory roughly the size of Rhode Island. In the
1990s only Virginia lost a greater share of its rural land
than Maine as every region consumed rural territory
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2. These changes have brought some benefits to the
state—but on balance they pose serious challenges.
These challenges represent urgent problems as the state
strives to usher in sustainable growth:

• Recent development patterns are beginning to give
some cities and towns new life . . . However, suburbanization is increasing government costs and
degrading the state’s small towns and environment—its true “brand.” The good news here is that the
state’s overall quickening growth has brought new population to many of the state’s traditional regional hubs—
many of which were losing population in the 1990s. But
for all that, widespread suburbanization and sprawl are
driving up costs and may well be damaging the state’s top
calling card—its scenic beauty, the feel of its towns, its
quality of place. On the cost side, the state’s sprawling
development patterns necessitated the construction of

• Demographic change is raising education levels and
may be replenishing the workforce . . . However,
many workers remain unprepared for tomorrow’s
jobs. In this regard, recent gains in in-migration and
higher-education attainment do not change the fact that
Maine’s aging population includes too few young workers
and too few highly skilled or educated people. In the near
term, these factors are producing both labor shortages in
some areas and low pay for many as
more of the best jobs require higher
skill levels. Going forward, continu- Economic restructuring is producing quality jobs in
ing shortcomings in the size and
emerging innovation clusters . . . However, these
skill levels of Maine’s workforce
could complicate efforts to upgrade
the state’s economy and improve the clusters remain very small.
livelihoods it provides to Maine
workers
more than one dozen new schools statewide in the last
• Economic restructuring is producing quality jobs in
decade at a cost of $200 million—more than one-quarter
emerging innovation clusters . . . However, these
of the state’s total school-capital outlay. Additional costs
clusters remain very small. On this front, too, the conare being imposed on once-rural towns as new growth
tinued progress of Maine’s traditional and emerging
requires them to provide more expensive suburban-type
export sectors and clusters cannot obscure the fact that
services and on households forced to drive farther out to
these industries lack critical mass and are not yet generfind an affordable home. But what matters even more
ating large volumes of jobs. To be sure, Maine’s more trathan these costs is the fact that Maine’s development patditional export industries—tourism, healthcare, non-store
terns are undermining the state’s alluring brand, so
retailing, and finance and insurance—all slightly out-perimportant to its current and future economy. Crucial to
formed their national counterparts between 2000 and
this brand is the integrity of Maine’s distinctive towns
2004 in terms of job creation. Moreover, this growth and
and villages and the stunning natural areas that lie
growth in other innovation clusters like boat-building,
between them. Unfortunately, far-flung, often-haphazard
advanced materials, and biotechnology is producing jobs
residential development is more and more blurring those
that pay more than the state average. And yet, despite
crisp scenes as it impinges on forests, fields, and waterthese gains, many of Maine’s most important industry
fronts all around the state
sectors and clusters remain modest in size, populated by
few companies, and sometimes very loosely organized.
This “thinness” across Maine’s most promising sources of
good-paying future growth limits the state’s prospects for
economic progress
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Maine is changing in dramatic, unexpected ways, generating both opportunities and anxiety
20

Number of places Maine moved up in its population growth rank since 2000. Maine's jump from 46th to 26th was the
biggest turnaround in the nation

5th

Maine’s rank on the rate of per-capita net domestic in-migration since 2000. Only Nevada, Arizona, Florida, and Idaho outpaced
Maine's growth on this measure

32,000

Net number of migrants who moved to Maine from out-of-state between 1999 and 2004. More than half of the new residents came
from Massachusetts and New Hampshire

12 percent

Share of Maine employment in goods production. That share is almost exactly the same as the national share

21 percent

Total share of Maine's employment in consumer services. That share exceeds the U.S. average by 6 percent

$13,000

Difference in average annual wages between higher-paying business services jobs and the average Maine wage

91 percent

Maine’s 2004 per-capita income as a percentage of the U.S. average. This matches the state’s all-time high

$300,000

Median home sale price exceeded by 17 towns in Maine in 2005. Only one town reached this mark in 2000

77 percent
869,000
2nd
$200 million
7th
11.1

Percent of population growth between 2000 and 2005 that occurred outside of Maine’s regional hubs
Number of acres converted from rural to suburban use between 1980 and 2000
Maine’s rank among states on the loss in share of rural land in the 1990s. Only Virginia converted a larger share of its rural land
Cost of 13 new schools built between 1995 and 2005 in response to population dispersal
Maine’s rank on K–12 expenditure as a share of total personal income
Number of teachers for every school or district administrator in Maine. The state's administrator-to-teacher ratio is ninth-highest in
the country

48 percent

Average property tax rate differential between higher-tax regional hubs and fast-growing emerging communities in 2003

Source: Brookings analysis of data from: U.S. Census Bureau; Interal Revenue Service; Bureau of Labor Statistics; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Maine State
Housing Authority; National Center for Education Statistics; David Theobald, Colorado State University; Philip Trostel, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center,
University of Maine; Matthew Murray, University of Tennessee at Knoxville

3. Exacerbating these problems are at least three
serious state-level policy challenges. In each case,
shortcomings of state policy—accumulated over many years—
must be counted either indifferent or negative influences
on the state’s chances of shaping a new era of “sustainable
prosperity.”
• An inconsistent economic-development stance over
many years has weakened the state’s efforts to
improve its economy. Maine has had no shortage of
thoughtful leaders and bold ideas on economic development over the years. However, the state has frequently
failed to stick to and sustain its ideas, with the predictable result that it has undercut the effectiveness of
numerous intelligent but under- or un-funded initiatives
that might have otherwise made a larger difference. In
this respect, numerous state or quasi-public institutions
intended to promote economic development remain small
or under-funded, while other promising innovation- and
development-finance programs and funds have been
under-capitalized. This short-funding has limited the

impact of otherwise valid efforts to grow the state’s small
economy and enlarge “thin” export and innovation clusters
• Maine’s often-high costs of government and the
unbalanced revenue system that supports them hinder the state’s ability to promote sustainable prosperity. On the spending side, Maine’s unusually high
expenditures on a number of state-level administrative
functions as well as on K–12 education are likely squeezing out necessary spending in other areas even as they
contribute to high taxes. (For its part, local government
appears rather frugal by comparison to national and
rural-state norms, though this may be because peer states
rely more heavily on county governments that have wider
responsibilities. In any case, it is noteworthy that municipal spending on services like police and fire goes up
sharply in rapidly suburbanizing areas like Southern
Maine—an indication that as sprawl forces growing
towns to convert from mostly volunteer to mostly paid
staffs the costs of redundant small governments goes up.)
On the revenue side, meanwhile, Maine’s high state-local
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tax burdens and how they fall on various taxpayers may
well be contributing to negative economic and land-use
outcomes. High overall burdens, the second-highest
property taxes in the nation, and the state’s low thresholds for its very high personal income tax top rate all may
well be sending negative signals to workers, entrepreneurs, and retirees about the state as a place in which to
live and do business. Likewise, the wide 48-percent differential between the average property tax rates in
regional-hub communities and those in outlying emerging
communities serves a significant added spur to sprawl
• Barriers to development in traditional regional
hubs combined with weak local and regional
growth management are eroding the state’s unique
character and contributing to sprawl. On the one
hand, Maine’s convoluted state and local construction
rules combined with the absence of significant catalyzing
investment serve to discourage development in older
places and discourage the reuse of historic structures.
Along these lines, Maine’s crazy-quilt of differing local
and state building-code regimes, the orientation of most
codes toward new construction, and the variable quality
of code interpretation virtually guarantee that most development veers away from the state’s traditional centers. It
does not help that key state programs aimed at spurring
redevelopment are grossly under-funded. On the other
hand, Maine’s ineffective state and local planning system
leaves most Maine localities unable to manage growth
and vulnerable to region-scaled sprawl. In this respect,
the combination of Maine’s intensely localistic planning
system and the absence of sufficient support and incentives for municipal and regional planning efforts has
left most Maine towns and regions susceptible to sprawl
that further weakens town centers and degrades rural
landscapes

4. Given these challenges, finally, Maine must seize
this moment to make urgent investments in its future
that will enhance its distinctive strengths. To guide these
investments, “Charting Maine’s Future” proposes—and
suggests how to pay for—the following “Action Plan for
Promoting Sustainable Prosperity in Maine.” Three major
strategies, each encompassing a number of initiatives,
are crucial:
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Invest in a place-based, innovation-focused economy.
To foster economic growth, Maine should adopt a twopronged investment strategy focused both on protecting and
enhancing the state’s quality of place and spurring business
innovation by supporting the emergence of new ideas and
vibrant industrial clusters.
To that end we recommend that Maine:
• Establish a $190-million Maine Quality Places Fund
to promote the revitalization of Maine’s towns and cities;
augment land and farm conservation; protect traditional
uses of and access to Maine forests, farms, and lakes;
and promote high-quality tourism and outdoor recreation
given their importance to Maine’s economic well-being.
The fund could be financed as a revenue bond supported
by a 3-percent hike in the state’s lodging tax, which is primarily paid by Maine visitors
• Support a $200-million Maine Innovation Jobs Fund,
$180 million of which should support job-creating R&D
in promising scientific and technical disciplines, while
another $20 million goes to a new Maine Cluster
Development Fund to foster the business-led partnerships that catalyze cluster-based job creation through collaborative work on key challenges like workforce
development and marketing. Both of these funds would
be financed by government efficiency savings located by
the Maine Government Efficiency Commission
(described below). Candidate areas for investment
include:
• forest products
• agriculture, organic farming, and specialty foods
• coldwater aquaculture
• marine research
• information technology
• biotech
• toxicology
• advanced composite materials
• outdoor recreation and tourism

Trim government to invest in Maine’s economy and
finance tax reduction. To redirect scarce resources toward
the investments it needs to make, Maine should seek cost
savings in state and local government that can be applied
either to financing the Maine Innovation Jobs Fund and the
Cluster Development Fund or tax reduction. Here, Maine
should adopt a high-level business plan that demands hardnosed cost-cutting as well as determined investment.

THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION METROPOLITAN POLICY PROGRAM

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On the spending side we recommend that Maine:
• Establish a Maine Government Efficiency
Commission to propose specific reforms to produce
between $60 and $100 million a year in cost savings in
state government through the elimination of structural
redundancies and excess administrative overhead. The
recommendations would be subject to an up-or-down
vote by the Maine Legislature within a specified time
period. Savings should be applied entirely to investments
in future prosperity and tax reductions

• reimbursements to towns with large amounts of
tax-exempt property
• extensions of the homestead and circuit-breaker
programs
• increases in the state’s low threshold for its top
income-tax rate
• reductions in the top income-tax rate
• Explore ways to “export” tax burdens onto Maine visitors and non-resident second-home owners

• Fully fund and enlarge the Fund for the Efficient
Delivery of Education Services to promote voluntary
collaborations between schools and districts to reduce
K–12 costs
• Reduce its K–12 administrative expenditures to the
vicinity of the national average of $195 per pupil, and so
save about $25 million a year
• Appoint a high-level school district reorganization
committee to substantially reduce the number of school
administrative units
• Develop the state’s first-ever state school capital plan
to ensure that the state’s future investments in construction and renovation are made rationally
• Fully fund and enlarge the Fund for the Efficient
Delivery of Local and Regional Services to promote
voluntary collaborations to reduce service costs
• Support one or two major pilots in regionalized service delivery to explore and showcase far-reaching efforts
at multi-municipal reorganization and cost reduction.
The pilots can be funded by $1 or $2 million a year
gleaned from the Government Efficiency Commission’s
work
On the revenue side we recommend that the state:
• Apply to property and income-tax reductions any
state-government spending savings located by the efficiency commission that exceed the $27 million needed to
support the innovation and cluster funds as well as the
local government pilots. Tax reductions might include,
in order of priority:

CHARTING MAINE’S FUTURE: AN ACTION PLAN FOR PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE PROSPERITY AND QUALITY PLACES
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Support the revitalization of Maine’s towns and cities
while channeling growth. Finally, Maine needs to tend to
how its rules and policies shape communities. To accomplish
this, the state should support its investments in place-making
by making development easier in its traditional towns and
cities and fostering improved local and regional planning.
Concerning redevelopment and revitalization, we recommend
that Maine:
• Perfect and champion the state’s new model building
and rehabilitation codes; support their wide adoption
with technical assistance, training, and outreach; and
campaign over time for code uniformity
• Create and disseminate as a local option a new model
zoning ordinance specifically designed to complement
and enhance the special value of Maine’s historic,
densely built, traditional centers

Concerning local and regional planning we recommend that
Maine:
• Provide substantial new visioning and planning
resources to individual towns to help them reach consensus on how they wish to grow, and then implement
their vision with ordinances. Funding for these and other
planning activities could come from a new Maine
Community Enhancement Fund, supported by a reasonable $20 increase in deed recordation fees
• Foster much more regional planning by providing
grants from the Community Enhancement Fund to
groups of towns that agree to plan together. Even bolder
collaboration could be encouraged by offering even
stronger incentives for towns to actually implement
regional growth-management plans. These incentives
might include giving priority in the awarding of key state
grants and aid flows to towns engaged in cross-boundary
planning, or awarding authority for a local-option sales
tax to towns that implement truly regional plans

• Better fund and use existing revitalization and redevelopment-oriented programs and organizations.
Three programs in need of bolstering are the Municipal
Investment Trust Fund (MITF), the
Maine Downtown Center (MDC),
and the state’s historic preservation Maine should make development easier in traditional
tax credit. Most critically, MITF
should garner $90 million from the towns and cities while doing much more to support
Maine Quality Places Fund to support matched grants to communities and stimulate local and regional planning.
for catalytic investments in downtown-type infrastructure projects—
In the end, this report affirms Mainers’ abiding intuition
riverfront parks, sidewalks, public
reconstruction projects
that economic success and quality places matter equally and
can be fostered by effective, frugal government. Along those
lines, “Charting Maine’s Future” concludes that a more
prosperous, more sustainable, and ultimately more equitable
future can be Maine’s if it sets gridlock aside and moves decisively to invest in its economy and quality places, while taking
tough steps to trim government and streamline its land-use
and development rules.
Move along these lines and Maine people will achieve a
good measure of what they so earnestly desire. ■
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A N AC T I O N P L A N F O R P RO M O T I N G
S U S TA I N A B L E P RO S P E R I T Y I N M A I N E

ACTION

H O W TO P A Y FO R I T

MAINE QUALITY PLACES FUND
This 10-year $190 million revenue bond fund will support:
■ Community revitalization
■ Land and farm conservation
■ Access to forests and lakes
■ Tourism promotion

LODGING TAX
Three-point increase
($20 million per year)

MAINE INNOVATION JOBS FUND
Some $180 million of this $200-million bond fund—financed by savings located by the
Government Efficiency Commission—will support research and development in promising
areas like:
■ Forest bioproducts
■ Biotechnology
■ Information Technology
■ Organic farming/specialty foods
■ Advanced composite materials
■ Precision manufacturing
A related Maine Cluster Development Fund of $20 million will support industry-led
partnerships that catalyze job growth through workforce development, network-building,
and marketing

FUND FOR THE EFFICIENT DELIVERY OF LOCAL
AND REGIONAL SERVICES
An annual stream of $2 million—derived from savings located by the Government
Efficiency Commission—will fully fund this existing program which promotes efficiency
through inter-governmental cooperation on service delivery

MAINE
GOVERNMENT
EFFICIENCY
COMMISSION
A bipartisan commission that will:
■

Locate program savings of
$60 to $100 million

■

Propose reforms

■

Send proposals to the legislature
for an up or down vote

Savings will be invested in economic
development activities and tax reduction

TAX REDUCTIONS
Savings from the Maine Government Efficiency Commission in excess of $27 million
per year should go toward easing tax burdens through:
■ Reducing property taxes
■ Lowering the top income tax one-half point
■ Increasing the income threshold for the top income tax bracket

MAINE COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT FUND
Grants will support:
■ Full implementation of building code reform
■ The Maine Downtown Center
■ Better visioning assistance and planning tools for towns
■ Incentives for multi-municipal and region-scale planning

DEED
TRANSACTION FEE
$20 increase ($5 to $8 million per year)

CHARTING MAINE’S FUTURE: AN ACTION PLAN FOR PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE PROSPERITY AND QUALITY PLACES
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For all its challenges, Maine stands within reach of a new prosperity—if it
takes bold action and focuses its limited resources on a few critical investments.
The moment is urgent. After decades of industrial
restructuring and drift, the pace of transformation is
quickening, the slow replacement of the old order is
yielding a new one that may bring better lives for
Mainers.
New population growth is bringing new people and
new wealth to the state.
The ongoing and still painful shift to a more diversified service-oriented economy (which has likely gotten
past its hardest stages) means that the state now has
a more balanced small-business economy with less to
lose in the future and more to gain. And for that matter population growth is in some cases restoring life
to traditional towns and regional centers that have
been down on their luck for decades.
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Moreover, the economic wheel may now be turning
in Maine’s direction. As the search for quality places
widens and grows in importance, Maine possesses a
globally known “brand” built on images of livable
communities, stunning scenery, and great recreational
opportunities. Likewise, as “innovation” becomes a
more important force in the economy, Maine’s reputation for Yankee ingenuity, resourcefulness, and craftsmanship means even more. On several counts, in
short, Maine is surprisingly well-positioned for the
future.
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And yet, for all that, Maine remains a work in progress—its
What is “sustainable prosperity”?
mood anxious and at times sour, its future success by no
To be sure, the ideal of sustainable
means assured. Much seems promising, yes, but the average
development lacks a precise definiMainer seems frustrated, even disturbed by the tenor and
tion, as notes public policy scholar
pace of change.
Richard Barringer of the University of
Workers see quality jobs—their own and others’—being
Southern Maine.1 And yet, for years
now there has been a growing global
replaced with lower-paying ones, yet many lack the skills or
and national recognition that economic viability, ecological
opportunity to trade back up. Policymakers tout the promise
integrity, and community vitality frequently occur together
of Maine’s traditional and high-tech industry clusters but
meanwhile the hoped-for future of plentiful, good-paying new and may ultimately depend on each other.2
In this respect, economic growth is more and more seen as
jobs seems to come too slowly—especially in hard-bitten rural
essential to support environmental and community health,
places. And all the while unplanned, haphazard suburban
development rushes along too fast, in many places seeming to but so are the latter goods recognized as essential to securing
the former. For example, just as globalization has increased
take something away—a cherished woodlot or open field, a
regions’ focus on economic competitiveness, so is that confavorite point of access for hunting or fly-fishing, the way a
certain view toward the water always looked or a certain small cern increasingly intertwined with questions about environmental protection, energy efficiency, and climate change.
town felt.
Adding to the complaints are the state’s unusually high
taxes, ongoing fiscal challenges, and continued partisan bickering over such issues as the efficiency of state and local government and the direction of state
economic policy.
A state with much promise seems stuck: surprisingly
In sum, a state with much promise
seems stuck: surprisingly pessimistic
about its future, aware that great change pessimistic about its future, aware that great
is upon it but fearful that it isn’t adaptchange is upon it, but fearful that it isn’t adapting
ing as well as it needs to.
Which is where this report comes in:
as well as it needs to.
Sponsored by GrowSmart Maine and
funded by a wide array of Maine foundations, businesses, conservation groups,
and private citizens, “Charting Maine’s Future: An Action
Plan for Promoting Sustainable Prosperity and Quality
Places” assesses the current state of the state and suggests a
route forward.
More specifically, this new analysis seeks to help Mainers
move beyond gridlock by offering the state what we hope will
be a unifying view of its situation followed by a focused
agenda for state-level policy reform aimed at promoting a new
era of “sustainable prosperity” in Maine.

CHARTING MAINE’S FUTURE: AN ACTION PLAN FOR PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE PROSPERITY AND QUALITY PLACES
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This holistic insight, moreover, is one widely shared by
Maine people, many of whom want badly to both improve
their economy and protect their state’s special environment—
and see little contradiction in the two agendas. Nor is this
view only a product of the state’s longstanding tradition of
conservation and environmental activism. Instead, it’s bred in.
Maine people don’t live in the state accidentally, after all.
Whether to the north or south, Maine people stick stubbornly
by the state, despite its cold climate and various problems,
because they love its mountains and seacoasts and traditional
towns and feel at home with its hard-won economy of hard
work and community.
And so this report responds to Mainers’ intuition that economic success and quality places matter equally—are, in fact,
linked inextricably.
Accordingly, the two chapters of the
report that follow this one review the
state’s intertwined demographic, economic, and development trends, and
identify their consequences. These sections document that the state is growing and changing, but that some of its
most crucial new industries remain
small even as haphazard, sprawling
development patterns impose added costs on the economy
and may be undercutting its precious “brand.”
After that, the chapter entitled “Working toward Change”
probes several ways that longstanding state-level policy shortcomings are influencing the way Maine is growing and are
likely hindering the state’s progress toward sustainable prosperity. This section contends that the state’s scattered economic development efforts, often high spending and taxes,
and outmoded building and planning rules are impeding the
state’s progress toward a sustainable prosperity.
Finally, the report’s last major chapter offers “An Action
Plan for Promoting Sustainable Prosperity in Maine.”
Informed by many Mainers’ confidence that economic vitality,
a more efficient government, and healthy communities and
landscapes go together, this section lays out a practical
agenda for making substantial near-term progress toward the
goal of sustainable prosperity in Maine.
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To that end, the report urges decisive action to:
• Invest in building a place-based, innovation-focused
economy in Maine
• Free up the resources to do that (as well as reduce
taxes) by making government more efficient
• Foster the revitalization of Maine’s towns and cities
while channeling growth
No, this slate of strategies does not cover every issue confronting the state, and neither does it propose a radical effort
to “start over again” in Maine. However, it does encompass
the initiatives we deem most critical to building sustainable
prosperity. To that extent, the strategies offered here represent what we hope will be a broadly appealing, actionable,
and fiscally defensible plan for making major progress toward
sustainable prosperity.
Move boldly along these lines and
Maine people might yet achieve a good
measure of what they so earnestly
desire.
Which brings up a final note: In the
end, this is an optimistic report. To be
sure, the pages that follow detail serious flaws with the status quo of state
policy as it has accumulated in several
areas over many years. And yes, substantial policy changes are
recommended.
But for all that these chapters reflect a strong conviction
that Maine is a special place possessed of outstanding, truly
enviable potential.
Throughout its research the project team has marveled at
astounding natural endowments embodied in Maine’s long
coast, rolling meadows, and big woods. All along we have
admired the authenticity of the state’s human-scaled towns
and villages and the town-meeting traditions that animate
them. And above all, we have come to deeply respect the idealistic, dedicated, and free-thinking people of Maine, who we
know will figure out the way forward.
For those reasons, this report seeks not to rebuild Maine in
the image of some other place. Instead, these pages endeavor
to help the state become more successful by becoming even
more distinct and more itself.
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A B O U T T H E A N A LY S I S

T

he expansive land area of Maine, encompassing 16
counties of widely varying size and nearly 500 small
towns, requires a sharp geographical lens with which
to analyze the state’s trends.
Several classifications of Maine’s regions and municipalities are utilized in this report. Large county-based regions
provide a regional context for the data while a typology of
Maine’s towns frames municipality-level trends. At times,
“labor market areas”—areas of common social and economic
interaction—provide a more regional focus.
Maine’s six regions. The regions most often referred to
in this report were assembled by aggregating the state’s 16
counties based on similar demographic and economic trends
and a general sense of shared experiences. Throughout the
report, these regions provide a framework for reporting on
regional similarities and differences within Maine.
Maine’s cities and towns. This report assembles Maine’s
488 municipalities into four types of towns: regional hubs,
older surrounding communities, emerging communities, and
rural towns.
• Regional hubs: Known as “service centers” in the policy
community, regional hubs are also referred to in this
report as “regional centers” or “core cities and towns.”
The regional hubs exactly match the 63 state-defined
regional service centers, which are the traditional
anchors of Maine’s economy.3 This report pays careful
attention to trends in these cities and towns because of
their important role of providing a majority of the state’s
jobs, commercial activity, and social resources such as
higher education and health care4
• Older surrounding towns: The older surrounding towns
include the 14 towns designated by the state as being
adjacent to—and essentially part of—one of the 63
regional hubs, as well as all towns that had housing densities of at least one housing unit per 10 acres by the year
1970. Many of the older surrounding communities share
the same characteristics as the regional hubs, offering a
significant number of jobs, commercial exchanges, and
social services

Maine’s regions

Aroostook

Piscataquis

Somerset
Penobscot
Washington

Franklin

Hancock
Waldo

Oxford
Kennebec

Knox

Androscoggin
Lincoln
Sagadahoc
Cumberland

York
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Mid-Coast
Down East
Northern
Western
Central
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Maine’s cities and towns

Maine’s labor market areas

Madawaska
LMA

Presque
Isle LMA

Houlton
LMA

Millinocket LMA

Lincoln
LMA

Skowhegan
LMA
Dover-Foxcroft LMA

Calais LMA

Farmington
LMA

Pittsfield
LMA

Waterville
Micropolitan
Area

Rumford LMA

Augusta
Micropolitan
Area
BridgtonParis LMA

Conway,
NH-ME LMA

LewistonAuburn
Metro Area

Waldoboro
LMA
Brunswick
LMA

Regional Hubs
Older Surrounding Towns
Newer Emerging Towns
Rural Towns

Boothbay
Harbor LMA

Bangor
Metro
Area

Machias LMA

Ellsworth LMA
Belfast
LMA

Camden
LMA
Rockland
Micropolitan
Area

Saint
George
LMA

Portland-South
Portland-Biddeford
Metro Area
Sanford
Micropolitan
Area

RochesterDover, NHME MetroArea

York
LMA

Portsmouth,
NH-MEMetroArea

Source: Brookings analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data

• Emerging towns: Emerging towns are more recently
developing places that are further removed from regional
hubs and achieved average housing densities of one unit
per 10 acres only after 1970. Most of these communities
are located in Southern and Mid-Coast Maine
• Rural towns: Maine’s rural municipalities, containing
less than one housing unit per 10 acres, cover the vast
majority of the state and contain many important natural
assets. Because housing densities were calculated for the
year 2000, rapid development may have actually suburbanized many of these towns, making them feel less rural
and more suburban than the numbers indicate.
Nevertheless, all are historically rural, which is important
when examining trends over the past few decades
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Source: Maine Department of Labor

Maine’s 31 labor market areas. Metropolitan and
Micropolitan Areas, as defined by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget based on population and commuting trends, make up 10 major labor market areas (LMAs) in
Maine. Examples include the Portland Metropolitan Area and
the Augusta Micropolitan Area. In addition, the U.S.
Department of Labor defines 21 smaller labor market areas
based on economic integration of groups of towns, gleaned
from Census commuting data. Generally, labor market areas
are regions in which a person can change jobs without having
to change homes. Or, more simply, LMAs can be thought of
as “people-sheds.”
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A B O U T T H E DATA

S

everal state and federal data sources were used to conduct analyses for this report.
The decennial censuses from the U.S. Census Bureau
provided the most comprehensive data for all geographies
examined for the years 1970 through 2000. While now six
years old, data from the most recent census are still the most
complete and accurate set of demographic information available for smaller levels of geography. Unless otherwise noted,
all decennial figures reported in the text derive from these
data.
For the latest population figures, this report used the 2005
estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Population Division.
These estimates—current to 2005—are calculated using a
host of administrative documents and datasets. State and
county populations are estimated using previous Census figures along with birth and death rates, recent data from federal tax returns, Medicare enrollment, and other records that
allow for the approximation of migration flows. County population estimates are then distributed to cities and towns based
on the sub-county areas’ average household sizes from the
2000 Census and housing unit estimates derived from building permits and other housing data. The resulting numbers
are by no means exact, but they provide the best up-to-date
population figures available.
For recent information at the state level on indicators like
education and aging, the Census Bureau’s 2005 American
Community Survey was utilized. Because the ACS is a sample
and not a census, caution must be taken when interpreting
reported values. Fortunately, margins of error for Maine estimates of indicators used in the report are quite small, though
any significant causes for concern are noted.
Economic data came primarily from the federal Bureau of
Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Maine
Revenue Services and the Maine Municipal Association provided a wealth of tax related data. And data and reports from
the Maine State Planning Office and the Maine Department
of Labor are frequently cited.
Any other data sources used are clearly noted within the
text and references. ■
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II. EMERGING TRENDS
IN MAINE:
T H E S TAT E O F T H E S TAT E
Maine is beginning to grow again.

Maine today is neither what it
nor quite what it thinks it is.
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After decades of relative stagnation, the pace of
transformation is quickening, the slow rearrangement
of the old order is accelerating.
New population growth is bringing new people.
Wrenching economic shifts continue to cancel traditional, good-paying jobs (especially in rural Maine)
and produce new and different ones,
often in the suburbs. And meanwhile
once was
an extraordinary bout of suburban
sprawl is intruding upon the state’s
storied rural landscape in many
areas.
In short, much is unsettled in the
state of Maine just now, and that is the story of this
chapter of “Charting Maine’s Future.” Three major
trends are detailed:
• Once stagnant, Maine’s population is growing
again
• Once based on goods production and extraction industries, Maine’s is becoming a diverse,
innovation-oriented services economy
• Once mostly rural, Maine is suburbanizing
Together, these dynamics describe a state that is
neither what it once was nor quite what it thinks it is.
They also describe a moment of anxiety as well as
opportunity.
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After decades of relative
stagnation, the pace of transformation is quickening, the
rearrangement of the old
order is accelerating.

II. EMERGING TRENDS

TREND:

M A I N E I S G RO W I N G A G A I N ,
EVEN AS IT AGES
T H E S TA N DA R D V I E W:

MAINE’S AGING
P O P U L AT I O N A L M O S T
A LWAY S G RO W S S L O W E R
T H A N T H E N AT I O N

I

n the standard view, Maine is a chronically stagnant
state that almost always grows slower than the rest
of the country. And it’s largely true: Only during the
1970s “back to the land” movement did Maine’s growth rate
exceed the U.S. rate in the last century.
In fact, Maine’s population virtually stopped growing in
the 1990s, as its growth rate trailed all but four states.
During the 20th century Maine almost always grew slower than the nation

Percent Population Growth

Maine

U.S.

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
1900s

1910s

1920s

1930s

1940s

1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

In adding 47,000 people for a 3.8-percent growth rate, the
state’s population growth surpassed only Connecticut,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and North Dakota in a decade
during which the nation grew by 13.2 percent. Such anemic
growth represented a significant slowdown after the 1970s
and 1980s, when Maine grew 13.4 and 9.2 percent, respectively—near or above the U.S. rate.
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TREND: MAINE IS GROWING AGAIN, EVEN AS IT AGES

A CLOSER LOOK:

Indeed, while some parts of the state grew faster than
others, all regions grew more slowly than the national
average in the 1990s. Southern and Mid-Coast Maine were
bright spots in the 1990s, as they added people at rates of
10.9 and 8.6 percent. However, neither region attained the
nation’s growth rate. Down East Maine kept pace with the
state average, growing 4.2 percent, while Central and
Western Maine saw small increases of just 1.4 and 0.6 percent. Northern Maine took the largest hit, losing over 16,000
people or 6.4 percent. In fact, Aroostook County alone lost
13,000 people—over one-seventh of its 1990 population.

M A I N E I S G RO W I N G

A

closer look reveals that Maine is now experiencing a significant increase in population growth.
Since 2000, the state’s growth rate has nearly doubled. Based on annualized growth rates, Maine jumped 20
places from 46th in the 1990s to 26th since 2000—by far the
biggest turnaround in the nation (only Connecticut came
close, climbing 15 spots to rank 32nd). The state’s 0.72 percent annual population increase from 2000 to 2005 outpaced
all New England states except for New Hampshire, which is
growing at 1.17 percent per year.3

Maine has also been losing young adults. The number of
25- to 34-year-olds residing in Maine dropped from about
205,000 in 1990 to 158,000 in 2000, a 23.2-percent decline.
Only North Dakota lost a greater share of young adults over
this period. To be sure, the size of this age group is shrinking
across the nation as large baby boom cohorts are being
replaced by smaller “gen-X” cohorts. Still, Maine lost young
working-age adults at a rate three times faster than the
nation. And the loss has continued: Maine dropped from 45th
in 2000 to last in 2005 in terms of the percent of the population aged 25 to 34.1

In fact, all Maine regions are now growing, though
southern regions remain the state’s fastest-growing
areas. Leading the way are the Southern and Mid-Coast
regions—now growing by 1.1 and 1.0 percent annually, surpassing or matching the 1.0 percent pace of the U.S. and easily outperforming New England’s 0.5 percent annual growth
rate. Within Southern Maine, York County is now increasing
its population by 1.6 percent per year, over 50 percent as fast
as the nation. For their part, the Mid-Coast counties of
Lincoln, Sagadahoc, and Waldo are all meeting or exceeding
the U.S. growth rate with gains at or above 1.0 percent per
year. Every other region has also been growing. Down East
Maine continued on its recent path, recording slow but

Annualized Population Growth Rate

Meanwhile, the senior population continues to grow.
At 14.4 percent, the share of Maine’s population that is 65
and older ranked seventh in the nation in 2000 and exceeded
the U.S. figure by two full percentage points. To put that in
context, the percentage of Maine’s population age 65 and over increased by
Since 2000, Maine’s rate of population growth has surpassed that of all the
the fourth-highest amount in the
New England states but New Hampshire
1990s, a change that trailed only that
1.4%
Annualized Population Growth, 1990–2000
posted by Hawaii, Alaska, and
Annualized Population Growth, 2000–2005
1.2%
Wyoming. While 2005 estimates show a
slight decrease in the elderly percentage
1.0%
of the population, the state moved up
0.8%
two spots to fifth nationally on this
measure. And Maine now ranks as the
0.6%
oldest state in the nation with a median
0.4%
age of 41.2, almost five years older than
the U.S. figure.2
0.2%
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All Maine regions are now growing; population growth rates in most regions have
increased substantially since 2000

Annualized Population Growth, 1990–2000
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Maine’s accelerating in-migration rate ranks it just behind fast-growing Sun Belt and
Rocky Mountain destinations
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Nevada
Arizona
Florida
Idaho
Maine
New Hampshire
Delaware
Georgia
North Carolina
South Carolina

Domestic Migration Rate per 1,000 Residents, 2000–2004
23.3
12.2
11.4
7.2
6.3
6.1
5.9
4.8
4.7
4.6

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

steady annual gains of 3 percent. Meanwhile, Western,
Central, and Northern Maine all posted significant population turnarounds. Northern Maine, for its part, reversed
course, moving from annual losses of over 1,600 people a
year in the 1990s to gains of nearly 400 people per year since
2000. Noteworthy, however, have been the continued population losses in Aroostook and Washington counties. But even
here there has been something of a turnabout: Both of these
traditionally struggling counties began growing for the first
time in years in 2002.4
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Driving the new growth has been a
quickening of in-migration to the
state, which is now over seven times
larger than natural increase. This
represents a major change in Maine’s
demographic situation. After all, following on the state’s average net loss of
440 people per year in the 1990s,
Maine gained an average of 8,200 net
new residents per year between 2000
and 2004—7.5 times more than its
average annual natural increase of
1,100 and the largest in-flow in over 50
years.5 In fact, the state’s domestic inmigration rate of 6.3 residents per
1,000 since 2000 ranks fifth in the
country, behind the popular Sun Belt
and Rocky Mountain destinations of
Nevada, Arizona, Florida, and Idaho,
and just ahead of neighboring New
Hampshire, which ranked sixth.

In fact, every one of Maine’s 16
counties is now experiencing net
gains of people from outside the
state.6 Not surprisingly, York County led
the state with a net inflow from other
states of over 9,000 residents between
1999 and 2004. But it bears emphasizing that in-migration from other states
is now bolstering every region and
county. While six counties lost more
people to other states than they gained
from 1995 to 1999, all saw positive net
in-migration between 1999 and 2004. Indeed, no county
added fewer than 500 net migrants. Aroostook County, which
experienced a net loss of nearly 700 people to other states
from 1995 to 1999, added over 1,100 net in-migrants
between 1999 and 2004. Penobscot County turned a loss of
over 2,100 people into a gain over 500 in the same period.
Beyond that, Cumberland County added over 6,500 net inmigrants and Androscoggin, Hancock, Kennebec, Knox,
Lincoln, Oxford, and Waldo counties all received over 1,000
net in-migrants.
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These new inflows are altering
All of Maine’s 16 counties are experiencing net gains of people from outside the state,
reversing the late-1990s trend
Maine’s traditional regional population dynamics. While many Mainers
1995 to 1999
1999 to 2004
continue to leave places like Aroostook
County for other parts of the state—
particularly the south—those from out1117
side Maine are offsetting those internal
relocations. For instance, about 4,600
people from Aroostook County moved
-670
-5
609
to other counties in Maine from 1999
660
9
to 2004, about 1,300 more than the
543
-2137
number of Mainers who relocated to
664
35
-155
573
Aroostook. But at the same time, 5,900
442
1617
newcomers to Maine settled in
1586
544
1619
167
1396
-1162
Aroostook County in those years com1470
682
1189
-679
1504
787
pared to the 4,800 residents who left
503
278
6530
1683
Net Out-of-State Migration
“The County” for other parts of the
9112
3901
country. This 1,100-person net gain
from out-of-state nearly erased the
1,300-person in-state loss. Just as
impressive as the migration to the north
Source: Brookings analysis of Internal Revenue Service county-to-county migration data
from out of the state is the accelerating
pace of in-migration to Southern
Maine. In recent years Cumberland County saw nearly four
times as much net in-migration as it did in the second half of
the 1990s, adding over 6,500 out-of-staters. And York County
more than doubled its inflow, netting over 9,000 new residents from outside Maine in five years.
Metropolitan Boston’s recent population losses, meanwhile, explain much of Maine’s recent gain. The seven
counties comprising metropolitan Boston lost over 135,000
people to migration from 1999 to 2004,
Massachusetts and New Hampshire contributed more
during which years Maine counties and
regions gained over 32,000.7 In that
sense, Boston’s loss has become Maine’s than half of the state’s net in-migration between
profit. In fact, the Boston metro, on net,
2000 and 2004.
contributed nearly 12,000 migrants to
Maine between 1999 and 2004—some
36 percent of Maine’s net inflow.
Another 3,400 net migrants came from the remainder of
Massachusetts—including more than 1,100 from Worcester
County—while the non-Boston metro remainder of New
Hampshire contributed 1,800 despite the absence of a state
income tax. In all, net migration to Maine from
Massachusetts and New Hampshire brought nearly 17,000
residents to the state, and contributed more than half of the
state’s net gain.
CHARTING MAINE’S FUTURE: AN ACTION PLAN FOR PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE PROSPERITY AND QUALITY PLACES
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A net total of 17,000 people migrated to Maine from Massachusetts and
New Hampshire between 1999 and 2004

MAINE

The new demographic reality may
also include the return of young
adults to the state after their long
drift away from it. Most notably, data
from the Census Bureau’s American
Community Survey, an annual survey
featuring a smaller sample of the population than the decennial census, suggest that while the state is now
receiving in-migrants in all age groups,
adults aged 25 to 44 made up a large
proportion of the state’s net arrivals in
the last few years.9

1,845
Another related development:
Housing prices have been rapidly
Northern and
Western
appreciating. From 2000 to 2005, the
New Hampshire
11,625
inflation-adjusted median sales price on
a home in Maine jumped from
$125,000 to $184,000, a 48-percent
Western and
Boston
Southern
Metro Area
increase that exceeded the national
Massachusetts
jump of 39 percent. But the story varies
sharply by region. Down East Maine
3, 367
experienced the sharpest appreciation,
with real prices increasing 62 percent
from $117,000 to $189,000. In
absolute terms, Southern Maine saw
Source: Brookings analysis of Internal Revenue Service county-to-county migration data
the largest price increases, as real
median prices surged from $148,000 to
These flows and others are bringing into the state resi- $236,000 between 2000 and 2005—a nearly $90,000, or 59dents with considerably higher household incomes than percent, increase. Western Maine’s prices jumped 50 percent
those of native Mainers. Between 1999 and 2004, new
to $139,000 while Mid-Coast, Central, and Northern Maine
arrivals in Maine enjoyed an average household income of
all recorded increases of at least 40 percent. Within regions,
8
$48,000 compared to $46,500 for Maine’s non-migrants. But many towns recorded even higher gains. In Mid-Coast Maine,
these figures vary. In-migrants from Middlesex County,
prices of Boothbay Harbor homes shot up 93 percent to
Massachusetts—the origin of 3,500 net migrants—had aver$274,000 while prices in Rockport jumped 85 percent.
age household incomes of $55,700, almost 20 percent higher Southern Maine towns of Saco and Freeport saw median
than stationary Maine residents. For their part, arrivals from
prices pass the quarter-million dollar mark, up over 55 perSuffolk County, Massachusetts, had incomes of $59,200 a
cent. Even inland towns have witnessed sizable price gains off
year, and those from Rockingham County, New Hampshire,
their lower bases. Bangor’s prices rose 66 percent to
made $50,275.
$140,000 while Waterford, in Oxford County, saw homes
nearly double in value from $93,000 to $184,000 in the fiveyear period.10
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Median home prices in 17 towns now exceed the $300,000 mark; most towns in
Southern Maine and along the coast have median prices that surpass $200,000

Between 2000 and 2005,
the median home price
in coastal towns in
Southern and Mid-Coast
Maine increased by about
56 percent.
2005 Median Home
Sale Price
Under $100,000
$100,000 to $200,000
$200,000 to $300,000
Over $300,000

Source: Brookings analysis of data provided by the Maine State Housing Authority

Sharpening the impact of rising house prices has been
the super-charged appreciation of homes in towns near
and along Maine’s coast, which has created substantial
house-price differentials among towns and regions. Real
estate prices in coastal towns have been appreciating far
faster than those elsewhere. Between 2000 and 2005, the
median home price in coastal towns in Southern and MidCoast Maine increased by about 56-percent.11 Similar
increases occurred throughout the Southern and Mid-Coast
regions while the rest of the state experienced 44-percent
gains. Most striking is the explosion of very high-priced
homes. In 2000, only one town—Kennebunkport—had
median home prices above $300,000. By 2005, that number
had risen to 17 towns, and all were located along the coast.
The result is a widening of the state’s sharp price gaps. A

nearly $100,000 real five-year increase in Scarborough, for
instance, exceeded appreciation in nearby inland towns by
anywhere from $5,000 to $14,000. Differentials were even
higher further up the coast: Rockport out-paced its inland
neighbors of Hope, Union, and Warren by well over $100,000
each while Camden recorded real appreciation between
$24,000 and $61,000 higher than those same towns.
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W H AT T H I S M E A N S :

M

aine’s improved population dynamics validate
the appeal of the state’s high quality of place
and underscore Maine’s potential. Population
growth and in-migration do not by themselves indicate health
or good prospects. Still, to the extent mid-decade demographic trends offer a rough indicator of the relative appeal of
a state they provide Mainers grounds for optimism. Maine’s
recent population growth amounts to improved performance
on a basic determinant of economic well-being. In-migration
from other states means people outside the state are “voting
with their feet” and at least for now rating the state’s quality
of life on a par with faster-growing, highly desirable Sun Belt
locales. And for all the tensions that in-migration from the
Boston metro area may create, Maine undoubtedly stands to
benefit from such inflows and their close proximity to this
affluent, highly-educated region. Related to this is the
“golden opportunity” of the state’s likely emergence as a destination for healthy retirees and down-shifting baby boomers.
In short, the Pine Tree State’s new status as a regional destination state bespeaks its high quality of place and provides a
welcome opportunity for progress, as new residents may bring
new talent, money, ideas, and experiences to a state that has
struggled in recent decades.
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At the same time, population growth is bringing development challenges and social tensions. Most obviously,
an influx of people into towns both large and small puts additional pressure on state, regional, and local infrastructure,
planning, and service-provision systems. Some local planning
boards in southern Maine are overwhelmed by the growing
flow of subdivision applications. Development and its
spillovers in a state with nearly 500 small municipalities may
exacerbate regional coordination problems. And for that matter the state’s immemorial culture clashes between natives
and those “from away” may sharpen as the pace of change
quickens and the income gap between natives and newcomers
widens. Growth in this respect will bring change, and new
anxiety, along with opportunity.
Moreover, new vitality—however promising—cannot
erase serious long-term demographic challenges.
Particularly troubling is the long-term loss to other states of
Maine’s 25- to 34-year-olds, a crucial cohort for the workforce. Combined with the state’s rapid aging and the fact that
many of the state’s incoming new residents are likely older
baby-boomers nearing retirement, these net out-flows of
younger adults portend tough social and economic reckonings. Continued losses of younger Mainers will further thin
the ranks of the state’s most productive workers, at a time
when a major report from the Aspen Institute details employers’ increasing dependence on native-born workers to fill their
staffs and replace the retiring baby boomers.12 Likewise, the
state’s emerging status as a retirement destination implies
growing pressure on the state’s health care system and social
programs. Finally, despite the spread of more growth to more
counties, the reality of the “two Maines” persists. Southern
and Mid-Coast Maine’s recent migration gains, for example,
reiterate the extent to which those regions’ proximity to
Boston increasingly allows them to tap into, and benefit from,
the dynamism of the massive “Bos-Wash” corridor, with its
hundreds of thousands of young workers and affluent retiring
baby boomers. By contrast, though, the much more modest
inflows to the vast interior and north of the state underscore
the remoteness and continued isolation of that region—and
raise again questions of its long-term
vitality.
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TREND:

ONCE BASED ON GOODS
P RO D U C T I O N , M A I N E ’ S
IS BECOMING A DIVERSE,
I N N O VAT I O N - O R I E N T E D
SERVICE ECONOMY
T H E S TA N DA R D V I E W:

MAINE’S TRADITIONAL
E C O N O M Y I S D I S I N T E G R AT ING, AND NOTHING IS
R E P L AC I N G I T
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Manufacturing Jobs

n the standard view, Maine’s economy revolves
around manufacturing and resource-based industries that are now collapsing. And in fact, the state’s
manufacturing and natural resource-based industries, which
made up over one-third of all private employment as recently
as 1970, did lose ground in the 1990s.13 And with the exception of shipbuilding, which saw a slight
Maine has steadily lost manufacturing jobs over the past few decades
increase, all the principal industries in
Maine’s manufacturing sector saw further job losses between 2000 and 2004.
140,000
As a result, today Maine has less than
120,000
100,000
70,000 manufacturing jobs, 35,000
14
80,000
fewer than it did in 1990.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis Wage and Salary Employment Estimates
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Many manufacturing industries in Maine continue to shed jobs

Change in Jobs
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The standard view also bemoans
the fact that Maine’s economy produced only tepid job growth in the
1990s. As it happens, employment in
the state, including full-time, part-time,
and self-employed workers, rose by a
modest 12 percent, or 85,000 jobs, in
the decade to reach a total of 792,000
positions. Given that the nation as a
whole increased its employment by 19
percent, Maine’s much slower percentage increase in job creation ranked just
43rd among the 50 states.15

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Maine is frequently criticized as having
business climate, and frequently that is
explain most of its problems.

Explaining it all in the conventional
wisdom are Maine's high taxes and
poor business climate. Maine is frequently criticized as
having a bad business climate, and frequently that is said to
explain most of its problems. And it is true that Maine’s overall tax burden as a fraction of per capita income ranks among
the highest in the nation. Moreover, the somewhat controversial Tax Foundation rates Maine as having one of the 10 least
business-friendly tax environments among the 50 states.16
Looking beyond taxes, the state rates only
a “C” for business vitality, and a “D” for
a bad
development capacity, according to the
latest “Development Report Card of the
said to
States” from the Corporation for
Enterprise Development, although the
state earned a “B” for economic performance.17
Accentuating these concerns has been a series of highprofile uncertainties and negative events. During the
past year, an unusual series of threats loomed, and underscored Maine’s economic vulnerability. The Base Realignment
and Closure Commission (BRAC) reviewed the need for
Maine’s defense establishments. A proposed “winner-take-all”
procurement policy threatened Bath Iron Works. Rising
energy prices penalized Maine consumers (and visitors). And
Bank of America’s acquisition of MBNA has led to the closing
of several facilities, making many Maine workers fear that
they—or someone they know—may see their job disappear.
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A CLOSER LOOK:

DESPITE CHALLENGES,
MAINE’S ECONOMY HAS
G RO W N A N D C O N T I N U E S
TO DIVERSIFY

L

ook closer, however, and Maine outperformed
the nation during the last economic cycle.
Specifically, Maine’s economy grew faster or contracted less than the nation every year from 1998 through
2004. Along the way the state experienced a much shorter
and shallower recession starting in 2001 than did the rest of
the country. In fact, Maine only experienced one year of
actual job declines (2002). Unfortunately, Maine’s growth
slowed in 2005, perhaps held back by the BRAC and MBNA
uncertainties: Wage and salary-employment growth was flat.18

Moreover, the state has weathered several of its shortterm challenges. Despite seeing gas prices take a bigger
share of consumer income, Maine retail industries continue
to grow. Despite significant job cuts for the Brunswick Naval
Air Station, BRAC gave strong support to Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard in Kittery and made other moves that will bring
more defense employment to Maine. Working with Bank of
America, likewise, the state was able to preserve most of the
bank’s jobs in Maine. Although payroll employment remained
relatively stagnant, resident employment—which includes
those self-employed—actually continued to increase.22
In fact, recent trends suggest Maine is becoming a
popular base for telecommuters. Given that payroll
employment and the unemployment rate remained
unchanged from 2004 to 2005 while the state’s labor force
increased by almost two percent, Maine appears to be attracting workers who earn paychecks from firms located outside
the state.23 With a declining share of Maine employees commuting to other states for work in recent years, these data
suggest a growing number of telecommuters.24
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And business costs may not be
the prohibitive factor they are
widely believed to be. The Milken
Institute ranked Maine 19th in the
country and below the U.S. average
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
in 2005 on costs of doing business—
costs that include wages, taxes,
energy, and industrial and office rent.20 Looking below the
state level, a recent study by KPMG Marketing found
Lewiston to be the best city in New England—and 24th in
the country—for business start-up and operation costs.21
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Likewise, unemployment remains below the national
average. Maine’s statewide unemployment rate has remained
at or below 5 percent throughout the recession, a full point
below the national peak unemployment rate of 6 percent.
Maine’s economy outperformed the nation during the last economic cycle, growing
Unemployment in Maine, which parfaster or contracting less than the nation from 1998 to 2004
alleled the national average in the
mid-1990s, has been significantly
below the national average since
U.S.
Maine
3.5%
1998. Only in the past 12 months,
3.0%
2.5%
after several years of growth nation2.0%
ally, has the U.S. unemployment rate
1.5%
declined to the level Maine has expe1.0%
0.5%
rienced.19
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Maine’s per capita income stands at an all-time high relative to the U.S. average

Maine Per Capita Income as
Percent of U.S. Average
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All of Maine’s recent workforce growth has occurred among older age cohorts

Change in Labor Force, 1992–2002
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Now to be sure, Maine faces serious workforce challenges that begin
with its rapid aging. Over the past
decade, all of the net increase in
employment has been workers 45 and
older. In fact, due to the smaller size
and out-migration of younger cohorts,
the number of workers under age 45
has declined by 60,000 since 1992.26
And rising incomes are not translating into better circumstances for
many working families. While per
capita incomes continue to increase,
wages remain stagnant and median
household incomes are declining.
Maine’s lowest-paid workers—those in
the bottom-fifth of all wage-earners—
saw their wages increase by only 2-percent between 2000 and 2004, well
below the 9.7-percent rate of inflation.
And from 2000 to 2003, Maine’s
median household income fell by 8.8percent, a decline almost four times
larger than the nation’s over the same
period. Contributing to this stress is a
continued loss of relatively high-paying
jobs: Between 2000 and 2004, despite
net job gains in all industries, the state
lost 5,677 net jobs in industries that
paid at least $50,000.27

Age Group
Source: Maine Department of Labor

Even more auspiciously, Maine’s per capita income
now stands at an all-time high relative to the U.S. average. Putting Maine’s income levels in historic perspective is
revealing, in this respect. Over the past half century, Maine’s
income level has never exceeded, or even approached, the
national average. But it has improved: Income levels averaged
80 to 85 percent of the national average from the 1950s
through the early 1980s, but have moved up since then. In
2004, Maine’s per capita annual income of $31,250 stood at
91 percent of the national average, matching the all-time
highs recorded in 1988 and 1989. And Maine’s standard of
living is higher than ever: Real per capita income in 2000 was
68 percent higher, adjusted for inflation, than it was in
1970.25
32

Still, Maine’s long-term growth
path is positive. Despite declines in
some high-profile industries, and
despite problems with pay levels and overall dynamism,
Maine’s economy has actually been expanding in recent
decades. In 2005, for example, total wage and salary employment in Maine exceeded 600,000 positions, reflecting the
addition of more than 100,000 jobs to the state’s late-1980s
employment level. This expansion, although slower than the
nation’s, represents genuine progress considering the state’s
slow population growth.28
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Maine’s economy has expanded in recent decades; more than 100,000 jobs have been
created since the late 1980s
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Goods production jobs pay well, but the largest industries are shedding jobs
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Shaping this trajectory, meanwhile,
are the dynamics of three underlying “super sectors”—groupings of
industry clusters and firms that
power Maine’s economy. These super
sectors constitute the state’s economic
base and can be divided into three
major segments: goods production, consumer services, and business services.
Together, these three broadly defined
super sectors account for 41 percent of
all employment in Maine and nearly 47
percent of all wages—shares that make
them more important to Maine’s economy than they are to the national economy. (By contrast, only 36 percent of
U.S. jobs lie in the three super sectors,
which generate only 40 percent of all
wages.)29 The super sectors also encompass about one quarter of small firms
and about 40 percent of large firms.
More importantly, each of these bundles of firms and industries acts as an
economic driver because each contains
a portion of the state’s “traded” sectors—those that bring income into
Maine from outside. Goods producing
industries like manufacturing sell products to customers in other states and
nations. Consumer and business service
firms are also part of the state’s export
base because they, too, bring new
income and wealth into the state,
whether through the tourist trade,
financial activity, or transfer payments
from the federal government.
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Goods producing industries employ fewer workers, but
are more productive than ever. Goods producing industries include the bulk of traditional Maine manufacturing
activities, including paper, wood products, ship-building, electronics and apparel. Once much more dependent upon these
industries than the nation, Maine’s current 12-percent share
of employment dedicated to goods production is essentially
the same as the U.S. share (11.2 percent).30 Although manufacturing employment has been declining in Maine, the jobs
that remain are increasingly productive. Average manufactur-

ing productivity,—the amount of output produced per
worker—has more than tripled from $20,000 per year in
1970 to more than $60,000 per year in 2000. Because job
losses have been heaviest in those industries that were the
traditional giants of Maine manufacturing (like paper and
apparel) Maine today has a far more diversified manufacturing sector than ever; it is now less dependent on any single
industry that at any time in its past.31 Most manufacturing
industries pay wages that are about one-third higher than the
state average.32
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All of Maine’s consumer services industries are growing, but many pay below the
average wage
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Maine’s business services industries are growing and pay well (though they remain
only a small part of the Maine economy)
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Consumer services industries are a major source of job
growth for Maine. Consumer services include the income
generated in Maine by tourism and recreation, retirement,
and health care. While we don't ordinarily think of consumer
services as part of a state's traded-sector economic base,
these industries play an unusually important role in Maine.
All these industries bring income into the state from away.
Tourism generates visitor spending from other states. Retirees
bring accumulated wealth earned in other states (and a
stream of social security income). And much of the Maine
health care system is financed by payments from the federal
government through its Medicaid and Medicare programs.
Consumer services have been one of the fastest growing
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6.0%

8.0%

sources of jobs in the Maine economy:
health care-related employment has
increased by 12,000 jobs since 2000,
growing over seven times as fast as the
Maine economy. Overall, consumer
service jobs pay about $30,000 per year,
slightly less than the state average.
Consumer services include a mix of
low-wage and high-wage jobs—some
health care jobs are well-paid; most jobs
in tourism and recreation are low paid.33

Business services industries provide
relatively high-wage employment
opportunities. Business services
include financial and professional services, including banking, insurance,
engineering, and advertising. In the
aggregate, financial and professional
services have been growing faster than
the Maine economy. Most of the jobs in
this industry sector pay relatively high
wages. For example, the average wages
in professional and technical services, a
category that includes a wide range of
business services, is $45,000 annually,
nearly 9 percent more than the average
for manufacturing jobs, and about 20
percent more than the average private
sector job in Maine.34

10.0%

Changes in the relative size of these
super sectors of firms and industries have greatly altered the profile
of Maine’s economy. Maine’s economic base, in this respect, has been transformed in the past
two decades. Most notably, the share of gross state product
arising from manufacturing has plummeted while that associated with consumer services has risen. In 1980, for example,
manufacturing accounted for 24.9 percent of gross state
product. By 2004, this share had fallen by more than half to
11.9 percent.35 In terms of employment, the number of
Maine workers employed in goods production has fallen from
one in five in 1990 to about one in ten in 2004. In this
respect, steady declines in goods production, combined with
steady growth in consumer services (particularly health care)
have now reversed the positions of these two industries. The
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Changes in the relative size of Maine’s super sectors have altered the shape of the
state economy; consumer service jobs are growing while employment in goods
production continues to decline
Goods-Production

Consumer Services

Bus. Services

20%
18%
16%
Share of Employment

result is that since the late 1990s consumer services have employed more
workers than goods production. For its
part, the business services sector has
grown too, but remains a smaller section of the Maine economic base.
Maine’s industry profile differs
markedly, moreover, from that of the
nation. While both the nation and
Maine employ about the same percent
of their workforces in goods production
and business services, Maine’s 21-percent share of employment in consumer
services exceeds the U.S. mark of 15
percent.36 The upshot: Maine jobs are
disproportionately located in the lowerpaying consumer-services industries.
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Among other things, shifts in the relative size of these
major sectors have contributed to Maine’s low pay levels. Most starkly, the declining share of the state’s workers
employed in well-paid goods-producing industries has meant
that proportionately more workers are now employed in the
lower-paying but fast-growing consumer services industry. In
this fashion, some of the state’s biggest
job losses have been in the paper indus- Maine jobs are disproportionately located in
try (more than 3,000 jobs lost between
2000 and 2004; average wage: $57,100), lower-paying consumer-services industries.
while some of the biggest gains have
been in low-wage industries like nursing
and residential care facilities (over 2,000 jobs gained; average
wage: $21,900). This broad shift has depressed Maine wages
compared to those of the nation. Otherwise, the state’s developing business services super-sector has largely been going
sideways since the national economic peak in 2000, but
offers hope of good-paying job-creation. This supersector provides jobs that pay about $45,000 per position. Areas of past
growth include architecture and engineering services (2004
average wage: $49,800); management consulting ($52,000);
and insurance ($53,500).37
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Such transformations have also widened the gap
between the “two Maines.” So far, Southern Maine has
been better positioned to profit from shifts in Maine's economic base. Southern Maine—Cumberland and York counties—accounts for a disproportionate share of the state’s
faster-growing business and consumer services industries.
Goods producing and natural resources industries, in contrast, which have been shedding jobs, remain disproportionately located in the “rest of Maine.” As a result, Southern
Maine accounts for 36 percent of Maine’s population, but 41
percent of total Maine employment, 50 percent of the state’s
business services employment, 38 percent of consumer services employment, and only about 33 percent of goods production. For its part, the “rest of Maine” continues to absorb a
disproportionate share of Maine goods-production losses,
even as it lands disproportionately few of the new profes-

sional and business services jobs. Along these lines, the shift
in Maine's economic base has also driven faster growth in
Southern Maine, and produced greater economic dislocation
in the rest of the state. Southern Maine has added jobs twice
as fast as the rest of the state, with employment increasing
1.3 percent since 2000, compared to 0.6 percent statewide.
Unemployment in Southern Maine is 3.6 percent, compared
to 4.6 percent statewide, 5.5 percent nationally, and over 5.5
percent in much of rural Maine.38

Also shaping Maine’s economy are the state’s industry
clusters—groups of interrelated or similar small and
large firms in traded sectors whose interactions determine regional economic success. Clusters are defined by
intricate buyer-supplier relationships between companies,
common skill needs and technologies, or firms’ similar mar-

RU R A L M A I N E : L I K E M A I N E , O N LY M O R E S O ?
ll of the challenges that confront

on traditional industries. Since 1970, in

over time, but pay in rural Maine has

Maine's changing economy apply with

fact, the state has lost some 44,000 manu-

barely grown at all. In fact, from 1970 to

extra force in rural Maine—the his-

facturing jobs and 18,000 jobs in natural

2004, several rural Maine counties experi-

toric base of Maine’s storied natural resource

resources industries, including farming, for-

enced inflation-adjusted growth of less

and manufacturing economies.

est products, and fishing—over one-third

than one percent. Average annual wages in

of traditional employment.39 Rural Maine

Aroostook and Washington counties actu-

absorbed the bulk of the losses.

ally decreased.40

A

• Maine has struggled with shifts in its economic structure, but rural Maine has suffered more because of its greater reliance

• Maine pay levels have grown only haltingly

• Maine faces tough demographic and workforce challenges, but rural Maine faces
even tougher ones. Demographically, Maine
is old, but rural Maine is older still.
Likewise, college attainment among working age adults is just 21 percent in rural
Maine, compared to 25 percent statewide
and nearly one in three in urban Southern
Maine.41
In this respect, rural Maine has borne the
brunt of both Maine’s struggle to contend with
global competitive pressures and its ongoing
structural evolution from a manufacturing and
resource-oriented economy based on land,
water, trees, and fisheries to one centered on
services and knowledge. As a result, conditions
in rural Maine have actually been deteriorating
in comparison with those in Southern Maine.
Unemployment rates have increased in seven
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Though Southern Maine—Cumberland and York counties—is home to just 36
percent of the state’s population, half of the state’s business services jobs are located
there
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County, in fact, lost over 3,000 jobs during this
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In Presque Isle, Maine Mutual Group—once
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likely is rural Maine’s way forward similar.

materials.
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time.

And yet, if rural Maine’s struggles have been

And other small businesses are emerging
throughout rural Maine in industries such as

Just as the state must nurture and grow its

Moreover, just as Southern Maine must bet-

clusters of innovation industries and firms, so

ter prepare its workforce for jobs that demand

forest bioproducts, marine research, and spe-

too must rural Maine in order to reduce

more education and higher skill levels, so too

cialty foods, taking advantage of its abundance

dependency on commodity-producing indus-

must rural Maine.This requires not just

of natural resources and quality of place.

tries so susceptible to global price fluctuations.

increasing higher educational attainment and

To be sure, traditional industries like

technical know-how, but finding ways to hold

forestry and paper-making will play a role in

goods and services to remain competitive,

onto and attract the talented young people and

rural Maine’s economy for years to come. But

reconstruction of the rural economy requires

workers so often lured away in the past.

these industries will never again be as impor-

Just as the state must produce higher-value

the same effort. Rural Maine enterprises must

But can rural Maine create the kinds of

move higher up the value chain, revamping tra-

high-value jobs that can compete in the global

ditional industries and transitioning into more

marketplace and attract talented employees?

tant as they were in the past. A prosperous
future for rural Maine—just like the state as a
whole—requires entrepreneurship, innovation,

specialized and innovative product offerings.

In many areas, it already has.

and skills, along with successful strategies to

Farmers may want to move toward cold crops

Tex Tech Industries in North Monmouth

nurture promising, high-value endeavors. ■
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kets. Clusters matter because their size,
vibrancy, distinctiveness, and innovation
heavily influences a region’s economic
competitiveness. Ultimately, in fact, the
success or failure of a region’s industry
clusters will largely determine whether a
region’s economy will succeed or fail at
producing greater numbers of higherquality jobs over the long haul.

C L U S T E R S O F A DVA N TA G E

W

hat are industry clusters and why do they matter so much to Maine’s future?
The short answer is that clusters are geographically concentrated groups of
similar or related firms whose synergies can create formidable economic advan-

tages for state and regional economies.
Studies show that businesses flourish not individually and independently, but as part of “clus-

ters” of competing firms, talented workers, entrepreneurs, and support institutions. Along
these lines, numerous analysts stimulated by the Harvard Business School professor Michael
Porter often observe that the economic impact of a concentration of related firms—whether

Maine’s emerging clusters and key
sectors grew in the 1990s, providing
hope for a higher-paying future for
the state’s economy. Several technology clusters generated significant numbers of jobs in Maine between 1990 and
2000. The information technology cluster expanded by nearly 3,000 jobs;
biotechnology added 600; precision
manufacturing firms added over 1,000
jobs. Meanwhile, the state’s more traditional clusters posted even larger gains.
Jobs in non-store retailers increased
from 4,700 to 8,600. Both tourism and
finance and insurance clusters added
about 4,000 jobs. And Maine’s sizable
health care industry grew by over
26,000 jobs in the 1990s.46 Continued
growth in these important economic
engines has the potential to improve
incomes: Average wages in Maine’s traditional and technology clusters surpass
the state average by 12 percent.

it be boat-builders in Maine, high-tech companies in Silicon Valley, or automakers in Japan— “is
frequently greater than the sum of its parts,” as a team led by Charles Colgan of the University
of Southern Maine has written of Maine’s technology clusters.44 A concentration of firms promotes shared learning and intensifies competition, for example. Likewise, such a bunching of
employers facilitates specialization and promotes the development of industry-specific skills.
Most importantly, clusters frequently generate new ideas—and often new firms—that lead to
further economic growth.45 That trait makes clusters even more important as the global economy increasingly turns on the proliferation of great ideas.
As to Maine’s economy, this report considers in its assessments eleven principle industry
clusters, each crucial to the state’s traded sectors. Seven of these clusters are the seven “technology” clusters defined by the State of Maine nearly a decade ago and systematically assessed
by Colgan’s team.These technology clusters include information technology, biotech, forest
products, agriculture, marine and aquaculture pursuits, advanced materials and composites
activities, precision manufacturing, and environmental technologies. Beyond those seven concentrations of companies, this report adds to Colgan’s list four additional groups of more traditional firms, which are deemed equally crucial to the economy even though some may argue
they don’t constitute fully interlinked “clusters.” These major sources of employment and innovation are the state’s non-store
retailing cluster (which includes
L.L. Bean), tourism, health care,
and the finance-insurance
industry. All are clusters of
advantage. ■

Critical to Maine clusters’ growth
and growth prospects, meanwhile, is
the growth of small businesses.
Maine is more and more a small business state, and its clusters and core
industry sectors are no exception. In the
information technology cluster, for
example, more than two-thirds of Maine
firms have one to three employees and
only one in twenty has more than 50.47
And the predominance of small businesses is likely similar in other clusters,
especially when it comes to growth.
Today, firms with less than 500 workers
38
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Also disturbing are indications that
the state’s very small firms do not
tend to grow as energetically as do
Change in Firms, 1995–2005
Change in Jobs, 1995–2005
firms in other states. Data from the
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-6,000
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tor of economic dynamism and likely
Source: Maine Department of Labor
broader job creation. Unfortunately,
according to the 2002 “State New
employ more than three in five Maine private-sector workEconomy Index,” Maine ranked 40th among the 50 states in
ers—one of the highest rates in the nation. Moreover, firms
the share of all employment in gazelle firms—businesses that
with fewer than 500 employees produced virtually all of the
recorded annual sales grow of 20 percent or more for four
state’s job growth in the last decade. For that matter, very
years. In Maine, these firms contributed just 11.9 percent of
small enterprises play an especially important role in Maine
all employment in 2001, compared to 15.4 percent in
clusters and export sectors. Firms with fewer than 20 employ- Massachusetts, 14.5 percent in New Hampshire, 13.9 perees now account for 24 percent of Maine employment, the
cent in Vermont, and 13.8 percent nationally. In top-ranked
seventh-highest percentage among the 50 states. (Nationally,
Washington, gazelle firms contributed 16.5 percent of the
only about 18 percent of private sector workers are employed state’s employment.51
by firms with 20 or fewer employees.) Growing small firms
into somewhat larger firms will be crucial to the success of Maine’s economy.48 Maine remains above average on small business

formation, but its
However, small-business formation
has slipped in recent years, hinting
at problems in the entrepreneurship, has been sliding.
innovation, and firm-growth game.
Most notably, while Maine remains
above average on small business formation, its production of
new enterprises has been sliding. In 2000, the state ranked
14th among the 50 states (with about 7.72 new firms per
1,000 employees)—significantly higher than its 2004 ranking
of 21st with six new firms per 1,000 workers.49

Job Growth, 1995–2005

Change in Number of Firms,
1995–2005

Most Maine companies are small businesses, but a majority of the state’s job growth is
occurring in larger firms

production of new enterprises
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W H AT T H I S M E A N S :

M

aine’s economy is growing and diversifying.
Contrary to much hand-wringing, Maine’s economy is, in fact, growing, diversifying, and evolving.
For nearly a decade the state has mostly outperformed the
nation on job growth. Per capita income is at a high. Maine’s
economy, moreover, is now less dependent on manufacturing
than at any time in a century, and though smaller, its manufacturing base is more diverse, more highly skilled, and more
productive than ever. Consumer and business service segments of the economy are also growing, and providing a wide
range of jobs. More broadly, Mainers are increasingly entrepreneurial and investments in research and development
(R&D) are rising, ensuring that many Maine companies and
industries have become increasingly innovative in developing
products and technologies and exploiting new markets. In
sum, Maine may have already faced its most wrenching economic changes.
At the same time, the vastness of the changes reorienting Maine’s economy underscores that it’s a whole new
ballgame now. No longer do the state’s storied natural
resources and manufacturing sectors anchor the economy,
and neither will they bounce back to previous levels. No
longer will large, traditional firms predominate and deliver
prosperity. Consequently, Mainers must embrace change, and
recognize that the state’s next economy is unlikely to resemble its old one. Given that, the state of
Maine, like the rest of the country,
must assume that the jobs and clusters
it will grow in the future, and whose
care and feeding it must tend to, will be
very different from those of the past:
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• Few growth sectors will involve low-skill mill jobs;
many will produce higher-skilled service jobs. Goodpaying jobs throughout the economy will increasingly
require the higher levels of skills and more formal training necessary to support constant innovation
• The biggest job growth opportunities will be in consumer and business services. The inexorable shift to an
economy driven primarily by business and consumer
services is well-underway in Maine, and this trend is not
abating. The factors driving the growth of the service sectors of the Maine's economy—in-migration, rising
incomes, globalization, the labor intensity of most services—are all expected to continue
• A variety of small and innovative emerging companies
and industry clusters will matter relatively more to job
creation and prosperity. All businesses have to innovate
to succeed in the new economy, but a key implication of
the shift to a knowledge economy, given Maine’s small
size and diverse economic base, is that much of the
growth will have to come from the entrepreneurship and
initiative of Maine’s smaller businesses, and entrepreneurial startups
In sum, Mainers don’t have the option of turning the clock
back, or recovering the kind of economy they once had.
Instead, they must build a new one, based on the growth of
thousands of small, innovative Maine enterprises.
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Inevitable demographic change will
also shape much of what happens.
On the one hand, Maine's future economic growth is likely to be constrained
by labor force shortages. Maine's aging
workforce, after all, is more vulnerable
to the coming retirement of the baby
boom generation than most other
states. On the other hand, Maine's
attractive quality of life and proximity to
major population centers in the
Northeast ensures that it will experience substantial in-migration in coming
years. Younger people and families may
already be arriving, bringing with them
useful skills. Meanwhile, nearly 16 million baby boomers will reach retirement
age in the Northeast over the next two decades, and may look
northwards. Their sheer numbers, coupled with their
unprecedented wealth and higher levels of health and
longevity, will make boomer retirees a powerful economic
force in Maine.

Maine’s population aged 25 to 54 is projected to decline between now and 2020; meanwhile, the elderly population is expected to climb by over 100,000

Source: Brookings analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data

Crucial to success going forward will be the ability of
Maine workers, firms, and industry clusters to innovate. Innovation matters because it is the key to productivity,
survival, and prosperity in every segment of the economy. In
the forest products industry innovation entails retooling
sawmills to efficiently produce white pine lumber for the
nation's building supply giants. In agriculture, innovation
entails employing state-of-the-art machinery to produce
frozen French fries. And, in the marine sector, it involves
manufacturing high-end boats and
weather-resistant decking from compos- Innovation is not just the province of a few highite materials. For that matter, reinventech industries; it is essential to nearly all Maine
tion in the consumer and business
services sectors helps drive growth
businesses, whether urban or rural, resource-based
through the development of advanced
medical devices and new eco-tourism
or knowledge-driven.
packages or proprietary financial
processes.52 In any event, innovation is
pervasive, continuous, and mostly smallscale. Innovation is not just the province of a few high-tech
industries; it is essential to nearly all Maine businesses,
whether urban or rural, resource-based or knowledge-driven.
Nor does innovation occur only once. Instead, the global
economy requires continuous learning and innovation—the
competitive bar is always rising. And innovation isn't about
one or two big research ideas replacing the entire Maine
economy. Far from it: Innovation also encompasses the steady
stream of small ideas that can boost Maine's productivity,
develop new markets, and generate new sources of income
and profit for Maine businesses and workers.
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TREND:

M A I N E R S A R E S U BU R B A N I Z I N G A N D S P R AW L I N G
T H RO U G H O U T T H E S TAT E
T H E S TA N DA R D V I E W:

M A I N E R E M A I N S A RU R A L S TAT E

I

n the standard view, Maine remains an intensely rural state of pristine
landscapes and small towns. And that’s true in many places: From the open
fields of Aroostook County to the great northern forest, western mountains,
and remote Down East fishing villages, Maine ranks as the second most rural state
in the nation, just behind Vermont, according to the U.S. Census. Altogether,
nearly 60 percent of the state lives in Census-defined rural territory—a share that
places Maine in the company of other rural states like West Virginia, Mississippi,
South Dakota, Arkansas, and Montana. Density measures, meanwhile, confirm
the impression. Maine’s low density of 41 people per square mile makes it the
most sparsely populated New England state and the 38th least-dense state in the
country.

Even where the state is urban, it is not heavily so. Greater Portland, the
state’s largest urban area, ranks as only the 91st most populous metropolitan area
in the country.53 Maine’s two other metro areas, Bangor and Lewiston-Auburn,
rank 252nd and 326th. Furthermore, the state’s largest cities and towns have relatively low levels of population density. Only six municipalities—Portland, South
Portland, Old Orchard Beach, Waterville, Lewiston, and Bath—have densities
greater than 1,000 people per square mile. And among all U.S. places with populations of at least 10,000, Portland—Maine’s most dense city—ranks just 1,338th
with just over 3,000 people per square mile.

From the open fields of Aroostook County to the
great northern forest, western mountains, and
remote Down East fishing villages, Maine ranks as
the second most rural state in the nation.
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A CLOSER LOOK:

M A I N E ’ S P O P U L AT I O N I S
S T E A D I LY C O N G R E G AT I N G
IN THE SOUTHERN HALF
O F T H E S TAT E , W H I C H
I S I N C R E A S I N G LY
S U BU R B A N I Z I N G

A

closer look reveals that Maine is quite “suburban.” Over 65 percent of Maine’s population now
lives within 10 metropolitan and so-called micropolitan areas. These regions, comprised of central counties containing an urbanized area of a certain size and counties that
meet a commuting threshold into the urbanized area, now
encompass the vast majority of Maine’s population. At the
same time, the share of the state’s population residing in
Maine’s truly rural counties of Oxford, Franklin, Somerset,
Piscataquis, Aroostook, Washington, Hancock, and Waldo
has slipped from nearly 35 percent in 1960 to 27 percent
today.

“Suburban” Maine, in this respect, has been growing
steadily. In 1960, only five towns, containing 121,000 people or 12.4 percent of the state’s population, lay within a
metropolitan area. Today, more than 860,000 Mainers—over
65 percent of the state’s population—reside in the 164 towns
that comprise Maine’s metropolitan and micropolitan areas.
This corridor of more urban areas, anchored by cities of at
least 50,000 people (or at least 10,000 people in micropolitan areas), now constitutes a nearly continuous swath of land
running along I-95 from the southern reaches of York County
to the northern outskirts of Bangor.
The bulk of Maine’s recent population growth is occurring outside the state’s
Altogether, this semi-urban zone now
traditional regional hubs
encompasses about 5,100 square miles,
or 17 percent, of the state’s land mass,
up from under one percent in 1960.
Population growth in regional hubs
Population growth outside regional hubs
Further, 75 percent of the state’s personal income is now generated in this
metropolitan zone.54

Source: Brookings analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data
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Between 1990 and 2005, most regional hubs lost significant population while surrounding towns and rural areas recorded sizeable gains

Maine’s more urban areas continue
to grow faster than the rest of the
state as population concentrates
there. In the 1990s, the 164 towns
that are part of metro or micro areas
grew by 5.7-percent; the non-urban
remainder of the state grew by just .6
percent. While the gap in growth has
since narrowed, the more urban sections of the state are still adding people
at a faster rate. They grew by 4.3-percent between 2000 and 2005 compared
to the rural areas’ 2.4-percent growth.
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And yet, paradoxically, even as
Mainers congregate along the I-95
corridor they are also spreading
out. From 1970 to 2005, the share of
Maine’s population residing in the
Population Change Between 1990 and 2005
state’s regional hubs—the 63 cities and
towns that contain a majority of the
state’s jobs, commercial activity, and
social services (see “About the
Analysis”)—dropped from 55 percent to
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
43 percent. Moreover, the vast majority
of the state’s recent population growth
continues to take place in areas outside these core communities, with sparsely populated rural towns the most popular
destination. Overall, towns not classified as regional hubs
captured 77 percent of the state’s post-2000 population
growth of 47,000 new residents. Consequently, many small,
rural towns are now experiencAs new and old Mainers alike move farther out
ing rapid growth. Durham near
Brunswick, Turner outside of
from traditional centers of population, land that
Lewiston-Auburn, North
Berwick around York, and New
was once rural is beginning to look anything but.
Gloucester near Portland—all
towns with populations under
5,000 in 2000—are adding at
least 100 people per year. Minot, also outside of LewistonAuburn, recorded 26-percent growth since 2000, adding 117
people per year. And Waterboro, once home to only 4,500
people in 1990, now is home to over 7,200, recording average
annual gains of more than 200 residents in recent years.
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Decentralization, in this respect, is
occurring in every region of the
state. In Southern Maine, only 30 percent of the 2000 to 2005 population
growth occurred within regional hubs.
The breakdowns were even more striking in Mid-Coast, Western, and Central
Maine: There, regional hubs absorbed
only 18, 22, and 7 percent of new residents, respectively. Some regional hubs
in Southern and Western Maine actually lost population, including
Westbrook, Portland, and Rumford. And
while Down East Maine’s new growth
has been relatively centralized, with 41
percent of it absorbed into the region’s
ten regional hubs, Northern Maine has
been anything but: Between 2000 and
2005, regional hubs in Northern Maine
lost 350 people despite gaining 1,900 in
the entire region.

In Cumberland County, about 60 percent of all new housing units built since 2000 are
located outside the county’s seven traditional population centers
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S ta ndish

Windha m

Cumberla nd

F reeport

Ya rmouth

Ha rpswell

F a lmouth
Gorha m

Westbrook
P ortla nd

Long Isla nd

S outh P ortla nd
S ca rboroug h Ca pe E liza beth

R eg iona l Hubs
1 Dot = 1 New Unit

One result of these development
patterns: Some regional hubs conSource: Brookings analysis of public utility hook-up data developed by the Maine State Planning Office,
tinue to lose population, while othMaine Office of Geographic Information Systems, and Bangor Hydro-Electric Company.
ers grow only slowly. In the 1990s,
for example, significant population losses in many regional
hubs accompanied the growth of the periphery. To be specific, 38 of the 63 centers experienced declines, as these core
towns lost more than 3 percent of their population, shedding
almost 20,000 people in ten years. More recently, these
important cities and towns have begun to grow again, though
not all have. In fact, of the 38 regional centers that lost people in the 1990s, 19 have not yet rebounded. Calais, Lubec,
Millinocket, Eastport, and Van Buren have all lost over 2 percent of their populations since 2000. Westbrook is now losing
about 30 people annually. And the state’s largest city of
Portland is dropping at a rate of 70 people per year.
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Once concentrated downtown and along a few major roads, residential development in Wiscasset dispersed throughout the village
between 1970 and 2002

1970 (486 Buildings)

2002 (1307 Buildings)

Source: Robert Faunie and the Sheepscot Valley Conservation Association GIS Support Center

Another more visible result: Population dispersal is
sending an often chaotic diffusion of residential and
retail development out across the Maine landscape. As
new and old Mainers alike move farther out from traditional
centers of population, land that was once rural is beginning
to look anything but. In Cumberland County, for instance,
almost 60 percent of the new housing units built since 2000
have gone into tracts located outside of the county’s seven
regional hubs. Likewise, 40 percent of the county’s new commercial establishments have located along roads outside
regional hubs, the state’s long-time commercial and retail
centers.55
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Numerous towns along Route 1 in the Mid-Coast
region offer a case in point of this sort of diffused
development. Along Route 1, most development between
1900 and 1970 took place near town centers and along existing, well-traveled corridors, principally Route 1 itself. More
recently, however, newer growth has been spreading far out
along secondary roads into areas increasingly distant from
main street downtowns and town centers. In some cases, new
development is occurring on tracts of previously road-less,
undeveloped land. Take Searsport, for example, where until
World War II residential buildings remained confined to the
town’s center and Route 1. By 1976, the number of residences in the town had nearly doubled from 448 to 843 as
development moved further inland up Brock and Mount
Ephraim roads. And in 2005, almost 1,400 residences dotted
all parts of the town, including the entire shores of Swan
Lake and Halfmoon Pond.56 Similar decentralizing patterns
can be found elsewhere along the corridor. Woolwich added
over 1,000 new residential buildings from 1974 to 2005, hundreds of which are located in town-defined rural areas farremoved from downtown or Route 1.57
In like fashion, Wiscasset has seen an
From 1980 to 2000, Mainers altered the character
almost three-fold increase in its resiof 869,000 acres—or more than 1,300 square
dences—from 486 in 1970 to 1,307 in
2002. This construction has dispersed
miles—of rural land.
along all of the town’s major and minor
arterials and into subdivisions in every
corner of the village.
Thanks to this dispersal of development Maine is rapidly converting rural fields and woodlots to other uses.
From 1980 to 2000, Mainers altered the character of
869,000 acres—or more than 1,300 square miles, of rural
land58—a territory roughly the size of Rhode Island.59 This
represented a loss of 17-percent of the state’s developable
rural land. More than 650,000 of these rural acres were lost
in the 1990s alone, during which time the share of Maine’s
developable land in rural character fell from 61 to 52 percent. Only Virginia lost a greater share of its rural land than
Maine in the 1990s.60 The loss of rural land in the 1990s,
moreover, coincided with the construction of only 65,000
new housing units in the ten-year period. That means Maine
communities converted over ten acres of rural land to other
uses for every one new housing unit built in the 1990s—good
for the third most land-consuming home production rate in
the nation, behind Vermont and West Virginia.
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More than 869,000 acres of Maine’s developable land shifted out of rural uses between
1980 and 2000
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Source: Brookings analysis of housing density data from David Theobald, Colorado State University

The state’s losses of rural land extend to all regions,
though the impacts vary. Not surprisingly, the state’s
largest percentage losses of rural land have been taking place
in the growing Southern and Mid-Coast regions. Southern
Maine, for example, saw home construction and other development change the character of 100,000 of its rural acres
between 1980 and 2000—some 30 percent of its total.
Cumberland County alone lost over 56,000 rural acres—a
39-percent reduction. Not far behind this pace of development was the Mid-coast, which lost 23 percent of its rural
between 1980 and 2000, with Sagadahoc County’s rural acres
falling 35 percent. Central Maine fared only somewhat better,
losing over 110,000 rural acres for an 18-percent loss. For
their part, slow-growing Northern and Down East Maine saw
some of the lowest percentage losses of rural land in the
state, but even so experienced significant land-use change.
Between 1980 and 2000, these regions witnessed the fragmentation of some 14.8 and 16.6 percent of their rural
tracts—relatively modest percentage losses. But at least in the
48

case of the vast North, the absolute
impact was nevertheless massive:
During the 20-year period some
270,000 acres of northern rural territory—the largest absolute change in a
region—moved from rural to other uses.
Nearly 200,000 of these lost rural acres
were located in the southern reaches of
Penobscot County, where rapid rural
conversion occurred along a large swath
of land running from the DoverFoxcroft area to greater Bangor. And
while Western Maine experienced the
smallest percentage loss of rural land at
14.2 percent, Androscoggin County
experienced the most abrupt land-use
change in the state: Some 40 percent of
Androscoggin County’s rural acres vanished from 1980 to 2000. How, meanwhile, did those towns in the Route 1
Corridor fare? Searsport and Woolwich,
for their part, lost 36 and 26 percent of
their rural land, while Wiscasset’s rural
loss of over 71-percent ranked 15thworst in the state. Yet those towns were
hardly the state’s largest municipal losers of rural territory: Gorham, Orono,
Brewer, Cumberland, and Westport
among others all lost over 75 percent of
their developable rural acreage.

Even the Unorganized Territory has become vulnerable
to changes in land use. While Maine’s Unorganized
Territory—home to only 8,000 permanent residents—remains
almost entirely undeveloped due to geographic and legal constraints, recent changes in land ownership are increasing the
chance of more residential development in parts of this 9.3
million acre expanse of largely forested rural land. The rising
pressure stems from a move away from large amounts of land
held by a small number of industrial foresters toward smaller
parcels held by real estate investment trusts and other financial investors. Thus, 200 lots are now available for residential
development in Somerset County’s unorganized territory. And
Plum Creek’s proposal for a planned community envisions
nearly 1,000 new lots over the next 15 years, predominantly
on UT land in Somerset and Piscataquis counties.61
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W H AT T H I S M E A N S :

And yet, the configuration of
Maine’s growth—sprawling, someaine is simultaneously “urbanizing” and
times chaotic, low-density suburbansprawling. Mainers resist the notion, but large
ization as opposed to more
swaths of their traditionally rural landscape are
channeled, concentrated growth—
quite rapidly taking on a new, suburbanized tenor as a larger
could jeopardize the state’s ability to
and larger share of the state’s population congregates along a realize potential gains. Flows of peowide swath either side of the I-95 corridor. No longer do most ple into recently rural towns may overwhelm the ability of
Mainers reside in as rural a state as they once did. At the
volunteer planning officials to manage growth. Traffic and
same time, far from congregating in established centers,
strip development may destroy the small-town ambiance. And
Mainers both native and “from away” are spreading far out
for that matter, waves of ill-managed sprawling development
across the land, building homes and strip malls along an ever- could easily threaten the state’s much-beloved rural identity,
widening frontier of exurban and suburban encroachment,
which itself is a valuable economic asset. In sum, the spread
converting more and more once-rural land to other uses. Put of anonymous suburban development threatens to gradually
(or not so gradually) degrade Maine’s quality of place at a
these dynamics together and the results are paradoxical.
time when quality of place means more and more. ■
Mainers are concentrating and dispersing at once, and as
they do, the character of their state is changing.

M

Consequently, the state’s development patterns present both opportu- No longer do most
nities and challenges. On the positive
side, Maine’s growing population cluster as they once did.
in the south will likely promote
increased economic vitality. Already the
rise of a modest critical mass of consumers, workers, and businesses in the
I-95 corridor has enlarged the state’s chief growth engine at a
time when high-value economic activity is increasingly concentrated in the nation’s most populous metropolitan areas.
Looking forward, further gains should result from Maine’s
proximity to the Boston metropolis. That’s because the state
provides an attractive option for young families, near-retirees,
and retirees fleeing high-cost areas. So, too, may highly
skilled professionals from Boston arrive, seeking more affordable and livable home bases from which to commute or
telecommute. All of these groups could contribute rich flows
of human, social, and financial capital to the state.

Mainers reside in as rural a state
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III. EMERGING
I M P L I C AT I O N S O F
MAINE’S TRENDS:
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
Maine’s recent growth and development trends present the state with
opportunities.
In-migration—even to some struggling rural areas—
may be replenishing the state’s hard-working but
aging workforce.
Population growth is restoring life to traditional
regional hubs that have been down on their luck
for decades.
Meanwhile, the continuing shift to a more diversified service-oriented economy means that the state
now has a more balanced small-business economy
that is beginning to gain a toehold in the knowledgedriven, innovation-oriented industries of tomorrow.
Firm growth in these clusters holds out genuine
hope—at least in time—of better-paying jobs and a
more secure future for Maine workers and their
families.
And yet, the average Mainer cannot but fret at
much that is happening. Workers see good jobs being
replaced with lower-paying ones and lack the skills to
secure something better. Policymakers tout the promise of Maine’s unfolding future economy but meanwhile the hoped-for future of plentiful, good-paying
jobs seems slow to arrive. Simultaneously, unplanned,
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haphazard suburban development appears in many
places to be degrading Maine’s special essence—its
pristine coastline and forests and its authentic towns.
In this fashion, the following section reports on
three decidedly mixed implications of the state’s
growth and development trends, and documents that:
• Demographic change is raising education
levels and accelerating population growth . . .
But many workers remain unprepared for
tomorrow’s jobs
• Economic restructuring is producing quality
jobs in emerging innovation clusters . . . But
these clusters remain very small
• Development patterns are beginning to give
some cities and towns new life . . . But suburbanization is consuming rural land, increasing
government costs, and degrading the state’s
small towns and environment—its true “brand”
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M A I N E ’ S P O P U L AT I O N D Y N A M I C S A R E B R I N G I N G N E W V I TA L I T Y, BU T S E R I O U S W O R K FORCE CHALLENGES REMAIN

W

orkforce stresses—along with some benefits—are the first implication of the
way Maine is growing.
In this respect, Maine’s emerging
demographic trends have the potential
to ameliorate Maine’s labor force situation.
For the first time in years domestic in-migration is replenishing the state’s shrinking labor force. Likewise, increases in
Maine’s higher educational attainment are beginning to
reverse a decades-long trend of underperformance on that
critical determinant of personal and regional economic
success.
And yet, for all that, Maine’s demographic and economic
reality will continue to confront the state with serious labor
force challenges.
Most notably, the increasing skill requirements of many
jobs, combined with the state’s continued aging and relatively
smaller cohorts of younger workers, threaten to constrain
growth by limiting both the number of workers available in
Maine and their overall skill levels.1 In this sense, Maine’s
fundamental population and workforce dynamics could on
balance constrain the ability of firms—and in some cases
whole industries—from hiring enough qualified employees as
smaller labor pools and relatively low skill and educational
attainment levels permeate the state.
In this sense the implications for Maine are two-fold:
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M A I N E ’ S P O P U L AT I O N
DYNAMICS ARE BRINGING
N E W V I TA L I T Y

P

opulation change has its benefits:

The state’s educational attainment, for one thing, is
improving. For years, Maine’s B.A. attainment rate seriously
lagged New England and the nation. However, in recent years
the education levels of Maine residents and workers have
been rising. Today, 25.6 percent of Maine’s population over
age 25 possesses a B.A.2 This achievement now ranks the
state 25th in the nation, up from 44th in 1970 and 27th as
recently as 2000. Moreover, enrollment in post-secondary
education is also on the rise. Maine’s revamped community
college system, for instance, has experienced enrollment
gains of 42 percent since 2002 and 139 percent since 1995.3
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In addition, in-migration may be helping to reduce
workforce shortages and skills deficits. Most notably, the
thousands of former residents of the well-educated Boston
metropolitan area now moving to Maine each year bring with
them knowledge and skills that will enrich Maine’s workforce. Even before the recent burst of migration, in fact,
newcomers were elevating the state’s educational attainment:
Forty-one percent of those aged 25 to 34 who moved to
Maine between 1995 and 2000 held bachelor’s degrees compared to 19 percent of young resident Mainers. And survey
research on Maine college graduates by David Silvernail of
the University of Southern Maine shows that more former
residents are returning to Maine to finish college or to work
than most people think. In fact, according to Silvernail’s
work, 55 percent of Maine high school graduates who attend
and graduate from colleges in other states choose to return to
Maine to work.4
Older workers, moreover, represent an important asset
to the workforce. In this respect, Maine’s mature and aging
labor force combined with inflows of older residents from
outside Maine offers a host of benefits to the state’s economy.
Beyond the priceless knowledge and experiences that older
workers bring to the office or shop floor, they can also serve
as mentors for younger employees. Indeed, a recent study by
the human resources consulting firm Towers Perrin found
that workers 55 and older are more motivated to surpass job
expectations than any other age group, making their retention
and even recruitment that much more valuable.5

Newcomers
attainment
migration.

A N D Y E T, R E C E N T
P RO G R E S S C A N N O T E R A S E
SERIOUS LONG-TERM
WORKFORCE CHALLENGES

M

aine’s current and projected demographic profile,
in this regard, poses serious problems as the
state’s employers contemplate how they will locate
sufficient numbers of appropriately skilled workers.

Despite recent population growth, outright labor shortages point to long-term workforce supply problems.
Given its aging population and the out-migration of young
adults, Maine labor markets are tight. In fact, continuing
demand growth in many labor-intensive service industries is
already producing labor shortages. Job vacancies statewide
have increased to 4.2 percent of the labor force.6 Shortages
are already acute in the health care field where registered
nurses are in high demand, and promise to worsen in the
years ahead. Manufacturing industries
are also reporting hundreds of openings
were elevating the state’s educational
statewide for skilled trades like machinists.7 For its part, the construction
even before the recent acceleration of
industry in Southern Maine has spent
nearly $500,000 for TV ads intended to
attract young people to construction
trades.8
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A decline in Maine’s prime 35- to 44-year-old labor force is expected to further tax the
state’s tight labor market

labor markets for the foreseeable future
at a time when the entire nation will be
competing for a diminished supply of
workers.9

60,000
50,000

Exacerbating the state’s workforce
crunch is Maine’s historic lack of
foreign-born residents. With nonHispanic whites making up 96 percent
of the state’s population—the highest
share in the country—and a foreignborn population of only three percent,
Maine lacks the higher birth rates that
come with greater diversity.10 As a
result, the state must depend even more
than most states on domestic in-migration to fill workforce holes, especially in
the younger cohorts.
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Continued job growth will further
tax labor markets. On this front, the
Education or Training Requirement
Projected Job Growth, 2002–2012
Maine Department of Labor (MDOL)
Doctoral Degree
28.0%
forecasts that by 2012 employment in
Associate Degree
23.9%
the state will have increased by about
Master’s Degree
23.6%
First Professional Degree
17.6%
10 percent during the preceding
Bachelor’s Degree plus Work Experience
14.5%
decade, reflecting the addition of
Postsecondary Vocational Award
14.1%
68,000 positions in the period.11 That
Bachelor’s Degree
12.7%
almost exactly tracks projected workWork Experience in a Related Occupation
10.9%
Short-term on-the-job Training
10.5%
force growth, meaning Maine’s labor
Long-term on-the-job Training
5.8%
markets will remain tight. However, it
Moderate-term on-the-job Training
3.8%
bears noting that the largest part of the
projected labor force growth is expected
Source: Maine Department of Labor
to be among those aged 55 to 64.
MDOL expects the prime 35- to 44Going forward, Maine’s tight labor market will only
year-old labor force to shrink.
become more so as the baby boomers begin to retire.
The problem is inevitable. As elsewhere, Maine’s boomer gen- Also challenging the workforce will be the shifting mix
and composition of Maine industries’ employment
eration (composed of those aged 41 to 60 in 2006) remains
needs. With continued swift economic change assured, the
significantly larger than the generation following it, nicknamed “Gen X” and composed of residents aged 21 to 40 this shifting size and nature of Maine industries will further alter
the mix of Maine’s business sectors, and in turn occupational
year. To be specific, while 417,000 boomers live and work in
and labor force needs. In the next six years, after all, virtually
Maine, just 331,000 Gen Xers do, meaning that almost
90,000 fewer potential workers populate the next generation. all of the state’s net growth in wage and salary jobs will take
place in service-providing industries, while goods-producing
And it means that the generation that will supply the main
employment will decline further. Along the way, the health
pool of prime workers as the baby boom generation retires
care, retail trade, leisure and hospitality, professional and
(starting in 2011) will be about 20 percent smaller than the
current one. In short, the state will likely face extremely tight business services, and financial sectors will dominate job-creJobs requiring higher education or special skills are expected to grow considerably
by 2012
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ation and grow in relative size as aging and retirement gain
sway and the consumption economy spreads.12 According to
MDOL, these changes portend a significant tilt in Maine’s
job mix toward managerial, professional, and technical work,
as well as toward office, sales, and service occupations. These
changes will require more Mainers to find work in new and
different areas.

Implicit in these industrial and occupational shifts are
rising demands for skilled labor. The bar is rising in part
because the state’s shifting job mix requires it. As the mix of
jobs tilts further toward managerial, professional, and technical work, more workers need more education because those

occupations generally require some form of post-secondary
education or training. For that reason, MDOL projects that
the number of jobs in occupations requiring post-secondary
education or training is expected to rise by 16 percent, while
the number that doesn’t will rise by 8 percent.13 Also contributing to the rising skills demand, as MDOL observes, is
the rapid proliferation of computers and telecommunications
technologies that demands all workers have the requisite
knowledge and skills to use them.14 In addition, a wider array
of skills and broader knowledge are required as more Mainers
find themselves working in smaller establishments where they
must master more skill sets, including self-management.

I N D U S T R I A L R E S T RU C T U R I N G :
J O B B Y J O B , T H E PAT H I S N ’ T E A S Y
othing more epitomizes the chal-
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now.What is more, the relatively low educa-

cially bears noting is
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tional attainment of many workers—especially
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MECEP study, for example, likely owed to the

total.15 Since 2000, more than 4,500 Maine
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fact that more than 70 percent of them had no

workers a year have claimed unemployment

settle for low-skill, low-pay retail or service

more than a high school education. Still more

benefits after mass lay-off events.16
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suggestively, the MDOL study determined that

Since 1970, Maine has lost over 60,000 jobs

No wonder so many Mainers voice deep

Which is the challenge for the state illumi-

displaced workers with a high school education

misgivings about the direction and prospects of

nated by two studies—one by the Maine

or less took over twice as long to find new

Maine’s changing economy. For many workers

Department of Labor and another by the

jobs than those with bachelor’s degrees. For

the state’s restructuring economy has been as

Maine Center for Economic Policy—that have
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But beyond the human toll, layoffs and the
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Both studies make clear the difficulty of

Such contrasting experiences point to one

reemployment challenge also highlight the sub-

finding new employment. Over one-third of

of Maine’s most significant economic chal-

stantial training and workforce management

those surveyed by MECEP and one-quarter of
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workers in the MDOL survey failed to find any
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new job whatsoever. In terms of pay, moreover,
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the 1999 MECEP study documented a 25-per-
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resources positions and toward consumer and
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state and its businesses can respond to that

business services means that many workers

workers who did find jobs while MDOL’s

challenge effectively, they will greatly smooth

will need to find new employment in com-

research documented a modest 5-percent

Maine’s passage into the future. ■

pletely different industries than employ them

increase in average wages. However, what espe-

Most notably, the ongoing shift of the state’s
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Southern Maine, with its higher level of educational attainment, enjoys much higher wages and wage growth than the
rest of the state

Southern Maine
Rest of Maine

B.A. Attainment Rate for
Working-Age Population, 2000
32.0%
21.0%

Average Annual
Wages, 2005
$35,843
$30,626

Annual Wage,
Growth 2001–2005
3.5%
3.0%

Source: Brookings analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data; Bureau of Labor Statistics

At the same time, Maine’s unique demographic and
workforce characteristics complicate the work of
upgrading worker skills and pay levels. Among those who
are currently employed, a high proportion of workers at risk
of layoff in restructuring manufacturing industries are middle-aged workers with relatively low levels of education. They
may struggle to find high-wage employment opportunities
without significant, focused retraining.18 This, in fact, represents one of the toughest long-term problems the state faces
as its traditional base shrinks and it awaits the creation of
larger numbers of good-paying jobs in emerging sectors.
More generally, the state’s relatively lower skill and
education levels significantly depress wages. In Maine,
as elsewhere, the more a worker has learned, the more he
earns. For example, the average full-time worker in Maine
with just a high school diploma earned $25,417, according to
Census 2000 data; by contrast, the average full time worker
with a four-year college degree earned $36,449.19
Unfortunately, however, that calculus does not broadly favor
Maine pay levels. The bottom line: Maine has relatively more
workers with lower levels of education, so many workers confront the reality of declining opportunities for high-wage work.
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However, the influence of education on pay does not
play out evenly across the state: Education levels vary
by region, widening the gap between Southern Maine
and the rest of the state. Southern Maine, with its enviable
32-percent B.A. attainment among the working-age population, has gained traction in the “knowledge” economy and
made significant progress in its transition to a higher-pay
economy based more on business services. Today, the region
accounts for 47 percent of the state’s higher-wage professional and technical services, and contains a majority of the
state’s employment in corporate headquarters, finance, and
real estate. By contrast, the rest of the state—with its significantly lower 21-percent B.A. attainment and dwindling
younger workforce—continues to struggle with economic
transition. Most Maine counties remain significantly more
specialized than Southern Maine in the shrinking goods-production super-sector, and much less specialized in growing
and good-paying business-services sectors. Not surprisingly,
Southern Maine enjoys average annual wages that are $5,000
higher than the rest of the state and 18-percent faster annual
wage growth between 2001 and 2005.20
In short, continuing shortcomings in the size and skill
levels of Maine’s workforce represent a serious challenge as the state seeks to enhance the quality of its
economy and the livings it provides to Maine workers.
Two sets of forces are converging. First, the impending retirement of the largest segment of Maine’s workforce, the baby
boomers, challenges a historically slow-growing state to find
adequate numbers of replacement workers. At the same time,
the growing demand for skill in a wide variety of industries—
from professional and business services to health care—is
ratcheting up Maine employers’ demands for more highly
skilled workers. Alleviating worker shortages and raising skill
levels in the labor markets that serve Maine firms and clusters will be crucial errands in the years ahead—both in
Southern Maine and the rest of the state.
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second key implication of Maine’s current economic and development trajectory is the relative “thinness” of many of Maine’s most
important industry sectors and clusters.
Granted, the state’s innovation-oriented
industry clusters and key export sectors provide reason for
optimism in Maine, and remain the state’s best hope for
faster and better-paying job-creation in the future.
Technology and other expert sectors have added jobs in the
past 10 years while jobs in professional and technical services—including engineering, architecture, and management
consulting—are expected to increase significantly going into
the next decade.
Despite these gains, however, many of Maine’s most important industry sectors and clusters remain relatively small, populated by few companies, and sometimes loosely organized.
In sum, despite much ongoing achievement in growing an
interesting collection of distinctive, innovative sectors and
clusters, the state has much more work to do to ensure that
these mostly very small networks of companies grow into significant producers of good-paying jobs in the future. So again
the implications are mixed:

MAINE’S KEY EXPORT
SECTORS AND EMERGING
INDUSTRY CLUSTERS ARE
M A K I N G P RO G R E S S

O

n the one hand, Maine’s portfolio of traditional and
new “export” clusters is doing reasonable well and
holds out substantial promise for future job creation.

To begin with, Maine’s traditional and emerging sectors
and clusters have lost little ground since 2000, despite
the major tech-industry downturn. In fact, Maine’s more
traditional top export industries—tourism, healthcare, nonstore retailing, and finance and insurance—slightly outper-

formed their national counterparts between 2000 and 2004,
as they posted a 2.5-percent annual rate of job growth compared to the national 2.0-percent figure for these industries.
For their part, Maine technology clusters struggled in the
wake of the 2000 technology crash, but so did their respective national industries. These clusters together shed 16,000
jobs in the last few years, as they together suffered 4.7-percent annual declines. Meanwhile, U.S. technology industries—which contracted at the rate of 4.1 percent a
year—fared little better.21

For their part, some of the state’s emerging innovation
clusters are also generating jobs, albeit at a slower
rate. Maine’s biotechnology cluster—which out-performed
the nation in the 1990s—continues to add jobs at a 0.6 percent annual rate, close behind the U.S. rate of 0.7 percent.
Likewise, the state’s important ship- and boat-building industry has rebounded since 2000, and has been adding nearly
300 jobs a year.22
Moreover, many of Maine’s critical clusters pay considerably more than the state average. Maine’s growing
biotechnology cluster, for example, pays almost $47,000 a
year—46 percent more than the state’s average wage. The ship
and boat-building cluster pays 60 percent more than average
at $51,000. And while the state’s other technology clusters are
for now shedding jobs—mirroring the national trend—wages
in these areas are quite high: The average wage for all of
Maine’s technology clusters is $41,800, almost $10,000 more
per year than the average for all jobs in the state.23
Numerous potential cluster areas, moreover, hold
promise for good-paying job growth in rural Maine.
New outgrowths of the forest products industry represent an
obvious source of economic potential in rural Maine, for
example. In this regard, Maine Biodiesel, Maine Bioproducts,
and Safe Handling Incorporated—all firms located in
Western Maine—are each currently pursuing opportunities in
biomass fractionation, refining, or conversion processes.
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Maine’s technology clusters offer high-paying jobs but make up a small share of the state’s economy
Employment, 1990

Employment, 2000

Employment, 2004

Average Annual Wage, 2004

41,576
9,666
2,958
28,534
762
25,648
109,144

23,873
10,461
3,523
24,121
3,759
26,690
92,427

20,005
9,821
3,607
19,688
3,170
20,047
76,338

$44,988
$28,255
$46,742
$44,272
$48,806
$40,841
$41,803

4,680
14,369
57,723
20,479
97,251

8,591
18,205
83,853
24,497
135,146

9,042
18,968
95,945
24,995
148,950

$27,302
$16,942
$32,825
$45,202
$32,544

Total, All Clusters

206,395

227,573

225,288

$35,681

Total, All Industries

520,576

581,259

592,994

$31,913

Technology Clusters
Advanced Materials
Agriculture/Marine Technology
Biotechnology
Forest Products
Information Technology
Precision Manufacturing
Total, Technology Clusters
Traditional Clusters
Non-Store Retailers
Tourism
Health Care
Finance, Insurance
Total, Traditional Clusters

Source: Brookings analysis of data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages

Working to develop and coordinate the collective efforts of
this growing cluster is the new Fractionation Development
Center in Rumford. The burgeoning specialty food processing
industry—exemplified by Mother’s Mountain in Falmouth
and York-based Stonewall Kitchen—is another promising outgrowth of past specialization in Maine. In like fashion,
Maine’s emergence as a growing source of organic or natural
foods and cold-crop produce such as broccoli point toward a
higher-value future for agriculture in the state. And some
signs of life in Maine’s aquaculture and marine science
industries, particularly downeast in Franklin, offer hope in a
state with natural ties to the water.

A N D Y E T, M A N Y O F
M A I N E ’ S M O S T P RO M I S I N G
C L U S T E R S R E M A I N QU I T E
SMALL—WHICH LIMITS
T H E I R V I TA L I T Y A N D
I M PAC T

I

n this respect, Maine’s clusters—whether urban or rural,
technologically oriented or traditional—unfortunately
remain relatively small and in some cases lack vibrancy.
Though bright spots exist, the state must contend with relatively small clusters, relatively slow growth in them, and
sometimes-weak institutions and associations.
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Most Maine clusters lack critical mass. More and more,
economists underscore the importance to cluster-building and
regional economic vitality of scale, “critical mass,” and
“agglomeration”—factors that multiply the opportunities for
labor force pooling, productive competition, shared learning,
or the random interactions that lead to new ideas. However,
most Maine industries and clusters remain quite small. The
biotechnology and information technology clusters, for example, each employ just 3,000 or so people, and make up just
0.6 and 0.5 percent of all jobs in Maine, respectively. The
advanced materials, forest products, and precision manufacturing clusters are larger, with 20,000 employees per cluster,
but account in each case for just 3.3 percent of the state’s
jobs. For their part, the state’s more traditional export sectors
employ significant numbers of Mainers, but they are not huge
either, and their collective heft owes mainly to Maine’s
96,000 healthcare employees, who account for 16 percent of
the state’s employment. Meanwhile, finance and insurance
supports 25,000 jobs for a 4.2 percent share, followed by
tourism with 19,000 jobs (3.2 percent) and the 9,000 jobs
(1.5 percent) supported by non-store retailers.24
In fact, Maine’s technology clusters have actually been
getting smaller lately. Aside from the minimal job growth
posted by biotechnology companies, all other Maine technology clusters gave up jobs between 2000 and 2004. Precision
manufacturing fared the worst, shedding 6,600 jobs, followed
by a loss of 4,400 jobs in the forest products cluster. The
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agriculture and marine technology clusters, along with information technology, declined the least (aside from biotech),
and lost only about 600 jobs.25

Further constraining the state’s economic progress is
the “thinness” of Maine’s small industries. In this
respect, the limited size of Maine’s sectors and clusters (and
Maine itself) means that most lack significant scale in terms
of the number of lead players, the depth of local labor markets, the strength of a local supplier base, or the presence of
supporting institutions. For example, Maine’s biotechnology
cluster—composed mainly of one large firm (Idexx
Laboratories) and a large research institution (Jackson
Laboratories)—faces serious challenges in the national competition for qualified employees given the lack of alternative
job opportunities nearby. Talented workers who move to
Maine to start or continue careers in this field have limited
options if they become dissatisfied with their jobs or wish to
move on. This constraint not only contributes to difficulties
in recruitment, but could limit investments by venture capitalists who perceive a difficulty in building top-quality management teams. In other areas, such as aquaculture and
agriculture, industries characterized by numerous small-scale
owner-entrepreneurs may lack the capacity for innovative
new-product development and cohesive marketing efforts.26
The state’s relatively weak industry associations and
firm-to-firm interactions further limit the vibrancy of
Maine’s clusters. Several clusters are held back by the lack
of a strong or unifying industry association. Others lack rich
and balanced exchanges between businesses, higher education, government, and investors. And beyond that, several of
Maine’s often-promising industrial clusters lack truly multidimensional partnerships to integrate work on such critically
needed cluster-development agendas as market development,
R&D, workforce development, and capitalization.
The absence of a major academic research establishment also limits possibilities. Maine’s small size and economy have clearly impeded the growth of the state’s important
academic research enterprise. Academic institutions, in this
respect, play a critical role in nurturing for industry clusters:
They help develop relevant knowledge and provide a training
ground for new workers. Advanced research institutions can
also be the nexus of spinoff and startup activity, converting
ideas into new businesses that extend and refine a state’s
cluster strengths. Unfortunately, despite significant recent

investments, Maine’s remains a tiny university R&D effort. In
2004 Maine ranked 48th in the nation for the size of its academic research establishment, according to the National
Science Foundation.27 Additional indicators compiled by
CFED for recent editions of its “Development Report Card of
the States” confirm the impression. Yes, Maine’s standing
among the states on federal R&D investments had risen
smartly in this decade, with University of Maine faculty faring well at generating research dollars and a system ranking
quite high for new-firm spin-offs. Yet for all that, Maine’s
ranking on other indices of innovation capacity remains
daunting: 50th on graduate students, 50th on university R&D
activity, 45th on royalties and licenses granted, 42nd on
patents produced.28

At the firm level, Maine’s lack of large businesses forecloses on other sorts of opportunities. Large firms confer
special advantages. They can establish the national reputation
of a place, serve as a training ground for generations of workers and managers, and give rise to the successive generations
of spin-offs that can drive cluster growth. Unfortunately,
Maine boasts few large firms. Preeminently a small business
economy, Maine ranks 45th in the nation for the share of its
employment provided by firms with more than 500 employees: Only about 10 percent of all employees work for such
companies.29
Maine’s small size may also be depressing “deal flow”—
the production of quality proposals for investment in
company growth. To be sure, the modest size of Maine’s
capital markets may itself limit company and cluster growth
by limiting the availability of funding. However, a closer
analysis shows that the problem is as much an issue of supply
as demand. Most notably, data from the 2004 National
Venture Capital Association Yearbook reports that in 2003
Maine ranked 10th in venture capital funds raised in that
year, with $183 million raised, but that only $13 million was
actually deployed in three deals.30 That suggests the problem
was not so much a lack of funding for entrepreneurs and
growth companies but a lack of businesses that met the requisite criteria of investors. In that sense, Maine’s small size
and “thin” clusters may be depressing its “deal flow”—the
sheer number of potentially viable proposals on an ongoing
basis—that attracts venture capital and produces significant
job growth.31 Another key limitation is the shortage of experienced senior level executives that are essential to attracting
outside capital.32
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final major consequence of the state’s emerging development reality affects the built environment, both for good and ill.
On the positive side, Maine’s new-found status as an attractive destination for migrants is
stimulating new real estate demand and new investment
throughout the state. Consequently, many towns are experiencing a revival after years of decline.
But while the populations of many traditional regional centers are beginning to grow again, the suburban towns and
rural areas that surround them are growing even faster.
Such growth validates the attractiveness of these places,
but the resulting reach and low-density tenor of suburbanization is exacting some large costs. Excessive school construction projects, redundant expenditures on service provision,
and rising transportation costs—all driven by sprawl—are
increasing the pressure on town coffers and family checkbooks. Moreover, the suburbanization of so much of Maine
threatens to degrade the very qualities of the state’s countryside and settlement areas that make them so appealing. Stripdevelopment along once-scenic roads, development in
Maine’s forests and agricultural lands, and the threat of residential conversion of working waterfronts all endanger the
value of Maine’s distinct quality of place—a critical asset for
future competitiveness.
These dynamics make current real estate development patterns an even more mixed bag than the dynamics of the
state’s workforce and industrial-clusters.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT
PAT T E R N S A R E B E G I N N I N G
TO REVIVE MANY OF
T H E S TAT E ’ S M O R E
E S TA B L I S H E D C I T I E S
AND TOWNS

T

o be sure, recent growth has given a lift to many
communities.

For the first time in years, for example, many of the
state’s traditional regional hubs are growing again. Part
and parcel of the state’s overall quickening growth, new population flows have stimulated many of these regional hubs
which on the whole have turned large annual losses in the
1990s into larger annual gains since 2000. This trend is evident throughout the state. Rockland, Lewiston, Auburn,
Boothbay Harbor, Farmington, Augusta, Brewer, and DoverFoxcroft are all growing again despite losses in the 1990s.
Other towns—like Bangor and Presque Isle—have stabilized
after many years of decline. Statewide, these residential and
commercial centers are now adding over 2,200 people each
year—their fastest growth in over three decades—after losing
an average of over 1,800 people per year in the 1990s.
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Though Maine’s student enrollment declined by 13,000 from 1995 to 2005, five million
square feet of additional school capacity was built
Student Enrollment
Space in Schools

1995–2005
-13,000
+ 5 million square feet

Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Michael Moore, Maine Public Spending Research Group

From 1995 to 2005, Maine spent $200 million on 13 new schools in direct response to
population dispersal in four of the state’s largest labor market areas

A N D Y E T,
WIDESPREAD
S U BU R B A N I Z A TION AND
S P R AW L A R E
DRIVING UP
COSTS AND
DA M A G I N G T H E
MAINE “BRAND”

$5 Million

U

nfortunately, the benefits of
Maine’s recent new vitality are
being offset to an extent by the
increasing costs of sprawl.
$9 Million
Sprawl’s fiscal costs were first illumi$8 Million
nated by a 1997 report from the Maine
State Planning Office (SPO) entitled
$18
“The Cost of Sprawl.”34 That study
Million
$2 Million
demonstrated the connection between
sprawl and three primary cost drivers:
$8 Million
$36 Million
the construction of redundant infra$18 Million
structure to support dispersing populations; the similar expansion of
$22 Million
service-provision areas and routes; and
$22 Million
the maintenance of old, under-used
$21 Million
service capacity.
These problems are not unique to
$33 Million*
Maine. The link between unbalanced
population dynamics and increased fiscal costs has been well documented in
the national literature as well in recent
Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Michael Moore, Maine Public Spending Research Group
decades, with myriad studies showing
*Two schools were built in Kennebunk at a cost of $17 million and $16 million
the fiscal consequences of dispersed
development. From the 1970s to today,
In addition, the increased populations in Maine’s major abundant research—whether focused locally or nationally, in
cities and towns are giving at least some of these more places large or small, in counties urban or rural, in regions
“urban” locations greater economic and fiscal traction. old or new—points to a common conclusion: More dispersed
A growing concentration of people in and around some of the patterns of development frequently impose higher infrastrucstate’s regional hubs is driving new vitality. For instance, taxture and service costs on municipal governments and their
able retail sales are up in many areas. The Lewiston-Auburn
taxpayers.35
But increased fiscal costs and their impact on tax bills are
economic area took in nearly $70 million more in 2005 than
not the only concern.
2000 in inflation-adjusted retail sales—a 7.5-percent
Costs to households are also putting the squeeze on
increase. The Brunswick area posted a similarly strong gain of
Mainers. And beyond that, Maine’s scattered development
6-percent, a real increase of over $35 million.33
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patterns are placing increased pressure on the state’s iconic
forests, picturesque landscapes, and down-to-earth towns—all
vital components of the state’s high quality of place, its true
brand. In the long run, the slow degradation of Maine’s vivid
and distinctive quality of place (and the reputation it supports) may be the greatest cost to Maine of all.

Population dispersal, to begin with, is significantly
increasing school construction costs. Though Maine’s
school population declined by 13,000 students during the last
decade, new research conducted for Brookings by Michael
Moore of the Maine Public Spending Research Group
(MPSRG) suggests that the state’s sprawling development
patterns between 1995 and 2005 required the construction of
more than one dozen new schools statewide at a cost of $200
million. (To read Moore’s full analysis, please visit
www.brookings.edu/metro/maine.) To be sure, much of
Maine’s $790 million in total K–12 capital spending during
the 10 years underwrote not brand-new schools necessitated
by sprawl but additions or renovations to existing ones. And
yes, some new construction is unavoidable. Nevertheless, of
the 42 new schools Maine built between 1995 and 2005, 13
costing $200 million were constructed in direct response to

population dispersal in four of Maine’s largest labor market
areas (LMAs): Augusta, Bangor, Lewiston-Auburn, and
Portland. In these regions, suburbanization drove enrollments
up in outlying towns even as closer-in districts lost students.
In response, school boards of the outlying rural and suburban
towns used their authority to petition the state for capital
spending—regardless of whether there was surplus capacity
in neighboring districts. The result: Thirteen new schools,
accounting for over one-quarter of the state’s capital outlay,
were built to serve these regions’ decentralizing populations
even though sufficient excess capacity already existed in each
of the four regions to accommodate the K–12 population.
Who pays for these projects? As a rule of thumb, the
state defrays 55 percent of the cost of Maine districts’ capital
projects, while local school districts pick up 45 percent of
the tab. This varies with each district’s “ability to pay,” but
on average over half of the costs—which are driven by local
decisions and growth dynamics—are assumed by the state.
The bottom line: Everyone pays for Maine’s redundant
school construction through their state income and sales
taxes. For their part, residents in suburbanizing school
districts located within sprawling regions pay twice—once
through their property taxes (which fund the local component
of the schools’ costs) and again through
their state taxes.

SCHOOL HOUSE COSTS:
S C H O O L C O N S T RU C T I O N I N
T H E AU G U S TA A R E A

A

closer look at the Augusta area illus-

only a short distance east of excess capacity

trates why Maine spends a lot on

in the Augusta school district. Maranacook,

school construction even though its

which gained 56 K–12 pupils in the 10-year

school population is declining. In the Augusta

period, built a 400-student middle school for

region, 14 of the area’s 19 school districts

$8.5 million.That’s over $16 million spent on

experienced enrollment declines as families

new schools despite a total loss in the region

left older cities and towns like Augusta itself

of 1,500 students. Similar dynamics resulted in

and headed for newer suburbs. In this regard,

11 other schools being built in the Portland,

the Augusta School Department recorded a

Lewiston-Auburn, and Bangor regions for a

495-student loss while five rural districts

total of $184 million.Together these schools

added 266 pupils.36 In response, two of the

increased those regions’ school capacity by

five districts that gained students—

about 7,000 students even as overall enroll-

Maranacook (Readfield) and Windsor—

ment declined. ■

constructed new buildings.The Windsor
school district, which picked up 72 K–12 students from 1995 to 2005, built a $7.9 million
340-student elementary school despite being
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Rapid suburbanization also is driving up the cost of service provision
in many towns. On this front, recent
research by the New England
Environmental Finance Center highlights the strain that growing populations are placing on formerly rural or
slow-growing places once the newcomers demand a full slate of suburban-type
services and new infrastructure.37 While
an increased tax base can actually lower
per-capita expenditures early in towns’
growth cycles, costs soon shoot up as
populations surpass a “suburban”
threshold of 2,500 to 6,000 people. At
that point, many towns find that the
service demands of their growing populations suddenly begin to outpace the
capacity of their existing infrastructure
and often volunteer staffs. What follows
are rising costs, whether it be for a new
fire engine or a new clerk. And the
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Non-school municipal expenditures per capita in the town of China began rising once
the town hit 3,000 people. As more people continue to move in, costs keep rising

Source: New England Environmental Finance Center

Maine’s nation-leading second-homeownership rate exacerbates the housing affordability challenge in many areas of the state

Unorganized Territ

ories

Second Homes as a Percent of Housing Stock, 2000
Below 10 Percent (Less than 3 times U.S.)
10 to 20 Percent (3 to 6 times U.S.)
20 to 30 Percent (6 to 9 times U.S.)
Over 30 Percent (Over 9 times U.S.)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

impact can be dramatic. Per-capita, nonschool related expenditures in the town
of China, for instance, dropped from
$463 in 1970 to $314 as the town grew
from 1,850 people to about 3,000 in
1980. Once the 3,000 mark was passed,
however, costs rapidly increased and
now stand at $638 per person for
today’s population of 4,300. In fact,
from1980 to 2004, total per-capita
expenditures—including school-related
costs—more than doubled: going from
$1,061 to $2,143. Those who moved to
the town in part to enjoy lower taxes
were actually driving costs way up.
What is more, this trend is poised to
continue and spread throughout the
state. Maine is now home to 139
municipalities with populations over
2,500 people, up from 109 in 1980. In
many of them, taxes will soon spiral.

Mainers are also feeling the effects
of development patterns in the form
of declining home affordability,
driven by increased demand. Recent
house price appreciation in many
coastal towns and some inland areas has
added to the pressure on family budgets.
Since 2000, rents have risen 30 percent
and house prices have climbed 53 percent with even larger increases in
coastal and southern Maine. Such dramatic increases far outpace the 10-percent growth of the state’s median
income over that period, meaning that
two-fifths of all renters now face unaffordable housing cost burdens and
nearly two-thirds of homeowners are
unable to afford the median house
price.38 Accordingly, the state’s housing
affordability index has declined at a rate
double the national average between
2000 and 2004.39
While tepid income growth is one
component of Maine’s housing challenge, the major culprit is a severe
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shortage in the affordable stock. The state added only half as
many housing units as jobs during the 1990s, and the stock
of multifamily housing barely increased due to losses to fire
or demolition.40 In some labor market areas, rental vacancy
rates have fallen as low as one to two percent.41 And the
Maine State Housing Authority estimated in 2004 that
Maine would need over 22,000 new units of affordable
rental housing in order to accommodate all of the state’s
low-income renter families.42 Rising prices and a limited
affordable housing stock leaves many Maine families with
only two options: get by with less disposable income by paying more in rent or mortgage costs or move farther away and
contribute to the many costs of sprawl.

10 coastal towns from Phippsburg to Friendship. But in any
event, rising demand for second homes in areas like the MidCoast region is likely complicating some Mainers’ efforts to
buy or hold onto a first home. Granted, high rates of secondhome ownership—70 percent attributable to out-of-staters—
bolster the local property tax base without adding to school
costs.44 But for many households the added demand for real
estate in close-in, traditional locations may mostly have the
effect of bidding up home prices and sending families further
out in their search for affordable housing.

Travel time and transportation costs are also rising due
to decentralizing development throughout the state.
Maine’s average commute time jumped about 20 percent:
Contributing to the housing affordability crunch is
from 19 to nearly 23 minutes in the 1990s—the 11th-highMaine’s high and rising rate of second-home ownerest absolute gain in the nation and the second-highest gain
ship. Overall, nearly 16 percent of all dwellings in Maine—
in New England, behind only Massachusetts. In terms of disthe highest share in the nation—are now designated as
tance, the number of miles traveled in Maine continues to
second homes.43 In some parts of the state, this share—which rise significantly faster than population growth. To be sperose by nearly a full point in the 1990s—runs even higher.
cific, between 1996 and 2004 the number of vehicle-miles
For example, second homes make up more than 20 percent of traveled in Maine rose from about 10,300 to 11,400 miles
all the dwellings in almost all of Mid-Coast Maine’s coastal
per capita, a 10-percent jump that exceeded the national
towns, and account for 30 percent of the housing stock—
increase of 7.9 percent.46 This rapid increase is hitting faminine times the U.S. average—all along a continuous swath of lies hard at the pump. Using the American Automobile
Association’s 2006 driving costs formula, Maine households are now paying about $1,100 a year more in real
terms than they were 10 years ago, a
D R I V E N O U T WA R D S :
reality that will only get worse as gas
H O M E - P R I C E A P P R E C I AT I O N T U R N S
prices rise and development trends
T H E S P R AW L D I A L
continue to place people farther away
from jobs, places of commerce, and
each other.47
when median prices were well under 3.5
ome affordability pressures in

H

Maine—in addition to straining

times the state’s median household income.45

family budgets—have become a

In 2005, however, that same family needed to

major impetus to sprawl.
Most dramatically, the widening price differ-

drive 40 miles west to Hiram, 39 miles north
to Lewiston, or 41 miles northeast to

entials between super high-cost coastal loca-

Sabattus in order to find affordably priced

tions and more moderately priced inland

housing.The result: Rising house prices, fueled

locales are sending moderate-income home-

by unbalanced growth within the state and in-

buyers on increasingly far-flung searches for

migration from outside, motivate increasingly

affordable homes, triggering a massive regional

decentralized development as more and more

sprawl dynamic.

families disperse throughout Maine. ■

For instance, a family that makes the
median state income and that wants to live in
Portland would have had little trouble finding
an affordable house there in the year 2000,
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But Maine also confronts another
suite of growth-related problems,
because its development patterns
are threatening key aspects of its
“brand”—one of the strongest in
the country. Maine is famous for lobsters and Yankee ingenuity and its workethic, for craftsmanship and skepticism.
But it’s also world-renowned for something else: its distinctive towns and villages and the stunning natural areas that
lie between them. These compose
Maine’s “brand,” its true calling card.
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The share of Maine’s forestland owned by financial investors increased from 3.2 to 32.6 percent between 1994 and 2005

Key
Contractor
Developer
Federal
Financial Investor
Industry
Individual or Family
Non-profit
New Timber Baron
Old-line Family
Other
Public (state)
REIT
Resort
Tribal
Unknown

1994

2005

Source: John M. Hagan, Lloyd C. Irland, and Andrew A. Whitman. “Changing Timberland Ownership in the Northern Forest and Implications for Biodiversity”
(Brunswick: Manomet Center for Conservation Sciences, 2005); James Sewall Company

But talk about Maine’s “brand” is not just fancy language. As
the mobility of Americans continues to increase, states more
and more need a brand—a distinct, captivating appeal that at
once establishes a unifying self-image and a competitive promise as they vie for their share of scarce visitors, talent, and
income.48
Longwoods International, an image branding company
focused on tourism, reiterates this necessity, but also highlights a crucial principle: “A brand is not a campaign theme,
tag line, or slogan. Instead, it is an expression of a compellingly unique experience.”49 Nor is that expression solely an
aesthetic appeal. A quality brand can bring powerful practical
benefits to a place. David McGranahan of the United States
Department of Agriculture’s Economic Research Service, for
example, has found that rural counties high in natural amenities had higher population and income growth than those low
in such amenities.50 And in urban locales, work by Richard
Florida, as well as Clark and others, points to a close connec-

tion between high quality of life, amenities, and population
growth.51 All of which makes it a major problem for Maine
that the way the state is growing is slowly degrading key elements of Maine’s vivid and unifying sense of place.

Continued rural development and ownership change, in
this respect, threatens Maine’s famous forests. Huge and
almost mythical, the Northern Forest remains a critical element of the state’s brand, not to mention the base of $6.2 billion in economic activity generated by industries ranging from
pulp and paper to forest bioproducts.52 However, a national
USDA Forest Service report on private forests finds that current development patterns place over 700,000 acres of private
forestland in the southern quadrant of Maine and in the
lower Penobscot River valley under serious threat of
increased housing density over the next 25 years, far exceeding threats faced by all other eastern states.53 An added concern is rapid change in private forestland ownership: From
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1994 to 2005, the share owned by timber companies—historically excellent
land stewards—dropped from 59.2 to
15.5 percent while the share of forestland owned by financial investors rose
from 3.2 to 32.6 percent.54 Such change
raises the prospect—highlighted by the
Plum Creek Timber Company’s proposals for developing some of its timberlands around Moosehead Lake—of
more Maine forestland being managed
for shorter-term real estate or other
consumptive uses.

Rapid suburbanization is encroaching on much of the state’s high-quality agricultural
land

Aroostook

Piscataquis
Somerset
Penobscot

Franklin
Washington
At the same time, suburbanization is
encroaching on agricultural land
Hancock
Waldo
even more rapidly. Currently, the
Oxford
Kennebec
state’s 1 million acres of farm country
Knox
Androscoggin
Lincoln
support a significant $1.2 billion agriculSagadahoc
Cumberland
tural industry, as well as provide critical
open space to a growing state.55 This,
High Quality Farmland and High Development
York
too, is part of the Maine mystique.
High Quality Farmland and Low Development
However, that mystique is being overrun.
Recently, the American Farmland Trust
Source: American Farmland Trust
reported that the pace of Maine’s losses
of prime farmland—that is, the conversion of prime farmland to developed
uses—jumped from slightly over 1,300 acres annually between Strong demand for residential development also endangers the stability of Maine’s working waterfronts. These
1987 and 1992 to 3,900 acres per year in the following fivecommercial areas matter to Maine’s future not only because
year period. That near tripling of the state’s rate of farmland
they pump at least $350 million into the Maine economy
loss represented the fourth-fastest increase in the nation.56
Moreover, the current acceleration of development in Maine is every year.59 Equally important, they contribute incalculably
likely to increase the state’s farmland losses. With the excepto the distinctiveness of Maine’s brand and ambiance, as they
tions of fields in northern Aroostook County and the southern
embody a palpable link to Maine’s past, and to the heritage of
quarter of Washington County, the vast majority of the state’s
the coast. And yet, these colorful docklands and harbor zones
top-quality farm property lies within or adjacent to the state’s
are under even greater pressure than Maine farms to slide
57
fastest-growing urban and suburban areas. That means that as into residential use as the demand for second homes and
the pace of development accelerates so will the loss of farmcoastal living in general increases.60 This is the case in
Cundy’s Harbor, a village of the town of Harpswell, where
land. Already, in fact, land prices measure the pressure, with
the demand for new rural housing increasing per-acre farmland coastal per-acre land values are between three and 3.5 times
higher than interior land values. Property tax burdens are
values to $1,850 (farm income per-acre remains stuck at just
increasing much faster than the income generated from
$81).58 With further encroachment of suburban-style development, a signature Maine industry and land-use will lose some
marine-related activities, thus raising the pressure to sell to
of its vivid presence.
those interested in converting the waterfront land to residential uses.61 Beyond the obvious losses of coastal access and
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marine industry revenue that ownership
transfer threatens to bring, Cundy’s
Harbor residents are also concerned
about the loss of community character,
arguing that changes along the coast will
create a hodgepodge of buildings and
architectural styles that degrade the distinctive aesthetics of the village.62 The
concerns expressed in Cundy’s Harbor
stretch the entire coast. From 2000 to 2004, land values
jumped an average of 58 percent in 25 coastal towns surveyed by Coastal Enterprises, Inc. Nine of the 25 towns
anticipate negative changes to their working waterfronts in
coming years.63

Why do so many visitors seek to spend
so much time and money in Maine?
Why do so many visitors return for
good? According to survey results, the 13
highest-rated Maine attributes all
revolved around its abundance of scenic
vistas, the high quality of its recreational
opportunities, and its charming small
towns.67 And yet, the way Maine is growing—and the poor management of the demand that Maine’s
attractions prompts—also threatens to degrade exactly the
quality of place that prompted the demand in the first place.
Congestion and scattershot development are spoiling vacation
and retirement destinations. Sprawl is impinging on the
countryside. And too many of Maine’s most vivid towns have
been surrounded by bland mass-produced development. None
of that bodes well for industries that depend utterly on
Maine’s fame as a distinctive place defined by what formerGov. Angus King once called the idyllic contrast between village and countryside, “crisp as a fresh apple, picked on a fine
fall day.” ■

Another problem, meanwhile, is the defacement of
Maine’s scenic corridors. Winding, country roads, tranquil
rural byways, and scenic drives are another signature element
of Maine life. And yet, that too is going. For example, those
driving today along Routes 302 and 4 to the west or Routes 1
and 3 near the coast are now greeted in many locations—not
with “life as it should be”—but with the chaotic strip development common to suburbanized areas
The 13 highest-rated Maine attributes in a recent
anywhere in America. What’s more,
Maine’s special places are in some cases
being “loved to death” as the ill-managed survey of visitors all revolve around its abundance
machinery of tourism—motels, RV campof scenic vistas, the high quality of its recreational
grounds, parking lots, golf courses, and
vacation homes—invades the environs
opportunities, and its charming small towns.
and near-rural landscapes of popular
towns.64 This combination of scattered
development and corridor congestion is slowly degrading
another irreplaceable aspect of Maine’s brand.
Nor may current growth patterns favor Maine’s huge
tourism industry and potential as a leading retirement
destination. In 2004, over 43 million day and overnight trips
were taken in the state, providing a massive economic stimulus to Maine.65 It is estimated that tourism generates $2.5 billion—about seven percent of gross state product—and
sustains nearly 70,000 jobs along with $340 million per year
in state revenues.66 Likewise, as the number of people age 65
and over continues to increase throughout the state and the
entire northeast, many will choose to retire in Maine.
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CHANGE:
PA S T S TAT E E F F O R T S A N D
REMAINING CHALLENGES
How Maine is growing depends on a lot of factors. What happens in
Millinocket, Scarborough, or Bar Harbor, for example, owes heavily to broad
national and global market currents.
Trends in global commodity markets, the state of
the Boston economy, the coming boom in retirement,
many Americans’ preference for low-density suburban
living: All of these will influence how Maine grows.
But state policy also matters. Over the long haul,
state governments can and do make a huge difference
in how states develop.
State governments are major investors in education, advanced research, and innovation. States play
a role in conservation. And for that matter legislatures and governors set the basic outlines of state
and local governance, the tax system, the regulation
of development.
For this reason, it bodes well that Maine possesses
a strong tradition of innovative state policy initiatives
that includes, among many other successes: the first
billboard law in the nation; Land for Maine’s Future
(LMF), which has protected over 192,000 acres of
land since 1987 through a series of land bonds; the
Maine Learning Technology Initiative (the “laptops”
initiative); and the state’s new school funding for-
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mula, Essential Programs and Services (EPS), a
unique, research-driven model for guaranteeing
universal quality public education for all children
while controlling costs.
And yet, in at least three areas, Maine’s past and
present policy choices bear closer scrutiny. In each
case, shortcomings in key state policy areas—built up
over many years—must be counted either indifferent
or negative influences on the state’s growth and
development pathway. Among the problems are:
• An inconsistent economic development stance
• Often high costs of government and the
unbalanced state-local tax system that
supports them
• Building and planning rules that shunt
development away from regional hubs and
contribute to sprawl
This chapter takes up each of these issues, and
explores how flawed state policies may well be
hindering the state’s progress toward sustainable
prosperity.
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CHALLENGE

AN INCONSISTENT ECONOMIC-DEVELOPM E N T S TA N C E O V E R M A N Y Y E A R S H A S
W E A K E N E D T H E S TAT E ’ S E F F O R T S T O
I M P RO V E I T S E C O N O M Y

O

ne influence on how Maine is growing has
been the inconsistency of its state-level economic development efforts, going back
decades.
Over the short run, it’s true, state
governments have very little ability to shape the direction of
regional economies.
Over time, however, state-level economic development
efforts—when executed with vision and discipline—can meaningfully enhance economies, most notably when they support
basic research, provide the infrastructure and amenities critical
to retaining and attracting people and businesses; and foster
the connections that can link firms, workers, and customers
within industry clusters and outwards to markets.
Unfortunately, though, the evidence in Maine’s case suggests that over several decades and numerous administrations
the state’s efforts to bolster its economy, while at times innovative, have not always been effective, in part because those
efforts have not been steady enough or strong enough.
To be sure, Maine has had no shortage of thoughtful leaders
and bold ideas on economic development over the years.
However, Maine has frequently failed to stick to and sustain its
innovation, with the predictable result that it has undercut the
effectiveness of numerous intelligent but
under- or un-funded initiatives that might
have otherwise made a larger difference.
Nor is this merely an impression of
the state’s labors, gleaned from a few
random conversations around the state.
Instead, this portrayal of the state’s wellintentioned but inconsistent economic
development efforts is the main finding
of a new critical review of Maine’s development policies over the past 30 years conducted at
Brookings’ request by Laurie Lachance, a former state economist and current president and CEO of the Maine
Development Foundation. (To read the full review please visit
www.brookings.edu/metro/maine.)
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Based on a variety of inquiries, Lachance’s review began
with a formal assessment of the state’s main official economic development reports, strategy documents, and inaugural addresses. In addition, Lachance solicited insights
through interviews of five of Maine’s living governors; interviews with key economic development officials and experts;
and an e-mail survey of over 500 Maine business, non-profit,
government, and education leaders. Lachance’s main conclusion: Maine’s efforts to enhance its economic position over
the years might have had greater impact if the state’s frequent good ideas, ranging across many administrations, were
more often supported with adequate sustained funding and
better-focused follow-through.
Lachance makes four broad points:

1

Maine has had no shortage of solid leaders and bold
ideas. Whatever the shortcomings of Maine’s efforts to
improve its economy, argues Lachance, they haven’t owed to
a lack of good ideas. Virtually every governor over the last 30
years, working with the Maine Legislature, has made important, well-intentioned contributions to Maine’s economic betterment.1
Through it all, and along the way, a series of progressive,
quite innovative ideas have been developed—and sometimes even adhered to over time.
The transformation over the past 30 years of the
Vocational Technical Institutes to the Technical College
System to the Community College System represents a
prime example of sustained economic development success.
So is the Maine Learning Technology Initiative (the
“laptops” initiative), which made Maine a national and
world leader in the use of technology in the classroom
when it pledged to provide every 7th and 8th grader in the
state with his or her own laptop computer.
And for its part, the Maine Technology Institute (MTI) has
gained a fine national reputation since its inception in 1999
as a state-funded, non-profit model for providing early-stage
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“patient” capital to support the commercialization of technology ideas. To date,
MTI has invested $27 million in 656
technology development projects across
the state, while leveraging $43.6 million
from other sources. Equally impressive
have been the efforts of the Baldacci
administration to maintain a clear focus
on key sectors and clusters across the
economy and to focus the state’s development efforts accordingly.
So, from its early billboard law to its laptops project to the
provision of state-financed venture money, Maine has a talent
for out-of-the-box thinking and shrewdness about economic
development. Frequently, in short, the state’s “heart” has been
in the right place over the years as it has sought often to
adhere to a plausible economic vision of environmental stewardship combined with strategic research investments in
those industrial sectors in which the state has a competitive
advantage, whether it be the forest-products industry, radio
frequency identification, or the financial services business.2

2

employees, just 42 work on economic development at
DECD. And in terms of its total per capita economic
development spending, the state ranked 38th among the
states, behind all the New England states except Rhode
Island.4 Maine’s per capita expenditures of about $10
currently run about half the national average
• The Maine Development Foundation (MDF), created in
1978 to be an equal partnership between state government and the private sector in long-term economic development, has not since 1990 received its chartered state
match of private funds up to $250,000. Full funding
from Augusta existed through 1990, but by 1994 the
state had withdrawn its participation, thereby eliminating
the “public” portion of the statutory “public-private”
partnership
• The Office of Innovation was created within DECD in
2003 to coordinate Maine’s varied investments in R&D
and technology, but was not staffed until 2005, when two
positions were created through reorganization. It has a
budget of just $30,000
• Maine and Company, the private non-profit corporation
that is the state’s main business attraction entity, has
received no state support since Fiscal Year 2003, and in
the six years prior to that received erratic appropriations
ranging from less than $30,000 to $350,000. The organization has only 2.8 full time positions to dedicate to its
work, and now lacks a marketing director, even though
part of its mission is outreach

However, Maine has often failed to adequately sustain
its development ideas, which has undercut the effectiveness of a proliferation of under- or un-funded initiatives. Maine has an unfortunate penchant for launching
development initiatives that it then fails to sustain.
The most prominent case in point is the state’s university
system, where University of Maine faculty salaries rank 44th
in the nation, and state appropriations per full-time student
have dropped 37 percent, adjusted for inflation, since 1989.3
But looking beyond such longer-term, higher-cost investment needs, Maine maintains dozens of smaller development
enterprises on the books whose returns are limited by minimal, sporadic, reduced, or non-existent funding.
A case in point is the state’s formal economic development
infrastructure itself, which consists of an array of small,
scantily funded entities that are hobbled by their minimal size
or erratic funding levels. Few would suggest that the raw size
or budgetary might of a state’s economic development organizations determines their efficacy, but in Maine’s case a numNor have formal economic development programs been
ber of state or quasi-public institutions created by the state
the only under-funded initiatives with important economic
remain surprisingly small or vulnerable. A few examples:
significance.
• The Department of Economic and Community
• Land for Maine’s Future, for example, has been a broadly
Development (DECD), the state’s main economic develpopular, nationally celebrated initiative for making basic
opment agency, remains the smallest department in state
investments in the quality and character of the Maine
government, notwithstanding decades of hand-wringing
landscape, an asset for Maine’s future economic competiabout the state’s economy. In fact, of the state’s 15,600
tiveness.5 However, despite Mainers’ approval of $97
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million for the bond program since
Maine spends only $10 per capita on economic development, lower than
37 other states
1987, funding of LMF has
Rank
Per capita economic development expenditures
remained intermittent and inade13
Vermont
$32.25
quate. Twelve years passed between
18
Massachusetts
$22.27
the first and second LMF bonds,
25
Connecticut
$15.26
32
New Hampshire
$12.58
and six more years before another
38
Maine
$10.13
bond was sent to voters in 2005.
47
Rhode Island
$6.75
For the most part this funding has
U.S. Average
$20.01
been inadequate to keep pace
Source: ACCRA, 2006
either with national leaders among
states employing conservation
bonding or demand in a changing state6
• The Maine Technology Institute (MTI) was established in
• A more recent case in point has been the wobbly launch
1999 to spur private sector R&D activity, with a particuof the newly created Fund for the Efficient Delivery of
lar focus on commercialization. At the time, careful conLocal and Regional Services, an important effort to prosultation with the American Association for the
vide positive support to localities working to reduce local
Advancement of Science (AAAS) determined that MTI
taxes by regionalizing local service provision. Established
should be funded with approximately $10 million annuas part of the School Finance Act of 2003, the $1 million
ally to optimally fulfill its mission.7 However, seven years
later MTI’s budget allocation of $5.7 million remains at
initial pilot fund was supposed to receive 2 percent of the
little more than half the recommended level
state’s municipal revenue sharing funds (approximately
• Similar AAAS consultation also suggested an investment
$2 million per year) and 2 percent of the state’s general
of about $20 million a year in the Maine Economic
purpose aid for education (approximately $20 million per
Improvement Fund (MEIF), which can be used by the
year) to finance grants for feasibility studies and other
University of Maine System to invest in applied research
development of municipal / county and school efficiency
and to support its commercialization. MEIF is currently
projects. However, that did not happen. In June 2005,
funded at the $10–$12 million level
the legislature suspended all funding for the grant pro• Likewise, the Small Enterprise Growth Fund (SEGF)—
grams. Ultimately, the legislature appropriated just
created in 1995 and housed in the Finance Authority of
$500,000 for each fund for FY 2007—this despite the
Maine (FAME) to provide Maine small businesses and
fact that $3 million in grant applications sought the inientrepreneurs a “patient” source of venture capital—has
tial $1 million in pilot awards on the municipal side.
also remained smaller than optimal venture fund operaAgain, a useful initiative with great potential to improve
tion requires. Given standard management practices,
the Maine economy has been seriously hobbled
even a $20 million fund has an operating budget of just
Similarly, Maine has under-capitalized a number of
$400,000 to $600,000—not much when a fund typically
extremely promising innovation- and developmentrequires several experienced partners to prime the pump
finance programs ensuring that their full potential has
and develop deals, along with plain old operating
not been achieved. The propensity to spread resources
expenses. That the SEGF has been capitalized with just
thinly recurs in another critical realm: that of directly stimu$9 million in the last decade leaves it less effective and
lating innovation and small-firm growth through targeted
beneficial than it might be, with smaller deals done and
investments—a promising strategy that lies at the crux of
less time spent developing its portfolio
Maine’s economic initiatives.
That the state has not been able to bring to scale even
Maine’s future, in this respect, depends even more than
modest
ventures that were designed with Maine’s small size
most states’ on its ability to foster innovation and support the
growth of its numerous small and very-small companies. And and limited resources in mind underscores the state’s persistent difficulty in bringing promising initiatives to the scale at
yet, while the state has developed a number of smart
which they might have true impact.
responses to that challenge since the mid-1990s, Laurie
Lachance notes that many of Maine’s ventures remain
smaller than optimal:
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A related problem: In its efforts to be fair, Maine has
spread its limited economic development resources too
thinly, again undercutting effectiveness. Finally, Maine
has a long tradition of spreading out what development
resources it has, in keeping with the geography of its historically decentralized population and the multiplicity of its
small business and residential centers. Perhaps this owes to
the state’s admirable ethic of equity. Perhaps it follows from
the dynamics of a large legislature and the state’s proliferation of municipalities. But in any event, as Lachance notes,
Maine maintains a large number of development entities for
so small a state, and tends—given that large number—to disperse its investments widely.
In this respect the state’s institutional roster itself sprawls.
For a small state with limited economic development dollars,
as Lachance argues, Maine has a large number of relatively
small, autonomous economic development organizations that
ensures that while in some instances responsibilities overlap
in others their individual capacities remain too small. The
array of players is striking and sometimes confusing: Five
federal economic development entities maintain offices in
Maine. At least six other state entities, in addition to DECD,
deliver economic development services in some form, including the departments of Agriculture, Marine Resources,
Transportation, and Conservation, and the Maine State
Housing Authority, as well as the quasi-public institutions
FAME, the Maine International Trade Center, and Maine
and Company.
• At the regional level, at least 11 organizations (councils
of governments, regional planning commissions, or
county development offices) also conduct economic
development activities
• So do at least 43 municipalities that appear to have
economic development staff
• There is a state chamber of commerce and 66 local
chambers
• There are other economic development entities such as
the Maine Development Foundation; Coastal Enterprises,
Inc.; Cooperative Extension; and Women, Work and
Community, just to name a few
But looking beyond this infrastructure, Maine has frequently spread its limited state-level economic development
resources too thinly.

A recent case in point may be Maine’s network of Applied
Technology Development Centers (although the ultimate jury
is still out as the state awaits completion of a formal five-year
evaluation of the program). Created in 2001 with start-up
funding of $5.5 million, Maine’s technology-business incubator initiative represents another plausible bid to help nurture
the growth of Maine’s new, and most innovative, companies—
a crucial source of potential future growth. Unfortunately,
the impulse to spread around limited funding (instead of
focusing it) may be in classic Maine fashion undercutting
the project’s impact.
To begin with, instead of targeting this investment strategically by building, say, just two or three technology incubators
in areas of the state that promised the greatest results in
terms of high-tech business activity as cluster development
theory would dictate, legislators chose to build seven centers—more than twice as many as could reasonably be supported. For various political reasons, moreover, legislative
negotiations scattered the seven centers in geographically dispersed sites that placed them, in at least several instances, in
locations remote from any likely chance of technology success. And then, finally, the state decided to invest in bricks
and mortar—buildings—rather than to ensure sufficient operational support. The predicable result: A far-flung, operationally under-funded system has at times struggled to
provide basic services to its clients, such as counseling and
networking, as annual support from the legislature has swung
around from $550,000 in one year to much less than that in
others. Today, most of the incubators are occupied and doing
well enough for their regions, but only four or so of the centers can truly be said to be incubating “technology-based”
startups. And at least one of the centers, the Thomas M.
Teague Technology Center of Maine, in Fairfield, intended to
incubate biotech enterprises, remains so far away from either
university research centers or the southern Maine critical
mass that its excellent wet lab facilities have attracted virtually no tenants. So again, the results appear mixed rather
than catalytic: By dispersing limited resources around the
state, what was initially supposed to be Maine’s technology
incubator system has drifted somewhat from its initial focus.
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MAINE’S OFTEN HIGH COSTS OF GOVERNMENT AN THE UNBALANCED REVENUE
S Y S T E M H I N D E R T H E S TAT E ’ S A B I L I T Y T O
P RO M O T E S U S TA I N A B L E P RO S P E R I T Y

M

aine’s variable but often-high costs of
government—and the revenue system
that supports them—represent another
major influence on the way Maine is
developing.
High government costs in some areas, to begin with, may
“crowd out” needed spending in other areas. Meanwhile, an
imbalanced tax structure—especially one heavily reliant on
the property tax—can distort location decisions, contribute to
sprawl, and send adverse signals about the state’s business
climate.
In Maine’s case, recent efforts to restrain spending—state
spending growth has been limited to 3.5 percent a year over
the last four years—contend with a longer-term legacy of past
expenditure growth compiled by governors and legislators in
both parties. Likewise, recent efforts to
mitigate the most burdensome aspects
Possible overspending in large areas of state and
of the tax system through increased
property tax rebates and a partial repeal
local government is at once depressing spending on
of the tax on business equipment have
only begun the process of tax reform.
other areas critical to Maine’s future prosperity, and
And so the state faces a tough juncture. For now at least, possible overexacerbating the burdens of Maine’s unbalanced
spending in large areas of state and
local government (such as on school
state-local tax system.
bureaucracies or corrections) is at once
depressing spending on other areas critical to Maine’s future prosperity (such as economic and community development, workforce training, and natural
resources enhancement), and exacerbating the burdens of
Maine’s unbalanced state-local tax system.
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O N T H E S P E N D I N G S I D E , PA R T S O F M A I N E ’ S S TAT E
A N D L O C A L G O V E R N M E N T S Y S T E M I M P O S E H E AV Y
C O S T S O N T H E S TAT E T H AT A R E S QU E E Z I N G O U T
NECESSARY INVESTMENT IN OTHER AREAS EVEN
A S T H E Y C O N T R I BU T E T O H I G H TA X E S

C

oncerns about the costs and efficiency of government in Maine flow in large part from the
state’s relatively high tax burdens. Maine
perennially tops new rankings of total state
and local tax burden (as a percentage of
income), and each time it does new calls rise for shrinking
government and cutting taxes.8 The arrival of the so-called
Taxpayer Bill of Rights, known as “TABOR,” on the
November 2006 ballot, represents just the latest expression
of the tax complaint.
However, there remains another reason to examine the
location, size, and structure of Maine’s state and local expenditures: program “crowd out.” Crowd out occurs in times of
slow revenue growth when spending growth in one area
almost inevitably claims resources that would otherwise flow
to other areas.
In this fashion, current state and local spending patterns
beneath the aggregate statistics pose stark choices about the
state’s priorities. In fact, so long as the economy grows only
modestly and governments hold the line on taxes, high, misdirected, or inefficient spending in one category almost
always necessitates less spending in others, whether to sustain Maine’s high quality of life, stimulate economic growth,
or re-skill older Maine workers to help them prosper in the
innovation-driven industries of tomorrow. Such dynamics, in
short, make it more important than ever to assess the efficiency of spending patterns to make sure Maine makes the
most of every dollar.
In this context, new research carried out for this report—
along with a look at recent state budget trends—describes
both key sources of the state’s high state-local tax burden and
the impact of that spending on other accounts.
Conducted for Brookings by Philip Trostel of the
University of Maine’s Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center,
the new analysis of 2002 U.S. Census data probes the cost
and efficiency of Maine’s provision of 21 distinct state and
local government service categories using a single methodology, comparing in each case Maine’s state or local government payroll, employment, and expenditure levels to national

and rural comparison-state
norms.9 In each case, Trostel’s
analyses—while in no way
definitive evidence of “excess”
spending or inefficiency given
the difficulty of fairly comparing program quality and other
outputs across states—point
nevertheless to areas in which
more detailed assessment may
confirm inefficiency and potential savings. (To read the full
analysis and access function-specific analyses and data tables
please visit www.brookings.edu/metro/maine.)
What does the work show? Overall, the analyses confirm
that aggregate government expenditures do consume a larger
than average share of Mainers’ personal income. But beyond
that, these inquiries provide a fresh look at where the costs
may lie, and offer hints of several areas where inefficiency as
opposed to state preferences may have elevated them. And
here the results are clear: Primary and secondary education
represents by far Maine’s top government-efficiency challenge. After that, state spending on health and corrections
appears both heavy and possibly inefficient, while local government—which on balance is quite frugal in Maine—bears
scrutiny in faster-growing regions where it must contend with
new demands for suburban-type services.
Four findings matter most:

1

Maine spends a lot on state and local government, as a
percentage of income, compared to other states. First,
the new analysis confirms that Maine does spend a lot on
state and local government expenditures. This can be seen by
setting aside spending on quasi-private enterprises such as
public hospitals that generate revenues, subtracting out
transfers from the federal government, and then analyzing
Maine’s expenditure levels as a percentage of personal
income. Assessed this way, Maine spent 15.1 percent of its
total personal income on state and local government, compared to the national expenditure rate of 13.4 percent. That
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Maine’s state and local spending—excluding quasi-private enterprises like hospitals and net of transfers from the federal
government—topped 15 percent of personal income, ranking it eighth in the nation and first among rural states

Maine
New Hampshire
Rural States
Arkansas
Iowa
Mississippi
Montana
North Dakota
South Dakota
Vermont
West Virginia
Wyoming
Rural Average
United States

Payroll as a percent
of total personal income
6.4%
5.1%
6.5%
6.8%
6.5%
7.3%
7.4%
6.1%
7.0%
6.7%
7.4%
6.7%
6.3%

Rank
26
50

Total State and Local Government
FTE employment
per 1,000 people
Rank
55.0
9
50.6
29

21
12
24
6
4
36
7
14
5

52.2
53.6
52.8
55.6
60.0
53.8
60.4
49.7
71.0
54.0
49.5

22
14
18
7
5
13
4
33
2

Net expenditure as a percent
of total personal income
15.1%
10.3%
13.0%
14.2%
12.8%
14.0%
13.7%
12.1%
13.6%
14.1%
13.9%
13.5%
13.4%

Rank
8
50
31
11
33
18
20
41
21
15
19

Numbers are for FY2002 state and local governments combined, derived from data from the U.S. Census Bureau, Governments Division. Excluded from the analysis
are quasi-private enterprises (such as hospitals, utilities, etc.); net expenditures are direct expenditures less transfers from the federal government
Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Philip Trostel, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center, University of Maine

ranks Maine eighth among states for its total expenditures on
state and local government—13 percent above the national
expenditure level, and 12 percent above the average of the
rural comparison states. Moreover, Maine’s net expenditure
was the highest among the 10 most rural states.10 So, the
facts are clear: Governments do spend relatively a lot in
Maine compared to other states.
As to the cause of Maine’s spending, these data cannot by
themselves reveal whether Maine’s expenditures owe to a
high inherent need for government spending, Mainers’ particular preferences, or governmental “inefficiency.” To assess the
efficiency of Maine service provision definitively, moreover,
would require detailed comparison between states of the outcomes their spending—an assessment that is beyond the
scope of this report. However, that Maine rates as a state
with “low fiscal need” in an important series of interstate fiscal comparisons published in the last decade suggests that
Maine’s high spending reflects more a mix of Maine’s preferences and program inefficiency than a necessary response to
demanding circumstances like high crime rates or a large
school-age population.11

2

Primary and secondary education is the single largest
outlay, and appears one of the most costly. But Maine’s
relatively high aggregate state and local spending levels do
not mean that all levels of government, or all state and local
functions, exhibit similarly high expenditure levels. Far from
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it: Maine remains well below national and rural norms in
some spending areas, and well above them on others. And on
the latter front, one thing stands out: On the largest item in
the state and local budget—K–12 education— Maine spends
much more than national and rural norms.
Altogether, Mainers—through some 99 independent school
districts as well as 165 cities and towns with school payroll—
spent on the order of $1.6 billion on public elementary and
secondary education in 2002, according to the new analysis.
This represented nearly 46 percent of all state and local payroll in Maine and more than 70 percent of total local government payroll. What is more, this expenditure of 4.5 percent
of the state’s total personal income on K–12 education
ensured that the state’s spending exceeded the national norm
by 10 percent, and ranked the state seventh-highest in the
nation on this cost indicator. Per-student costs make the
point even more clearly. In 2002, Maine’s net expenditures
per student approached $8,000, a level that was nearly eight
percent above the national average. That expenditure level
ranked the state 11th in the nation in 2002, despite having
just the 35th highest personal income. And the outlay
exceeded that in every other rural state by at least 20 percent,
except for Vermont which it exceeded by 4 percent.
Such figures suggest that Maine’s primary and secondary
education system costs at least $150 million a year more than
it would if its net expenditure per student were the same as
the national average.
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Maine’s K–12 spending exceeds the national norm by 10 percent and ranks seventh-highest in the nation and first among
its rural states

Maine
New Hampshire
Rural States
Arkansas
Iowa
Mississippi
Montana
North Dakota
South Dakota
Vermont
West Virginia
Wyoming
Rural Average
United States

Payroll as a percent
of total personal income
3.0%
2.3%
2.7%
2.8%
2.6%
2.9%
3.0%
2.7%
3.3%
3.2%
3.1%
2.8%
2.7%

Rank
10
43
21
19
31
14
11
26
2
3
6

Elementary and Secondary Education
FTE employment per
Net expenditure as a percent
1,000 people
Rank
of total personal income
28.7
4
4.5%
24.6
15
3.7%
24.0
25.1
24.0
24.4
23.0
25.8
31.8
22.6
31.6
24.8
22.2

19
11
20
17
26
7
1
30
2

3.8%
3.7%
3.4%
3.9%
3.2%
3.8%
4.2%
4.4%
3.5%
3.8%
4.0%

Rank
7
34
27
33
43
24
47
31
14
11
39

Numbers are for FY2002 state and local governments combined, derived from data from the U.S. Census Bureau, Governments Division. Net expenditures
are direct expenditures less transfers from the federal government
Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Philip Trostel, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center, University of Maine

the same token, many Mainers continue to adhere to their traditional prefElementary and Secondary Education
erence for a large number of small,
Net expenditure per student
Rank
locally controlled schools, which also
Maine
$7,972
11
increases costs. And then, the fact
New Hampshire
$7,951
12
remains that Maine’s educational
Rural States
Arkansas
$5,403
44
results are above average as measured
Iowa
$6,354
32
by multiple indices, as notes the Board
Mississippi
$4,421
50
of Education’s Select Panel on
Montana
$5,813
38
Revisioning Education in Maine.13 That
North Dakota
$5,261
46
South Dakota
$5,939
36
suggests significant value is being delivVermont
$7,696
17
ered, although a full assessment of the
West Virginia
$6,656
28
relative cost-efficiency with which
Wyoming
$6,148
34
Maine achieves its classroom results
Rural Average
$5,727
United States
$7,416
remains beyond the scope of his report.
But for all that, significant savings
Numbers are for FY2002 state and local governments combined, derived from data from the U.S. Census
probably could still be scored even leavBureau, Governments Division. Net expenditures are direct expenditures less transfers from the federal
ing aside classroom and school-size
government
Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Philip Trostel, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center, University
changes. The reason: Maine’s schools
of Maine
and school districts employ an unusually large number of administrators and
How much of that expenditure represents inefficiency that other non-instructional staffers whose presence drives up
might be reduced as a practical matter? Probably only a porexpenditures and suggests inefficiency. Maine’s K–12 system
tion of it does. For one thing, Maine’s high expenditures on
employs, for example, one administrator for every 127 stuK–12 education reflect the high value Mainers place on eledents, much higher than the average ratio of one to 212 and
mentary and secondary education. Many Mainers no doubt
the nation’s fourth-highest rate of administration. Likewise,
support the added spending associated with the second-lowMaine taxpayers support one school or district administrator
est student-teacher ratio in the country, at 11.5 to one.12 By
for every 11.1 teachers—the country’s 9th-highest number of
At $8,000 per student, Maine spends eight-percent more than that national average on
K–12 education, good for 11th in the country and first among rural states
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“Crowd out” and the investment agenda. “Crowd out”
results from the inexorable growth in recent years of state
spending on health and human services (largely due to rising
healthcare costs) and education in the context of slow revenue growth and finite resources.
Until recently these pressures were muted, but several factors are now starting to hit home. On the one hand, impleAt the state level, heavy spending in certain areas may
mentation of the state spending cap imposed by the landmark
be “crowding out” spending needed for enhancing the
school-finance and tax law LD1 combined with Gov.
state’s quality of place, pursuing economic developBaldacci’s commitment not to raise a broad-based tax has
ment and workforce development—or tax reductions. In greatly slowed spending growth. On the other hand, the
this respect, Phil Trostel’s analyses of 2002 Census data sug- impacts of continued health care inflation on the state’s
gest that Maine exhibits relatively high expenditure levels
Medicaid program coupled with the citizen’s initiative to
compared to other states in a number of state-level service
increase the state’s share of all K–12 education funding to 55
areas. However, what makes this especially problematic is the percent (at a cost of more than $200 million a year) are
fact that such spending—and the possibility of inefficiency in imposing new demands. Given that overall spending growth
some of these activities—undoubtedly adds to the current
remains modest, these factors mean that as the state’s outlays
“crowding out” in the state budget of environmental, ecofor health care and education increase, the available funding
nomic development, and workforce funding—funding critical for the rest of state government will decrease, which is now
to enhancing the state’s quality of life and creating the ecohappening. While the share of the state budget flowing to
nomic growth Mainers need now and in the future.
K–12 and higher education and health and human services
administrators per teacher.14 Such figures and others prepared
by MPSRG’s Michael Moore for this report suggest that
Maine could realize between $10 million and $35 million in
annual K–12 education-costs savings without closing or consolidating a single school by reducing “administration” costs
to various national or Maine consolidated-district standards.15

3

C O S T S O U T S I D E T H E C L A S S RO O M :
C L E R K S , A D M I N I S T R AT O R S , A N D U N N E C E S S A R Y
COSTS IN CUMBERLAND COUNTY
because of these economies, the districts in

fees, training expenses, and repair costs.

County might be expected to be mod-

the county actually do spend 15 percent less

Moreover, school bus maintenance is also

els of efficiency, and in some ways they

on system administration than the state aver-

duplicated in each district. Consequently,

age.

county districts operate 18 bus maintenance

he school districts in Cumberland

T

are.With an average size of 2,500 students, the
county’s school districts—more than three

However, these efficiencies do not mean

facilities (some of which are shared with town

times larger than the state’s average size of

that Cumberland County’s school systems

garages), employ 21 bus mechanics, and pay 14

700—are large enough to enjoy economies of

could not spend less—much less—to provide

transportation managers.

scale.16 Thirteen of the 19 districts are munici-

the same classes in the same school houses.

pal units and can share administrative costs

The reason: Local control means that bureau-

more efficiently through a regional shared-

with their town government. All of the districts

cracy is duplicated in each district. Across the

service model? There are at least two signifi-

participate in cooperative purchasing plans for

county there are 19 business offices, each one

cant obstacles. First, local school committees

items such as fuel and food. And in fact,

handling accounting and payroll. As a result

want control of their own services. And sec-

there are 23 payroll clerks for the county’s

ond, more than 100 different union contracts

8,300 employees and a total of 68 business

govern employment in these school districts,

office employees. Even though the state main-

each with its own salary and benefit provisions.

tains a single common accounting process,

Still, some things are clear: A single county-

Cumberland districts employ seven different

wide business office would certainly not

accounting software packages. In fact each dis-

require 68 employees nor would a shared

trict operates its own computer network,

transportation maintenance facility require 21

resulting in higher equipment costs, licensing

mechanics and 14 managers. ■
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Could such support functions be delivered
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Budgetary “crowd out” has ensured that key programs in economic development, workforce development, and environmental
protection have shrunk or barely grown in recent years
State Government Appropriations, Selected Departments, Fiscal Years 2004 and 2007
Appropriations, FY 2004
Appropriations, FY 2007 Percent change, FY2004–FY2007
Education
Department of Education
Maine Community College System
University of Maine System

$922,930,507
$40,614,117
$172,596,418

$1,169,567,322
$46,068,617
$190,596,418

26.7%
13.4%
10.4%

Health
DHHS-Health Services
DHHS-Behavioral and Developmental Services

$592,184,877
$260,195,143

$632,984,908
$267,776,211

6.9%
2.9%

Remainder of State Government
Department of Labor
Department of Economic and Community Development
Department of Environmental Protection
Department of Conservation

$654,321,380
$21,199,955
$13,200,217
$6,208,448
$22,024,087

$610,534,932
$15,389,261
$11,734,836
$6,089,629
$22,383,897

-6.7%
-27.4%
-11.1%
-1.9%
1.6%

$2,642,999,485

$2,917,678,445

10.4%

Total State Government Appropriations
Source: Maine Bureau of the Budget

Increases in state outlays for health care and education are crowding out all other
areas of state government
Fiscal Year 1998–Fiscal Year 1999

Remainder
24.3%

Fiscal Year 2006–Fiscal Year 2007

Remainder
20.5%

Health Care
and Education
75.7%

Health Care
and Education
79.5%

by nearly 2 percent. The Department of
Economic and Community
Development has lost 11 percent of its
appropriation. And the Department of
Labor has seen its funding drop by
more than one-quarter. In short, budgetary “crowd out” in Maine—while
seeming to favor critical education
investments—is taking resources away
from other Maine priorities critical to
the long-term prosperity of the state,
such as the environment, economic
development, and helping Maine workers cope with economic change.

Source: Maine Bureau of the Budget

accounts has risen from about 76 to 80 percent in the last
five years, the share garnered by the remainder of state government has slipped from about 24.3 to 20.5 percent—and
will now contract further as the 55-percent rule on education
funding is implemented and as health care costs continue to
rise.17
The result of these dynamics is troubling: As the state’s vast
K–12 and health commitments grow, dollars are flowing away
from what should be key elements of a drive toward sustainable prosperity along with education initiatives. The
Department of Conservation has received no budget increase.
The Department of Environmental Protection has been cut

State efficiency and crowd out. In
the context of limited resources and the crowd-out dynamic,
efficient service provision becomes even more critical than
usual, since efficiency can ease the squeeze and even free up
resources for other priorities. Unfortunately, the new
Brookings / Margaret Chase Smith center evaluation suggests
that in Maine a number of state services may be provided relatively inefficiently and, therefore, may be exacerbating the
crowd out effect at the state level by consuming excessive
funding that might otherwise be applied to other priorities or
tax reductions.
Looking at the big “crowders” of the budget, K–12 education—with its heavy administrative overhead—is now increas-
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ingly a state responsibility, given the new 55-percent rule,
putting new pressure on other state accounts. Likewise,
Trostel’s assessments for Brookings suggest the need for careful scrutiny of the efficiency with which the state provides
health services. In the health area, Maine’s state payroll relative to income is 24 percent higher than the rural-state average, in a state-local category on which Maine spends three
times the rural-state average as a share of income. (This suggests that theoretically there could be savings of over $100
million here, although Mainers’ public policy preferences for
generous social services surely ordain above-average spending
in this area).
Moving beyond the “crowders” into the “remainder” of the
budget, Trostel’s evaluations highlight several other areas
where Maine state government spending may be inefficient.
• In higher education, Maine’s low net state contribution
as a percentage of state income might seem to suggest
efficiency, since it trails national and rural averages by 26
and 45 percent. However, Maine higher education shows
that the two need not go hand in hand. On a per-student
basis, Maine’s net expenditures of $18,000 in 2002
slightly exceeded national and rural-state averages, with
higher than average payroll flowing to non-instructional
areas. In fact, Maine has the nation’s highest ratio of
“other” payroll to instructional payroll, with $2.13 going
to non-instructional payroll for every $1 going to instructional payroll. Some of this may owe to the sheer number
of separate institutions within the university and community college systems; some may owe to the existence of
two systems. But at any rate, inefficiencies in Maine’s
higher education system may be costing the state $14
million a year that otherwise could be reinvested in it
• The state’s relatively high corrections spending in part
reflects the fact that the Department of Corrections
maintains Maine’s entire juvenile and probation systems
(which counties handle in many states). And ambiguities
in the federal data analyzed mean it is possible the statelevel spending figures are inflated. But even so, Maine’s
expenditures run 119 percent higher per inmate than the
national average, according to Trostel’s analysis. That
means that the state might be able to save as much as
$79 million a year if it spent at a level equal to the
national cost per inmate, although such numbers like all
others here will require additional study
State-level expenditures and payroll also appear high compared to other states on several other more evenly “mixed”
state-local functions.

• Maine’s local payroll on financial administration (including tax assessment and collection) remains 4 percent
beneath the rural average, but the state’s financial payroll
exceeds the non-urban state average by 24 percent. (If
Maine had the same state government payroll relative to
income as the other rural comparison states it would reap
$8 million in cost savings)
• Expenditures on Maine’s “other government” administration (which includes state and local administrative staff)
remain below the non-urban state average, yet state-level
payroll overshoots the rural average by 48 percent.
Spending on the legislature exceeds the rural-state average by 86 percent! (If Maine approached the rural-state
average for “other government” expenditures it would
save $12 million a year)
• The state-government portion of Maine’s public buildings
categories may also be relatively expensive. On public
buildings, Maine’s total state and local expenditures are
138 percent above the rural average, but it is in state government where Maine spends the most. Maine’s state
expenditure relative to income exceeds the rural state
average by 285 percent. (If Maine had the same general
public buildings expenditure relative to income as the
national average it could save $42 million)
In sum, relatively high expenditures in a number of stategovernment areas clearly require scrutiny with an eye to their
efficiency. To be sure, the data are preliminary and cannot
fully resolve whether Mainers’ settled desires or true inefficiency are elevating costs. However, it very much appears that
at minimum avoidable overspending on school bureaucracies,
non-instructional payroll, and sub-optimal administrative
functions is exacerbating the crowd-out across Maine state
government of spending on the services needed to sustain
Maine’s high quality of life, improve its economy, and help
Maine workers.

4
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For its part, non-school local government appears relatively frugal. However, its costs rise in more suburban
areas. A final area of cost concern in Maine is municipal
government—the mosaic of cities, towns, and counties
that provides so many of the basic services on which Maine
residents rely.
Currently, Maine’s 1.3 million residents support no less
than 504 of these general purpose governments—or about
3.9 per 10,000 people.
This incidence gives the state the seventh-highest ratio of
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Maine’s expenditures rank well above national and rural state averages in several areas, including K–12 education,
corrections, and health
Maine
15.08%

United States
13.39%

Rural average
13.50%

Cost differential (in millions)

Total (percent of income)
Local Functions
Elementary & Secondary Education (per student)
Police Protection (per crime)
Fire Protection (percent of income)
Parks & Recreation (percent of income)
Sewerage (percent of income)
Housing & Community Development (percent of income)
Solid Waste Management (percent of income)
Libraries (percent of income)

$7,972
$5,242
0.23%
0.15%
0.29%
0.06%
0.28%
0.07%

$7,416
$5,434
0.29%
0.34%
0.35%
0.10%
0.22%
0.09%

$5,727
$4,365
0.21%
0.31%
0.27%
0.03%
0.19%
0.09%

$152 (8% > U.S. Average)
$6 (3% > U.S. Average)a
$7 (10% > Rural Average)

State Functions
Higher Education (per FTE student)
Corrections (per inmate)
Natural Resources (percent of income)
Social Insurance Administration (percent of income)
Other Education (percent of income)

$18,035
$62,273
0.32%
0.02%
0.35%

$17,892
$28,466
0.22%
0.01%
0.30%

$17,307
$26,490
0.35%
0.02%
0.49%

$14 (4% > U.S. Average)b
$79 (119% > U.S. Average)

Mixed Functions
Highways (per 1,000 vehicle miles)
Public Welfare (per single mother)
Financial Administration (percent of income)
Other Government Administration (percent of income)
Health (percent of income)
Judicial & Legal (per crime)
General Public Buildings (percent of income)
Other and Unallocable (percent of income)

$31.56
$10,526
0.49%
0.21%
0.87%
$2,321
0.24%
1.44%

$30.10
$7,184
0.37%
0.20%
0.45%
$2,633
0.12%
0.79%

$31.83
$5,865
0.50%
0.23%
0.28%
$2,178
0.10%
0.25%

$7 (7% > Rural Average)
$4 (22% > U.S. Average)a
$25 (32% > U.S. Average)

$2 (47% > U.S. Average)c

$8 (24% > Rural Average)d
$12 (86% > Rural Average)e
$155 (95% > Rural Average)
$42 (94% > U.S. Average)
$238 (83% > U.S. Average)

Numbers are for FY2002 state and local governments combined, and are derived from the U.S. Census Bureau, Governments Division. “Total” excludes quasi-private enterprises. Unless there is evidence of systematic cost differences in rural states, the U.S. average is used as the norm. a. After controlling for urban percentage and per capita
income. b. In the Other Payroll subcategory. c. In payroll per unemployed person. d. In state government payroll relative to income. e. In the Legislative subcategory
Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Philip Trostel, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center, University of Maine

general governments to citizens in the country, and means
Mainers pay taxes to maintain a general government for every
2,570 people (Californians get by with one government for
every 65,770 citizens!). No wonder critics of Maine’s local
governments say that Maine towns are too numerous to be
efficient, too small to reap economies of scale, and too
parochial to work out less costly ways to deliver services.
And yet, here the evidence from the Margaret Chase
Smith / Brookings analysis suggests that Maine’s local government system remains relatively cost-effective in most places
and for the provision of most non-education services.
On the one hand, much of the 2002 spending data suggests
that Maine local government imposes rather low costs on taxpayers. On balance, in fact, Maine’s local spending on such
services as police protection, parks and recreation, and

libraries appears low in comparison to the nation, and in most
cases is competitive with other rural states. This may owe to
Maine towns’ vaunted “frugality” and low service levels. It may
reflect the fact that most Maine towns are still small enough
to rely on volunteers and part-time staffs to deliver many services. And it may flow from the fact that in Maine the state
tends to do relatively more than in other states allowing localities to do less. But whatever the reason, municipalities’ spending on local services appears much more in line with national
and rural norms than the state’s massive school spending.
Police spending as a share of state personal income, for example, remains 17 percent below the average of the other nonurban states. Local parks and recreation expenditures remain
51 percent below the average of the other non-urban states.
And towns’ library spending trails that of the average of the
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Costs for local police and fire protection are higher in rapidly suburbanizing Southern Maine, exceeding all other regions and the
state average

Local Police Payroll, Percentage
of Personal Income
State Average, 0.26%

Fire Protection Payroll, Percentage
of Personal Income
State Average, 0.13%

Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Philip Trostel, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center, University of Maine

non-urban states by 22 percent. Maine towns, to that extent,
are in many places providing basic services at relatively low
cost.
On the other hand, the data do justify continued concern
about the cost factors associated with the state’s numerous
small local governments in their provision of some services, in
some regions.
Maine towns may not spend heavily on police protection,
for example, but they may not be exactly efficient either. On a
per crime basis, after all, Maine’s police expenditures of
$5,242 exceeded the rural average by 20 percent. After
accounting for differences in crime rates and income, it
appears that localities in the state could spend $6 million less
on police.
Nor are Maine towns always frugal. For example, Maine’s
fire protection expenditures may undercut the national average by 21 percent as a share of state personal income, but
they exceeded the average of the non-urban states by 10 percent in 2002. That implies that the state could shave about
$7 million a year from its annual fire costs if its towns had
the same expenditure relative to income as the average of the
other rural states. Likewise, sewerage expenditures are also
low by national standards, but 7 percent above the rural-state
average. That implies a potential savings of another $7 million a year if Maine’s net expenditure on sewerage as a percentage of personal income met the rural average.
Beyond that, the new data expose significant regional differences in the cost of localities’ provision of some services—
differences that hint, albeit not conclusively, at greater cost
problems ahead for the state as it grows.
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The tip, on this front, lies in the distinctive cost profile displayed by Southern Maine—the state’s densest, most prosperous, and most rapidly suburbanizing region. Here, towns and
school districts exhibit, at once, the state’s lowest spending
on education as a share of personal income and its highest
outlays on police coverage, fire departments, parks and recreation, and libraries. Such data are suggestive, and likely
reflect Southern Maine communities’ simultaneous cost
advantages in providing services (like education) with greater
economies of scale and their struggles to control costs when
suburban growth brings new demands for more and higherquality services of other kinds. In this way, regional spending
patterns on police and fire services point to future challenges.
In mostly rural places like Down East, Mid-Coast, or Central
Maine, costs remain modest, because police and fire services
are either minimalist, largely volunteer, or provided by
another level of government, such as the state police. But in
rapidly suburbanizing Southern Maine, police and fire spending now exceeds state norms, as the new residents demand
full-dress, professionalized services. To that extent Southern
Maine’s higher costs of basic service provision may well represent Maine’s future.
And here is a final note: Crowd out may be taking place at
the local level too. Given localities’ heavy spending on primary and secondary education, little room appears left to support local parks and recreation programs, libraries, or even
local road building. Maine ranks 38th among states for its
spending on local parks and recreation payroll and 40th for
library spending.
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evenue raising, and notably tax levies, are where
government spending hits home. And on this
front Maine’s relatively high and highly unbalanced tax burdens represent another likely
influence on the state’s development path.
To be sure, the nature of these influences (and even their
existence) is the subject of a pitched, perennial, and ongoing
debate.
Business interests and taxpayer advocates point to Maine’s
frequent high ranking on state-by-state tax-burden lists and
assert that Maine’s tax burdens across the board and in specific categories are keeping businesses from relocating from
other states, and discouraging investment and hiring within
Maine.18 Others counter that while taxes may be high, in the
end, taxes don’t matter very much when it comes to improving the economy or attracting new businesses.19 Still others
are philosophical, and say that high taxes are inevitable
because the state seeks to provide—in keeping with “Maine
values”—high-quality public services while contending with
the diseconomies of scale associated with a small and dispersed population.
Who’s right, and what are the right things to worry about
as the state tries to build a more sustainable prosperity?
Without trying to resolve this complicated and important
debate, several things can be said about Maine’s flawed statelocal revenue system in the light of several new assessments
of Maine’s state-local tax system conducted for this report by
Matthew N. Murray of the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville. (To read the full analyses and access detailed data
tables please visit www.brookings.edu/metro/maine.)
According to these and many other earlier analyses, Maine
taxes truly are high; Maine’s heavy reliance on property taxes
at the local level may well be contributing to sprawl; and
while taxes may not matter as much as some say, Maine’s
high property and personal and corporate income tax rates

likely do hinder economic development if only by sending
negative signals about Maine as a place in which to live and
work. In addition, it bears noting that the state has taken little advantage of several opportunities to raise revenue that
could take some of the burden off of Maine’s property and
income taxes.
In short, at least four problems—all interrelated—appear
urgent.

1

First, it’s true: Maine’s combined state and local tax
burden ranks well above the national average. Maine’s
taxes are high because Maine needs to raise a relatively large
amount of revenue, and that is true because it spends relatively more than other states given its large K–12 and health
outlays. U.S. Census data for 2002, for example, report that
the state’s net state and local government expenditures,
excluding quasi-private enterprises like hospitals, came to
about 15 percent of personal income—the eighth-highest
total among the states.20 Given that expenditure level, the
state ranks similarly high for the total amount of revenue it
must generate each year, which in 2004 came to about 18
percent of total personal income, the eighth-highest share in
the country. Add in that Maine lacks the large public university and hospital systems that in other regions generate significant non-tax revenue, and the result is stark: Maine relies
heavily on taxes to raise revenue, and that reliance is requiring some of the highest tax burdens in the nation (if not in
New England).
How high are Maine’s taxes? Calculated as a percentage of
total personal income, Maine’s state-local tax burden of 13
percent was the fourth-highest in the nation in 2004 (down
from second-highest in 2002).21 Given that this ranking considers Mainers’ “ability to pay” as reflected in the state’s
income level it suggests why many Mainers complain about
their tax burdens.
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Maine’s total state and local taxes as a percentage of income remain high by both national and New England standards

Maine
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont
New England
U.S.

State and local taxes as a percentage of personal income, 2004
State and local taxes
State taxes
Local taxes
13.0%
7.5%
5.5%
11.3%
6.7%
4.5%
10.3%
6.4%
3.9%
8.9%
4.4%
4.5%
11.7%
6.7%
5.0%
11.9%
9.2%
2.7%
10.8%
6.5%
4.3%
10.7%
6.3%
4.5%

Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Matthew N. Murray, University of Tennessee at Knoxville, using U.S. Census Bureau State and Local Government
Finances data and Bureau of Economic Analysis personal income data

Maine ranks 13th for total state and local revenues collected as a percentage of income but fourth on taxes and second on
property taxes

Total Revenue
General revenue
Intergovernmental Revenue
From Federal Government
From State Government
From Local Governments
Subtotal

State and Local Government Revenue as a Percentage of Total Personal Income, FY2004
Maine
Rank
U.S. Average
29.1%
13
25.9%
24.9%
7
20.1%
7.0%
na
na
7.0%

10
na
na
10

4.5%
na
na
4.5%

Own-Source General Revenue
Percent General Revenue from Own Sources

17.9%
71.9%

8
39

15.6%
77.5%

Taxes
Property Taxes
Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes
Individual Income Taxes
Percent Own-Source General Revenue from Taxes
Charges and Misc. General Revenue
Percent Own-Source General Revenue from Non-Tax Sources

13.0%
5.5%
3.5%
3.0%
72.8%
4.9%
27.2%

4
2
36
11
10
27
42

10.7%
3.4%
3.8%
2.3%
69.0%
4.8%
31.0%

Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Matthew N. Murray, University of Tennessee at Knoxville, U.S. Census Bureau 2004 State Tax Collections data and
Bureau of Economic Analysis personal income data

These figures are significant, meanwhile, because a large
body of academic literature suggests that Maine’s high taxes
and super-high property taxes probably are influencing how
Maine is growing. On the business side, the evidence shows
that taxes exert a modest but real influence on where companies locate, particularly within a state, although it suggests
too that in the final analysis a suitably skilled workforce,
affordable rent, and quality public services all probably matter
more than taxes in spurring growth.22 More broadly, Maine’s
high taxes likely have adverse effects on households and the
broader public. First, they impose real costs on Maine households and businesses and may thus cut into personal spending or discourage investment. Second, they may discourage
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in-migration.23 And finally, high taxes may also contribute to a
sour attitude that itself may send negative signals regarding
the state’s climate as a place to live and do business. In this
respect, hand-wringing about the state’s high tax burdens
could become a self-fulfilling prophecy that translates into
the reality of diminished economic opportunities.

2

High property taxes, meanwhile, dominate Maine’s revenue picture, and almost certainly encourage sprawl.
Maine’s top revenue problem, however, may well be its overreliance on high local property taxes. Maine generates a huge
portion of its revenue by taxing property. Therefore, it’s not
surprising the state’s total property tax collections reached 5.5
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Average full value tax rates are considerably higher in regional hubs than other towns; the lowest average rate is found in Maine’s
fast-growing emerging communities

Regional hubs
Older surrounding communities
Emerging communities
Rural towns

Average
17.15
14.48
11.57
13.32

Full Value Tax Rates by Municipality Type, 2003
High
Low
26.55
8.39
27.28
3.81
24.31
4.72
24.59
0.00

Source: Analysis conducted for Brookings by Matthew N. Murray, University of Tennessee, using U.S. Census Bureau State and Local Government Finances
data and Census Population Estimates Program data
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percent of personal income in 2004, giving the
Relatively high property tax rates in regional hubs like Lewiston, Auburn,
state the second-highest property tax burden in
Augusta, and Waterville—combined with much lower rates in nearby
towns—add one more incentive for families and businesses to locate farthe nation. Virtually all of this high levy was
ther out in lower-tax towns
imposed by localities (which depend almost totally
Phillips
Cornville Canaan Hartland
on the property tax for their revenue), ensuring
Palmyra
Anson
Strong
New
Skowhegan
Madison
that local property taxes in Maine represent a sigVineyard
Avon
Industry
Pittsfield
Starks
Detroit
nificant cost for Maine households and busiWeld
Clinton
Burnham
Temple
nesses, even despite recent property tax rebates
Norridgewock
Farmington
Troy
New
Sharon
South
Mercer
Franklin
and the state’s assumption of more responsibility
Wilton
Unity
Smithfield
Fairfield
Rome
for schools as a result of LD1.
Carthage
Benton
Chesterville
Oakland
Unity
Vienna
And yet, what is especially troublesome about
Dixfield
Belgrade
Waterville
Winslow
Freedom
Jay
Canton
Maine towns’ extreme dependency on property
Peru
Albion
Mount
Sidney
Vassalboro
Vernon
China
taxes is not only the frequently high effective
Livermore
Montville
Falls
property tax rates that Mainers encounter in many
Readfield
Fayette
Palermo
Hartford
Livermore
Liberty
Wayne
towns but the extreme variation of those rates
Winthrop
Leeds
Windsor
Sumner
Augusta
Hibberts
Buckfield
Appleton
from one place to another.
Manchester
Hallowell
Washington
Somerville
Farmingdale
Chelsea
This variation owes in part to individual towns’
Whitefield
Hebron
West
Union
Randolph
Monmouth
Gardiner
Turner
Greene
particular tastes in service provision and in part to
Minot
Wales
Gardiner
Litchfield
the heavier service demands placed on traditional
Pittston
Jefferson
Warren
Richmond
Lewiston
Dresden
hub communities. It also reflects the large amount
Nobleboro
Alna
Sabattus
of tax-exempt property that is often concentrated
Poland
Waldoboro
Perkins
Newcastle
Lisbon
Bowdoin
Auburn
Damariscotta
Wiscasset
in Maine regional centers, where institutions like
Woolwich
Friendship
Bremen
Bowdoinham
Edgecomb
Durham
Bristol
state offices, hospitals, or community college camNew
Cushing
Topsham
Gloucester
Bath
Boothbay
puses serve regional clienteles. Currently, such
West
Pownal
Westport
South
Gray
Bath Arrowsic
Brunswick
Freeport
Bristol
North Yarmouth
Phippsburg
hub communities—while containing just 40 perFull Value Mill Rate per $1,000 of Value (State Average = 13.9)
cent of the state’s property value—host more than
60 percent of Maine’s tax-exempt property of
regional importance.24 Such exemptions reduce
these municipalities’ effective tax base by more
Regional Hubs
than $2 billion and so drive tax rates up.
Source: Maine Revenue Services
At any rate, considerable evidence suggests that
high property taxes—especially in proximity to
lower ones in nearby jurisdictions—can distort household and taxes—including the property tax—affect businesses, and
business decisionmaking, particularly at the local and
concluded that while taxes have only a slightly negative effect
regional level, where they are likely to contribute to suburban on business location and investment at the inter-state level,
sprawl.
their influence can be pronounced within regional
In this connection, both Timothy Bartik and Michael
economies.25 What turns out to be especially problematic are
significant rate differentials within states, and within regions.
Wasylenko have reviewed the academic literature on how
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Moreover, where sharp differences exist
in the tax rates of municipalities, the
location choices of households and
businesses may become so pronounced
as to contribute to sprawl.
This is likely the case in Maine, as
suggests Matthew Murray in one of the
new analyses prepared for this report.
(To read the full background paper visit
www.brookings.edu/metro/maine.) In
Maine, according to Murray, the average tax rate differential between
regional-hub communities and emerging communities in 2003 exceeded 48
percent.26 In the Down East region, the
outlying town of Blue Hill enjoyed the
lowest effective rate at 8.39 while
nearby Bucksport had a rate twice as
high at 16.64. Such differences create a
strong incentive for families and businesses to locate outside regional hubs
and may well represent an important
contributor to suburban and rural
sprawl. Surely such incentives are one
reason that outlying, low-tax communities in Maine have been growing consistently faster than closer-in towns with
higher tax rates.
Nor do these pressures appear to be
slackening. Rate disparities actually
increased slightly on average around the
state between 1999 and 2003, notwithstanding evidence that overall property
tax rates declined somewhat during the
same period.

3

Maine’s top income tax bracket rate of 8.5 percent—while lower than Rhode Island’s
and Vermont’s—significantly exceeds those in nearby New Hampshire and
Massachusetts

Connecticut: Resident estates and trusts are subject to the 5 percent income tax rate on all of their income.
Additional state minimum tax imposed on resident individuals, trusts and estates that are subject to the federal alternative minimum tax, equal to the amount by which the CT minimum tax exceeds the CT basic
income tax (the lesser of (a) 19 percent of adjusted federal tentative minimum tax, or (b) 5.5 percent of
adjusted federal alternative minimum taxable income). Separate provisions apply for non- and part-year
resident individuals, trusts and estates
Maine: Additional state minimum tax is imposed equal to the amount by which the tentative minimum tax
exceeds regular income tax liability
Massachusetts: Part A income [tax rate of 12 percent] represents either interest and dividends or short-term
capital gains. However, interest and dividends are taxed at the same rate as Part B income, 5.3 percent.
Part B income [tax rate of 5.3 percent] represents wages, salaries, tips, pensions, state bank interest, partnership income, business income, rents, alimony, winnings, and certain other items of income. Part C
income [tax rate of 5.3 percent] represents gains from the sale of capital assets held for more than one year
New Hampshire: Five percent on interest and dividends only, regardless of filing status
Rhode Island: Twenty-five percent of the federal income tax rates, including capital gains rates and any
other special rates for other types of income, that were in effect prior to enactment of the Economic Growth
and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001. The top rate can reach 9.9 percent
Vermont: The tax amount in the schedules is increased by 24 percent of a taxpayer’s federal tax liability for:
additional taxes assessed due to early withdrawals from qualified retirement plans, individual retirement
accounts, and medical savings accounts; recapture of the federal investment tax credit; or tax on qualified
lump-sum distributions of pension income not included in federal taxable income. The amount of tax is
decreased by 24 percent of the reduction in the taxpayer’s federal liability due to farm income averaging
Source: 2005 State Tax Handbook, CCH, Inc.

Heavy reliance on corporate and especially personal
income taxes exacerbates revenue volatility, and sends
negative signals about Maine’s business and residential
climate. Maine’s personal and corporate income taxes raise
two other issues. First, state government’s reliance on income
taxes for nearly half of its general fund budgeted revenue
helps make Maine’s revenue system relatively instable and
prone to fluctuating flows. Ideally, state governments should
seek a tax mix that produces a steady flow of revenue over the
ups and downs of the business cycle. Such stability avoids the
need to cut services or raise taxes during periods of economic
contraction, and minimizes the accumulation of large sur86

pluses during periods of expansion.27 However, Maine’s heavy
reliance on income (along with sales) taxes at the state level,
and especially on its highly graduated personal income tax,
does not provide stability. To the contrary: In its current form,
the state’s income-tax oriented revenue system produces revenue flows that rise and fall rapidly with the business cycle,
leading to strong revenue growth in good times but also
abrupt downturns such as traumatized the state in 1991 and
again in 2001. In fact, a forthcoming new analysis concludes
that only two states have greater personal income tax “elasticity” than Maine.28 To that extent, the state’s heavy dependency
on income taxes increases the year-to-year uncertainty of
budgeting and so makes it harder for the state
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to bring bold plans to scale and stick with them.
Related to this missed opportunity for balancing the sysAt the same time, the high top rate (and low threshold for
tem is Maine’s underutilization of selective sales taxes and
that top rate) of the personal income tax, remain problematic. levies on services like amusements and entertainment, lodgTaxes may have only moderate documented impact on indi- ing, aircraft rentals, chartered flights, and the like that cater
viduals’ and businesses’ behavior. However, tax rates and bur- to Maine’s millions of visitors and tourists.30 Such taxes offer
opportunities to “export” tax burden onto Maine visitor and
dens do become important reference points both within and
outside the state—reference points that can become key facts non-residents. However, Maine taxes neither property rental
nor leasing when 45 states do, nor aircraft rentals, nor charin a self-fulfilling narrative about a state’s business climate
tered flights—all services that cater to visitors. Likewise,
and residential attractiveness. In Maine’s case, the high top
rate and low top-rate threshold of the personal income tax are Maine’s lodging tax of 7 percent falls slightly below the
frequent points of complaint, given that Maine’s high top rate regional average of 8.12 percent. In each case, Maine’s negof 8.5 percent kicks in at a taxable income of just $18,250 for lect of a possible revenue-raising opportunity places more
singles or $36,550 for joint filers. To be sure, low-income tax- burden on the state’s high property and income taxes, and
fails to seize on a justifiable strategy for balancing Maine’s
payers fare well under Maine’s highly progressive brackets,
which buy Mainers a degree of equity.
But at the other end of the scale the
Currently, Maine relies far too heavily on property
state’s 8.5-percent top rate remains the
eighth-highest in the country—and hov- and personal income taxes.
ers more than three points higher than
Connecticut’s and Massachusetts’
(although it has now been overtaken by Vermont’s and Rhode tax system and recouping some of the now-uncompensated
costs the state and localities incur to provide services to
Island’s). That rate combined with the large number of
Maine visitors.
Mainers it affects clearly prompts widespread complaint—
For that matter, it can also be said that the state has not
complaint that may be sending negative signals to retirees,
done enough to export portions of its heavy property tax burrelocating workers, and high-income individuals, potentially
den, given that non-residents own more than two-thirds of
discouraging residency.
Maine’s $28 billion in second-home property.31 To be sure,
At the same time, the state has missed important
Maine’s high property taxes have the incidental effect of taxing
opportunities to raise revenues that could support
out-of-state homeowners, while the state’s recently expanded
property- or personal income-tax reductions, or a bethomestead exemption has the secondary effect of exporting
ter-balanced revenue system. Currently, Maine relies far
more of the burden. Still, the state has been slower than some
too heavily on property and personal income taxes. One reaothers to explore stratagems for taxing second homes and other
son for this is that the state has not availed itself of several
property owned by out-of-staters. This, too, has kept taxes on
other opportunities for revenue-raising that could widen the
Mainers higher than they might otherwise be.
state’s effective revenue base and allow for reducing the high
rates that must now be maintained on the highly visible property and personal income tax levies.
One missed opportunity for balancing the revenue system
is Maine’s low utilization of sales taxes.29 At 5 percent,
Maine’s sales tax rate is relatively low by regional standards,
and meanwhile, the choice not to tax many services further
limits yields. Overall, in 2004, Maine ranked 36th among all
states for the revenues it collected from sales and gross
receipts taxes, which totaled just 3.49 percent of total personal income. This low utilization is one reason Maine ranks
so high among the states for its property- and income-tax
levels.

4
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CHALLENGE

BARRIERS TO DEVELOPMENT IN REGIONAL
HUBS COMBINED WITH WEAK REGIONAL
G RO W T H M A N A G E M E N T A R E E RO D I N G
T H E S TAT E ’ S U N I QU E C H A R AC T E R A N D
C O N T R I BU T I N G T O S P R AW L

A

final influence on how the state is growing is
its regulatory environment for real estate
development—the statutes, policies, and practices that inform and guide
Maine currently possesses neither streamlined rules
where investment tends to
occur and construction takes place.
Firm, clear development rules and plan- for development in older places nor planning systems
ning structures allow communities and
that channel growth effectively toward the most
regions to grow smoothly and project a
desired pattern of development. More
suitable locations.
specifically, streamlined rules for development in established areas—combined with
sound mechanisms for local and regional growth management—have the power to allow older communities to absorb
new growth while reducing the often-chaotic sprawl that can
weaken traditional centers and deface Maine’s cherished
countryside and working landscapes.
Unfortunately, Maine currently possesses neither streamlined rules for development in older places nor planning systems that channel growth effectively toward the most suitable
locations. Instead, the state makes do with development rules
that actually impede development in its traditional centers
and welcome it into outlying places. In that sense, Maine’s
development and redevelopment rules are clearly exacerbating Maine’s unfortunate combination of abandonment (in
many places) and constant population dispersal.
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N U M E RO U S B A R R I E R S T O
DEVELOPMENT AND REDEVELOPMENT IN REGIONAL CENTERS
C O N T R I BU T E T O T H E D I S P E R S A L
O F M A I N E ’ S P O P U L AT I O N

O

n the one hand, a thicket of awkward state
and local rules, codes, policies, and practices
impedes development and redevelopment
activity in the state’s established communities, especially the towns and cities that are
its regional centers.
Maine is sprawling in part because its own rules and procedures shunt development away from already built-up areas.
This is unfortunate, because—as a new analysis prepared
for this report indicates—established towns and regional centers in every area of Maine contain plenty of room to absorb
much if not all of their regions’ projected residential and
commercial development. (To read the full analysis please
visit www.brookings.edu/metro/maine.)
But instead, development continues to spread out across
the landscape far beyond the boundaries of more established
hub communities in part due to how difficult it can be to
build within them.
“Do one and you’re done,” is how some Maine developers
working in older communities sum up their often-frustrating
experiences of trying to pull off in-fill development projects in
the state’s regional centers. And it’s true: In a number of
respects Maine’s accumulated impediments to development in
its traditional hub communities keep redevelopment costs
high, deter revitalization, and increase the development pressures on Maine’s open spaces and rural landscapes. In this
way, Maine’s state and local policies and regulations frequently
make the right things in development difficult and expensive,
and the wrong things (such as random sprawl) not only easier
but cheaper.
Three sorts of barriers require scrutiny: the state’s convoluted building codes; current local planning and zoning practices; and its under-funded state reinvestment programs.

1

Maine’s convoluted building codes hamper development in established places. Developed to ensure the safety
of structures, building, fire, elevator, and other regulations
exist to protect Mainers from shoddy construction and to

limit the destructiveness of
fires (through requiring
fire doors, multiple exits,
etc). Modern codes cover
everything from the width
of hallways to electrical wiring components.
However, there is a problem. Code compliance in Maine,
as in many other states, has become so convoluted and timeconsuming as to significantly drive up construction or rehab
costs in many towns without providing significant additional
safety. While many code issues affect development in all parts
of the state, aspects of this problem have an even greater
impact on the state’s more established regional centers. It
can often be more complicated to do development in existing
places because development needs to work in an existing
urban framework, which may mean rehabbing existing buildings, or the challenge of assembling large parcels, or even
reconfiguring existing street plans. This means that any
added layer of complication makes it that much more difficult to focus redevelopment in older hub communities.
Maine has taken several steps to improve matters but still
contends with a tangle of code-related problems.
Code proliferation and conflict. To begin with, Maine
has never had a mandatory, uniform building code. Until
2004, a municipality could choose not to have a building code
at all, or choose to create its own, or choose to use any number of national model building codes available. The result has
been predictable: Maine’s crazy-quilt of code regimes makes
the state a kind of museum exhibit of building-code history.
The vast majority of municipalities have no building codes.
Among the towns that have adopted codes, variation prevails.
Up until the late 1990s, many Maine towns adopted some
version of the basic building codes developed by the Building
Officials Code Administrators (BOCA). Since 1997, some
towns have embraced the International Building Code (IBC)
for commercial buildings and the International Residential
Code (IRC) for single family homes—a pair of products
known as the international codes, or “i-codes” created by the
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International Code Council (ICC) to replace the older BOCA what, exactly, is “up to code” in a Maine regional hub.
code. In addition to BOCA and international codes, a few
Ultimately, such confusion can stymie development in
Maine towns have decided to adopt a competing set of build- Maine’s existing cities and town centers and drive it outwards
ing codes developed by the National Fire Protection Agency
across Maine’s suburbanizing and rural locales.
Code biases against redevelopment. Beyond the incon(NFPA).
sistent, multi-layered nature of Maine’s body of codes, moreAdditionally, nothing requires municipalities to update
over, most of the codes on the books are decidedly unfriendly
whatever code they do adopt (this, despite the fact that both
to development in established areas.
the i-codes and NFPA codes are updated about every three
Most of the codes, for example, are geared toward new conyears). The result is a confusing accretion of old and new
building codes that interfaces sometimes confusingly with the struction, as opposed to redevelopment, which means they
impose heavy costs on those who want to work with Maine’s
state’s other relevant professional codes and complicates the
large stock of historic buildings, which need to be expensively
work of developers and builders. Today in Maine, there are
retrofitted to meet these codes.34 Moreover, because the state’s
municipalities whose official code is the 1961 version of the
regional hubs retain more than half of the state’s buildings
BOCA code, municipalities that have codes from the 1980s,
and municipalities that have adopted the latest 2003 interna- built before 1950, this problem has a special impact on these
places.
tional codes.32
And the problem goes beyond the number and variety of
For example, a builder wishing to extensively rehab an
codes to the confusing way they intersect, overlap, and some- existing 100-year-old building in a Maine regional hub for
times conflict. For example, a place that adopted a version of apartments or offices would have to fully conform to the
the international code prior to 2004 will be at odds with state municipality’s building code. Yet that code may require—
fire code, because the international codes have their own fire depending on the local building code in place—a hallway to
requirements within them. Likewise, there are other codes
be six feet wide.35 So if the existing building has hallways that
and regulations that need to be taken into consideration. For are five feet wide, the whole floor plan would have to be
example, projects need to pass state elevator inspection and meet the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations. If
S T O P P E D I N T H E I R T R AC K S :
a local building code doesn’t require ADA
THE EFFECT OF CONFUSING AND
or elevator specifics, it will still need to
meet the relevant requirements set by the C O N F L I C T I N G BU I L D I N G C O D E S
state.
building remains vacant.
n Gardiner, a downtown revitalization
What is the end result of all of this? It
In Waterville, a three-story building that
group partnered with a local property
all comes down to awkwardness and costs.
owner to bring a new business to a down- houses businesses on all three levels has an
Without a uniform code, and no preoperating elevator. In 2004, the owner of the
town building built in 1854.The prospective
dictability in code enforcement, costs are
building was informed that his elevator was
tenant was going to open a coffee house on
added to projects as developers need to
not up to fire code even though he had been
the ground floor whose design would feature
customize each project to each specific
33
paying for and receiving permits under the
some of the building’s historic elements such
locality. And the burden is especially
same code for several years. He was forced
as an exposed brick wall and original tin ceiltroublesome when builders weigh the
to put the elevator out of service because the
ings.The fire marshal would not approve the
already more complicated work of builddistance between street level and the bottom
ing in older, more established areas. Or as renovation plans unless the property owner
of the top floor was 27 feet.The code only
removed the original tin ceiling and replaced
Sue Inches, the deputy director of the
allows this distance to be 25 feet. Because his
it with sheetrock because of the upper floor
State Planning Office has testified, “The
building was 2 feet too high, he would have
residential units.The partners tried other
lack of consistent and reliable standards
for reusing these valuable resources act[s] options, such as using a fire retardant paint on had to spend $25,000 to make the necessary
changes.The top floors are now harder to
the tin ceiling, but these options were not
as a disincentive to redevelopment.” In
rent because the elevator has been turned
accepted. Because of the added expense of
short, the state’s wide variety of code
off. ■
bringing the building up to code, the tenant
regimes only complicates determining

I

decided not to open the business and the
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reconfigured in order to rebuild the
hallway. Obviously, this adds greatly
to the cost of reconstruction, and is a
cost borne especially by those who
would build in Maine’s established
communities.
Other codes and regulations—including the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) and elevator safety codes—add
additional considerations.
The ADA is necessary and important, but it poses a special
array of challenges given Maine’s extensive inventory of older
historic buildings in traditional regional centers and downtowns. Federal guidelines for ADA require buildings serving
the public to be accessible to those with physical limitations.
Accessibility can be achieved either by providing physical
infrastructure, such as ramps and elevators, or through the
provision of additional services such as employee assistance
to make deliveries or help disabled clientele with out-of-reach
items. In Maine, however, the interpretation of ADA has been
to require physical changes, which are often impractical in
the state’s older, historic buildings with under-utilized secondand third-story space.
Elevator regulation is another issue. To be up to code, elevators have to be large enough to accommodate not only a
wheelchair, but a stretcher for emergency purposes. This
requires a larger elevator, which requires a larger elevator
shaft, which in turn can require massive reconstruction of
the entire building. Elevator code issues are widely said to be
limiting the redevelopment of the abundant second- and
third-story space in many Maine downtowns.
Not only can these kinds of code issues add great cost to a
project or kill it all together, the codes used in Maine have
the unintended consequence of endangering one key element
of Maine’s brand—the historic feel and quality of the way its
small towns look.
Code interpretation, enforcement, and training issues.
Code interpretation, enforcement, and training bring still
more problems. As with the state’s general proliferation of
local codes, the interpretation and enforcement of that profusion is a problem that affects all municipalities (and probably
small villages most of all), but in more established centers
adds a whole layer of complicating factors that may discourage redevelopment.
The state of Maine is responsible for certifying and training
building code enforcement officials, but the responsibility to
enforce building codes rests with the individual municipality.

Given the multiple authorities
involved and the limited training code
enforcement officials receive, problems
inevitably arise. After all, it is up to the
judgment of each individual code
enforcement official to interpret the
code, and judgment is fallible and can
vary. At a minimum, interpretation can
consume time and therefore money
with negotiation and dispute. Or as Lori Allen, the executive
director of the Maine Downtown Center, writes in a working
paper prepared to inform this report: “An inexperienced code
officer can wreak havoc with projects, and it is both difficult
and costly to challenge a code enforcement officer’s ruling.”36
Moreover, because code enforcement has a subjective element, it can put code enforcement officers in the unenviable
position of having to mediate between the different views
of private developers, city officials, and the state fire marshal’s office. And again these problems may blossom in the
more complicated building environment of an established
regional hub.

2

Local planning and zoning also can impede redevelopment in traditional regional hubs. In addition to code
complications, local planning and zoning can also impede
development in traditional centers and other older places.
In “Turning Around Downtown: Twelve Steps to
Revitalization,” downtown development expert and Brookings
fellow Chris Leinberger says that making the right thing easy
is a critical component of revitalizing downtowns and main
streets.37 This means making zoning “downtown friendly” by
allowing mixed-use development and higher densities that
promote compactness, walkability, mixed uses, and what
Leinberger calls “urbanity.”
In many parts of Maine, however, suburban-style land use
is the norm—even within the state’s traditional regional hub
communities. This creates a number of problems.
Suburban-style zoning. Fostering even modest density in
regional core communities, and promoting mixed uses there, is
good for both the core community and for protecting farmland
and open space elsewhere. Yet in many traditional regional
hubs there are minimum lot sizes, height restrictions, and parking space requirements that make it difficult to extend or recreate the densely built Main Streets that give Maine towns their
special character.
Granted, many established towns’ downtowns are already
currently zoned for higher density, multi-family develop-
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ment—at densities of between six and 15 units per acre. Yet
the fact remains that, outside of the downtowns, large swaths
of even Maine’s regional centers are zoned at very low, suburban-style densities. These non-downtown portions of core
towns are key opportunities to create walkable communities
close to downtown amenities that help contain growth within
existing places rather than expand out in the rural countryside. Yet in Waterville and Biddeford, for example, the residential areas outside of the downtown are zoned at about
three units per acre and require a 150-foot frontage. In
Auburn, it’s two units per acre with a required 150-foot
frontage. And in Brewer, the town has zoned only one unit
per acre. Such zoning inhibits the reemergence of traditional
centers as a significant location for new development and
true alternative to low-density sprawl.
Excessive parking requirements. Excessive parking
space requirements also hamper development in the state’s
more established communities. For residential projects, it is
common to require two parking spaces per unit, which often
must be within 300 feet of the structure. Parking space

fore reduce the economic opportunities these building can
offer to their neighborhoods.”39

3

State programs that could help redevelopment efforts
are underfunded. Finally, Maine is growing away from its
traditional centers in part because the state has made only
minimal efforts to catalyze redevelopment, even despite its
longstanding concerns about sprawl.
Maine, to be sure, has created a number of programs that
could potentially be used to help promote the redevelopment
of Maine’s regional hub communities. However, all of these
remain severely restricted by limited funding.
Or as Allen points out, “Maine, unfortunately, appears to
have a habit of creating programs to invest in regional hubs,
and then either underfunding them or not funding them,
even when the programs demonstrate clear success.” Allen
points to three examples of sound but under-financed programs: the Municipal Investment Trust Fund, the Maine
Downtown Center, and historic preservation programs.
Municipal Investment Trust Fund. The Municipal
Investment Trust Fund (MITF) was creMaine is growing away from its traditional centers ated to fund community planning and
infrastructure development efforts in
regional hub towns, especially their downin part because the state has made only minimal
towns. Over the course of its 13-year history, the fund has made 28 grants to
efforts to catalyze redevelopment, even despite its
projects involving everything from waterfront improvements and streetscape work
longstanding concerns about sprawl.
to downtown parking garages, site preparation work for downtown hotels, and
requirements for commercial buildings are usually tied to the Dover-Foxcroft’s Center Theater renovation. This kind of
square footage of the building or the number of employees in investment has the potential to transform a community by
the building. Either way, the amount of space required to
providing the kinds of seed money and infrastructure work
that attracts additional investment, tenants, and activity.
meet these ordinances makes it nearly impossible to create a
But the MITF is hobbled. Over the years the fund has been
walkable, compact downtown neighborhood.
capitalized through two separate bonds totaling $10 million.
In The High Cost of Free Parking, Donald C. Shoup
However, it took 10 years from MITF’s establishment in 1993
describes the irony of towns’ focus on providing enormous
quantities of “free” parking.38 Parking regulations, in his view, for the program to reach that minimal funding level. And now
are one of the single biggest drivers of sprawl. The amount of it has been exhausted.
space required to meet parking ordinances, he believes, drasBy contrast, Land for Maine’s Future (LMF)—which suptically reduces the amount of space for commercial buildings ports open space and conservation programs—has garnered
or housing. This simultaneously drives up the cost of housing far more support though it too is over-subscribed. Land for
while forcing development out as compact development
Maine’s Future has received $95 million in bond funding over
becomes impossible. This is particularly damaging in a state
20 years. Land conservation measures are valuable and
such as Maine, which is replete with older, historic communi- important, but they are only half of the equation. Reducing
ties. “Parking requirements can freeze older buildings in their pressure on open space by developing older, existing commuexisting uses or even prevent any feasible use at all and there- nities is equally important, yet such programs do not receive
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ture by the National Park Service). This encourages reuse and revitalization of historic building
stock, which otherwise may have been left to
deteriorate. Many states, including Maine, have
created state historic tax credits that complement the federal credit.
In Maine, though, neither the federal credit
nor the state credit is used often. Between 2000
and 2005, the federal credit has only been used
19 times, which ranks Maine 42nd out of the
50 states in the number of historic tax credit
projects completed. In Maine, the federal and
state credits are “piggy-backed” meaning that
the same support or attention.
there is only one application process. Therefore, since its
The Maine Downtown Center. The Maine Downtown
inception in 2000, the Maine state credit has also been infreCenter (MDC) is another case in point. Created in 1999 to
quently used.
encourage downtown redevelopment, the program is based on
Why is this? It could be in part because the state tax credit is
the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Main Street pro- just not that attractive to investors, especially investors not
gram, which has had wide national success. Currently, eight
based in Maine. This means that together, the combined packtowns have been designated Main Street Maine communities. age of the federal and state credits are not incentivizing enough
But this program has also gone begging. Only in 2001, 2002, to attract capital. The state credit is non-transferable and
and 2006 has the center received any significant appropriation capped at $100,000 annually per tax payer. This means that
from the legislature (with $75,000 appropriated in 2006), and
the individual tax payer must have a Maine tax liability in order
in no year has the program garnered more than $100,000.
to take advantage of the credit. Because the state credit is not
Consequently, the program limps along with an annual budget
transferable, i.e. the holder cannot sell the credit to another
of $80,000, when the average state Main Street program
entity, this means that the state credit is meaningless to an outbudget runs to about $250,000 annually. Overall, Maine’s
side investor such as a bank or a developer, who does not owe
effort represents the second-smallest state Main Street protaxes in Maine. And because of the annual cap, the credit is
gram in the country after Delaware.
not as useful for large projects.
To put this into relief, contrast Maine’s anemic effort to
Because the Maine state rehabilitation credit is directly
Iowa’s. Serving a similarly rural state, the Iowa Main Street
piggy-backed on the federal credit, Maine is not able to innoprogram has a staff of six and an annual budget of over $1
vate in the way other states have been able to. Rhode Island,
million, with state money contributing half of the program’s
for example, offers a 30-percent credit for income-producing
funding. Instead of serving eight communities, as Maine
projects, has no annual cap of any kind, and offers a 20-perdoes, Iowa serves 34.
cent credit for owner-occupied residences (which the federal
Historic preservation. Finally, there is the case of the
credit, and therefore the Maine state credit, does not allow).
under use of the historic preservation tax credit.
Missouri also has a 25-percent credit for both commercial
Historic preservation, especially in a state such as Maine
and owner-occupied buildings, also with no cap.
that has a large inventory of historic buildings, is an imporThe attractiveness of the credits designed like Rhode
tant tool for revitalization. In addition, due to a number of
Island’s or Missouri’s brings in more projects and more
federal and state programs, historic preservation can be a
investments. In Rhode Island, 111 projects are participating
financing vehicle that brings redevelopment money into
in the program representing $485 million in investment.
traditional communities. Yet once again, these programs
Rhode Island reports that for the $145 million it invested in
are underutilized in Maine.
historic tax credits, it will add $242 million to local tax bases,
The federal historic preservation tax credit gives a 20-per$179 million in property tax, and $2 million in additional
cent credit for work done to rehabilitate a historic structure
sales and income tax revenue.40
(the structure must be certified as a national historic struc-
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ut not only are the state’s regulatory and investment policies impeding the absorption of
growth into the regional hubs.
More broadly, Maine’s ineffective state and
local planning and growth management structures leave Maine towns and regions susceptible to dynamics
that further weaken town centers, exacerbate sprawl, and
degrade rural landscapes.
In this respect, the combination of an intensely localistic
municipal government system utterly
dependent on property taxes for revenue
and a weakened state growth management program have left the state and its
towns unable to manage the vast forces of
migration and decentralization now playing across it. Such factors play a huge
role in the way Maine is growing.

1

The intense localism of Maine towns
leaves the state vulnerable to sprawl.
At bottom, the fundamental land-use
problem the state faces is simple: The
small size and large number of Maine’s municipalities at once
maximizes the tendency to sprawl while minimizing towns’
ability to shape events around them.
On the one hand, the sheer number and variety of Maine’s
small jurisdictions ratchets up the sprawl dynamic.41
Highly dependent on property taxes for revenue, towns in
some areas may drift into fiscal rivalry, competing with their
neighbors for the most desirable commercial or industrial tax
base while simultaneously shunting “undesirable” residential
development for families farther out with large-lot zoning or
building permit caps. In other regions, towns may find themselves either losers or temporary winners as homebuyers and
businesses “shop” for the best deal available among towns’
highly varied property tax rates.
But at any rate, these dynamics—sharpened by the state’s
sharp differentials in property tax rates—offer a strong additional incentive to households and businesses to locate out-
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side established areas in farther-flung, cheaper locations. The
irony is that as towns zealously defend their land-use autonomy they paradoxically wind up vulnerable to erratic development patterns.
Yet, on the other hand, there is a more fundamental problem: Maine’s decentralized system of fiercely independent
local governments doesn’t just engender sprawl; it complicates its management.
Towns in Maine, in this respect, enjoy some of the highest
levels of local control in the nation, yet
their autonomy gives them little mastery.42
Granted, Maine towns routinely collaborate on impressive efforts to “regionalize”
land use planning, synchronize economic
development activity, and systematize
infrastructure provision. But for all that,
the small size of Maine jurisdictions compared to the widening sweep of development in the state makes it that much
harder for localities to channel sprawl as it
rolls inland from the coast and outward
from more established centers.
In this sense, the problem posed by Maine’s local government system is one of scale, as both Evan Richert and Frank
O’Hara have observed.43 Locked into their 19th-century borders, most Maine towns retain boundaries that encompass 60
or 70 square miles on average. The trouble is, while that geography worked 100 years ago when Mainers traveled into town
on horses and with carts, the rise of the car greatly expanded
the range of daily travel. Today, many Mainers travel 20 miles
to shop, or 30 miles to work or learn, instead of five or six.
Consequently, commuting, investment decisions, and the
search for an affordable home now play out not at the town
level but across the state’s 31 large “labor market areas”.
These areas encompass at least several hundred square miles,
not just 60 or 70; they include not just a single town, but 15,
20, or 25.
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The result: Sprawl, traffic, strip development, and rural
subdivisions are now unfolding across expanses far too wide
for the state’s towns to manage by themselves. No wonder
sprawl is flourishing in much of the state. Maine towns, as
Richert writes, are “simply too small” to rein it in.

2

Compounding Maine’s land use difficulties is a flawed
state-local growth management scheme that offers
towns little help in managing development. Exacerbating
the state’s fundamental land-use problem are several weak
links in Maine’s state-local growth management system that
begin with the way it supervises planning and zoning at the
individual town level.
To be sure, the program has its strengths. For one thing,
the 10 state goals articulated in the state’s main growth management act set out a desirable course for the state and
remain broadly popular.44 Likewise, as a recent Maine State
Planning Office (SPO) evaluation of the growth law concluded, the statute has resulted in comprehensive planning
efforts in many towns across the state—a fact widely valued.45
But with that said, Maine’s current state growth management system remains generally weak, and mostly unable to
either help or require communities to manage growth successfully. Not for years has the SPO, the reviewer of local
comprehensive plans, had the resources to provide sufficient
technical support to towns or to the regional planning agencies that sometimes assist towns in developing land-use
plans. Nor has the office, meanwhile, had the political
wherewithal to either push towns to designate effective
growth areas and rural areas, or to secure sufficient authority
to review zoning ordinances for consistency with towns’ comprehensive plans.
Consequently, the state’s efforts to help localities manage
growth have failed to yield substantial land use improvements. Some towns have never bothered to produce zoning
ordinances that would implement the policies of their comprehensive plan. Elsewhere, nominally “consistent” zoning
ordinances have failed to execute plans. As a result, very little
of the state’s growth is being directed into the “designated
growth areas” specified by the local plans. In fact, according
to the recent SPO evaluation, in two fast-growing towns no
more than 2 and 7 percent of new growth in the last 10 years
has occurred in specified “growth” areas, even though the
local comprehensive plans each called for 70 percent of it to
occur there.46 In fact, according to the SPO, some 70 percent
of the state’s growth of the last 15 years had occurred in the
rural areas of Maine towns—the very places local residents

state in their plans they want to protect. Such an outcome
confirms that Maine’s state-local growth management system
is not working at the town level to channel growth toward the
state’s established centers and away from its pristine rural
areas.

3

Maine’s flawed growth management system also leaves
the state’s regions without effective regional planning
or management. Even more troubling is the fact that Maine
lacks any structure or mechanism that encourages, let alone
requires, land use planning at the labor market or housing
market level—the multi-town regional level at which land use
and the economy operate.
Counties, of course, remain weak, and lack both the
authority and credibility needed to referee regional growth
trends. For its part, the SPO does ship some planning dollars
to Maine’s 11 regional planning agencies (regional planning
councils and councils of government) to support the provision of technical assistance to towns. However, these dollars
are minimal and in any case don’t go for regional planning.
What is more, since the councils depend on dues from membership towns, they in most cases have no authority and only
modest influence on local land use or other policy.
The result is that because Maine’s growth management
system amounts to a patchwork of largely isolated municipal
efforts, it remains unable to address the major growth drivers
in each region. Witness the approval of the new Maine
General Cancer Center out by the Augusta mall rather than
downtown, the location of new turnpike exits in the Portland
area, the spread of housing permit limits all over York County.
All are shaping regional growth patterns in different parts of
the state, and all occurred largely outside of the “official”
growth management planning process. Or as the planner
Frank O’Hara has observed: “Today, if there is an important
decision to make about where to locate the shopping center,
or affordable housing, or business park; how to clean up the
river; how to help the homeless; where to run the walking
trail; what to teach at the technical school, or where to locate
the fire and police services, there is no structure to get the
right people in the room, and once they are there, they have
no authority to act.”47
Such is the great flaw of Maine’s state-local land use planning system: When it comes to the critical regional scale, no
forum with adequate authority exists to hash out where the
growth really belongs. ■
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How, then, should Maine proceed? How can Maine prosper as never before
without relinquishing its unique character?
Without a doubt, the state stands at a critical juncture, given the trends it faces and the policy problems
that hobble it.
With an economy in need of sustained investment
to produce the broad prosperity Mainers want and
expect, Maine remains a small state with limited fiscal options and high taxes.
With sprawl threatening the integrity of its towns
and landscapes, the state likewise lacks the regulatory,
planning, and other structures it needs to ensure it
doesn’t wreck what it cherishes.
And so Maine faces two principle challenges as it
charts its future in an era of quickening change: First,
the state must locate the resources to invest significantly in its most promising assets—its outstanding
quality of place and promising research ideas and
industrial clusters—without driving taxes up. And second, it must find new ways to revitalize its regional
centers and manage growth while honoring the fierce
independence of its towns.
Solve these riddles and the state has a great chance
of crafting a broad-based, sustainable prosperity that
yields many more quality jobs than the state has now
as well as a rising standard-of-living for all.
What will it take to crack the code? Improving the
economic and lifestyle prospects of all Mainers will
take more than just dabbling around the edges. And it
will take more than just tax cuts.
96

Instead, real change requires a new strategy.
Specifically, true renewal requires a clear plan to
invest heavily in what matters; to free up the
resources to do that (as well as to reduce taxes) by
making government more efficient; and likewise to
modernize the state’s development rules. In short, it’s
time for Maine to embrace a true business plan for
seizing this moment, building on its strengths, and
catalyzing a new era of sustainable prosperity.
Along those lines, this last major chapter of
“Charting Maine’s Future” proposes an action plan
for promoting a new, broader-based prosperity in
Maine by: investing in the essentials; slimming government to make investment possible and reduce
taxes; and renovating the state’s development rules
and planning approach. Three major strategies are
suggested:
• Invest in building a place-based, innovationfocused economy
• Trim government to invest and finance tax
reform
• Support the revitalization of Maine’s towns
and cities while channeling growth
Move boldly in these directions and Mainers might
yet find a way to prosper while preserving the best of
what they’ve always loved about their state.
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o begin cultivating a sustainable prosperity,
represents its only possible route to economic advantage.
Maine needs first of all to focus its economic
What are Maine’s strengths and its weaknesses, in terms of
development strategy even more on investing in
economic development?
quality of place and emerging industry clusters.
On the deficits side, Maine remains a small state in a cold
Such investments remain the best likely sources
region without a major metropolitan area. Given that, it will
of quality jobs for Maine workers.
never be able to finance the full panoply of economic develToo often half measures and a failure to follow through
opment programs other states provide. Moreover, the small
have undercut the state’s recent efforts to stimulate jobscale of Maine’s industrial clusters and myriad firms means
creation and income growth. At the
same time, Maine has frequently
seemed to undertake “a little of everyA significant but affordable new bonding initiative is
thing” in its development work—invoking buzz words, spreading around
recommended that will enhance Maine’s competitive
limited resources.
The result: Maine’s economic develadvantage, catalyze new growth, and ultimately
opment efforts have been well-intentioned, but not always effective.
provide quality jobs.
So now that must change.
In a ferociously competitive and everchanging global economy, Maine must
bear down. Specifically, Maine—a small state—must make
the state lacks any single industry—such as auto-making in
some tough choices, and in doing so, cast a shrewd eye on its Alabama and stem cell research in California—on which to
assets and deficits, knowing that it cannot do or be everywager the state’s economic future.
thing, and that building on its true and distinctive strengths
At the same time, though, the state possesses several clear
economic assets that can serve as foundations for a sound
strategy.
Maine’s stellar quality of place, for one thing—its traditional towns and beautiful landscapes and seacoasts—constitutes a major, appreciating asset in an age when retaining
and attracting workers and retirees matters intensely.
Likewise, the state is already working to nurture its intriguing
collection of unique industrial clusters in fields ranging from
boat-building and advanced materials to GIS technology,
biofuels, and organic farming that build on existing Maine
strengths.
Which suggests the way forward: If the only enduring
source of economic advantage is distinctiveness, as Michael
Porter maintains, Maine should move to become more distinct. That is, it should move confidently to craft a distinctly
Maine-built sort of regional advantage derived from its
strengths.
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And so the state should pursue three main initiatives aimed
at producing more high-quality jobs for working people and a
higher standard of living for all Mainers.
First, the state should continue to invest urgently in protecting and enhancing its top-notch quality of place, for that
is its “calling card,” its brand, and its truest source of prosperity. Second, Maine should take to the next level its investments in R&D targeted on selected fields in which
private-sector entrepreneurial potential and cluster activity
already exists. And third, Maine should establish as part of
that effort a new fund to foster the further maturation of its
most promising innovation clusters as hives of new ideas, collaboration, and job-creation. In each case, a strategic but
affordable new bonding initiative is recommended that will
enhance Maine’s competitive advantage, catalyze new growth,
and ultimately provide quality jobs.

INVEST IN MAINE’S
QUA L I T Y O F P L AC E
Accessible wild places and tranquil country farms, humanscaled Main Streets and working waterfronts: These are what
differentiate Maine from other places and in many respects
drive its economy. Yet these assets are at risk. Development is
encroaching on Maine’s coastal and inland lakes, limiting
access. Rising land prices are motivating farmers to sell out.
And closer in, the state’s longstanding centers—its regional
hubs with their traditional downtowns—cannot often enough
stem the flow of suburbanization to truly revitalize themselves. These centers like the green landscape cry out for
investment. And so Maine should protect these assets and
invest in them as sources of economic advantage. Hence the
state’s first economic development need:

BONDING: A BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE
his report recommends that the state issue a $190-million

T

In fact, Maine’s current debt load is quite small when compared to

revenue bond to support a Maine Quality Places Fund and

the national average or selected peer states like Vermont, Kansas, or

$200 million in general obligation (GO) bonds to finance new

West Virginia. Measured on a per capita basis, Maine’s net tax-supported

innovation jobs and cluster enhancement funds. Can the state afford

debt is only $606, well below the 50-state average of $1,060 or the 50-

these investments?

state median of $754. Measured against total personal income, Maine’s

Yes, it can.

state debt is 2.0 percent, less than the 50-state average of 3.2 percent

Issuing bonded debt is one of the basic ways that a state invests in

or median of 2.5 percent.2 Admittedly, Maine’s GO bond ratings are not

its future. Just as thousands of Mainers each year take out mortgages to

as high as those of several peer states because of a lingering structural

achieve their dreams of homeownership, so too can government bor-

gap in the budget, citizens’ initiative activities, and the slow economic

row with bonds to cover the up-front cash cost of a lasting public

recovery. However, all three rating agencies agree that Maine’s debt posi-

asset. Indeed, Maine has a responsibility to make such long-term invest-

tion is favorable and its practices conservative.The market’s confidence

ments in order to ensure its future economic competitiveness and

in the quality of Maine’s position was demonstrated in the surprisingly

quality of life.

successful bond sale of June 2006, which achieved a “true interest rate”

A review of the facts places Maine in a highly favorable position to
begin new borrowing.The current share of budgetary appropriations
devoted to paying down bonded debt stands at only 4.07 percent, well

of only 4.37 percent—less than 1 point above the previous year’s sale
despite an intervening 2-point increase in federal interest rates.
All told, the state’s strong debt position is in fact a key asset that

below the informal “5-percent rule” established by the legislature in

Maine should leverage as it builds toward future prosperity. Although lin-

1999, before which the state actually maintained a less-conservative

gering economic weaknesses have stunted revenue growth and hurt the

7 percent standard.1 The state treasurer’s office estimates that, at

state’s bond rating, Maine state government can address these challenges

present, the state could support as much as $310 million in new bond

by bolstering the economy with the strategic investments advocated in

authorizations under the 5-percent rule. Moreover, because Maine

this report.The Maine Quality Places Fund and the Maine Innovation

employs a rapid 10-year amortization schedule, it repays its bond debt

Jobs Fund would in that sense represent two more milestones in Maine’s

quickly, which impresses bond rating agencies and frees up substantial

long record of prudent borrowing. ■

new capacity for borrowing every year.
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Establish the Maine Quality Places Fund to protect
and enhance Maine’s vivid townscapes, top-notch
scenery, traditional uses of the land, and tourism
industry. Maine’s first step toward bolstering its economy
should be to place investment in the state’s incomparable
quality of place on a steadier, more serious path with a sizable
bond offering designed to:
• Promote the revitalization of Maine towns and cities
• Augment ongoing land and farm conservation
• Protect traditional uses of and access to Maine forests,
farms, and lakes
• Promote outdoor recreation and high-quality tourism
Currently, investments in both Maine’s “brown” and
“green” infrastructure—its older established town centers and
natural areas—are hit and miss. “A bond initiative here, some
general funds during flush times there, do not make a winning, long-term strategy,” is how the Portland Press Herald put
it recently, and so it has been.3 Land for Maine Future’s last
$12 million bond from 2005 has already been spent. So has

all $10 million of the Municipal Investment Trust Fund’s
balance for downtown and related needs (and it took 10 years
to generate that low capitalization through three separate
bonds!). Meanwhile, the needs only grow, with one recent
white paper placing the demand for investments in conservation, farmland protection, and recreation lands at $85 million
during the next two years alone.4 For its part, groups like
the Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine attest to a spreading crisis
of access to traditional hunting and fishing spots as home
development spreads and newcomers post traditionally open
forest land or lakeshore. And for that matter, tourism expert
David Vail of Bowdoin College writes of a serious slump in
visits to Maine’s most economically distressed “rim counties,”
owing in part to the state’s inability to date to find a compelling way to frame the attractions of the northern forests,
lakes, and rivers.5
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Consequently, the Maine Legislature should respond: It
should create the Maine Quality Places Fund to make investment in Maine’s “ace in the hole”—its unforgettable places—
into a steady long-term strategy. To that end, a dedicated
3-percent hike in the state’s lodging tax should be used to
finance a 10-year, $190-million revenue bond that would:
• Evenly recapitalize both the Municipal Investment Trust
Fund (MITF) and Land for Maine’s Future (LMF) at $90
million apiece
• Provide an additional $5 million within LMF to support
access to and traditional uses of Maine’s forests, streams,
and ponds by hunters, anglers, and boaters
• Provide $5 million to promote outdoor recreation and
high-value tourism in Maine nationally and internationally with top-notch branding and marketing
Such an approach has much to recommend it. Tapping the
state’s slightly below-the-regional-average lodging tax for this
purpose would appropriately place much of the cost burden
of the new program upon Maine’s millions of visitors, who
derive large benefits from the state’s
coastlines, forests, and towns while
placing substantial pressure on
them.6 Likewise, investing money
financed from a dedicated revenue
source in MITF, LMF, traditional
use, and tourism promotion would
properly yoke together the well-being
of Maine’s beautiful and productive
open spaces and its historic towns
while making their enhancement and
use a permanent campaign. Nor
should this still-modest investment
represent the sum total of Maine’s investments in its basic
infrastructure of place. Instead, it should be viewed as a
base commitment to a sustained strategy of making sure
Maine holds onto the beauty and small-town community that
sets it apart.
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CONTINUE TO INVEST
I N I N N O VAT I O N
If Maine’s quality of place is an appreciating asset, new
ideas and innovation are game-changers—the key to transformation.
Historically, Maine’s economy turned on extracting wealth
from its forests, its soils, and the ocean. Now, though, the
global economy turns on ideas—not logs or cod but new
products and services, more productive processes, vibrant
industrial clusters brimming with smart business plans.

I N V E S T I N G I N P L AC E
FOR ECONOMIC GAIN:
P E N N S Y LVA N I A’ S
G RO W I N G G R E E N E R I I
S T E WA R D S H I P B O N D
o state offers a more relevant model for investing simulta-

N

neously in towns and open spaces than Pennsylvania. In
2005, voters there approved by over 60 percent a $625-

million, six-year bond program explicitly aimed at boosting
Pennsylvania’s economy by investing significantly in its urban and rural
quality of place all at once.That Pennsylvanians embraced bonding for
their investment, however, is not what will be noteworthy for
Mainers. Maine’s citizens have frequently approved bonds for environmental purposes, and supported some $97 million in issues since
1987 for Land for Maine’s Future alone. Instead, what ought to
intrigue Mainers about Pennsylvania’s Growing Greener II program is
its marriage of revitalization and conservation efforts, and its recognition that both sorts of quality-of-place investments are essential to a
state’s economic health. From the beginning, in this vein, Gov. Rendell
and other architects of the Pennsylvania bond argued that the time
had come to invest in both the state’s natural resources and its
towns and cities at the same time. Consequently, they structured a
balanced and efficient plan of investment that will at once enhance
Pennsylvania’s urban communities with parks, redevelopment money,
and brownfield remediation even as it protects the state’s natural
resources for tourism and traditional pursuits like hunting and fishing.
In this fashion, Pennsylvania’s Growing Greener II might well inspire a
state with an even more illustrious recent history of investing in conservation. ■

Which is why it is good that in 1999
the Maine Legislature recognized the
importance of building a productive
R&D infrastructure in the state. Starting
then, the state created the Maine
Technology Institute (MTI) to invest in
promising technology companies; the
Maine Economic Improvement Fund (MEIF) to stimulate the
commercialization of University of Maine research; and other
initiatives to stimulate developments in marine sciences, biomedical research, and patenting. These initiatives have in the
last decade contributed to a 10-fold increase in Maine’s stilllow state R&D spending to a $20 million a year base level,
and catalyzed significant increases in total academic, nonprofit, and industry R&D activity to the current level of
approximately 1 percent of gross state product, or $430 million a year ($365 per worker).7 Granted, that level represents
less than half the national average of states’ research commitments and just one-quarter of the New England states’ level.
Nevertheless, such activity represents a major upgrade of the
state’s development capacity.8 Tangible gains have been scored
in stimulating the commercial production of, among other
items, new decking materials, salmon survivability, and hightechnology textiles. And the benefits to Mainers are beginning
to be felt. In just 2003 and 2004, 300 companies that
received assistance from MTI alone generated over 600 new
jobs paying 12 percent higher than the average Maine wage.9
And yet, more work remains at a moment when Maine’s
push to stimulate its innovation clusters is showing signs of
drift. To be sure, direct state R&D expenditures have held
steady since the late 1990s, but a lack of recent bond issues
has brought significant decreases in total R&D spending
since 2004. MEIF, as a result, still receives little more than
half of the funding level originally recommended by the legislature’s Joint Select Committee on Research and
Development, while the same is true of MTI in comparison to
original AAAS recommendations. In fact, MTI’s funding has
actually slipped since its inception despite a record of success
and will likely run out of money for grants before the end of
the 2006 fiscal year. Accordingly, Maine needs not only to
recommit to building a high-value innovation economy, but
go to the next level in investing in sectors in which Maine is
demonstrating competitive advantage and prowess—whether
it be in wood composites for the boat-building industry or the
development of new products and processes in forestry and
agriculture. To that end the state should:

For more information: See www.growinggreener2.com/
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Maine’s research and development investments have grown over the last decade
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Take Maine’s drive to boost its innovation economy to
the next level by doubling the state’s R&D investments
with a new Maine Innovation Jobs Fund. On this front,
Maine should complement new quality of place investments
with a major new round of investment in innovation. Already
Maine has made significant progress in boosting its idea
capacity while focusing on the niches and clusters in which
Maine has the best potential to create jobs and wealth. Still,
with numerous other states placing their own “big bets,” now
is no time for the state to waver in its push to stimulate
Maine companies, research institutions, and entrepreneurs to
generate new ideas, technologies, processes, and businesses.
For that reason, the state must forge ahead with the drive to
achieve higher per capita income by raising R&D that was
first set out in the SPO’s 2001 report, “30 and 1000.”10
Specifically, the state should continue pushing its R&D
effort toward the neighborhood of 3 percent of gross state
product by doubling its total state R&D funding from the
vicinity of $30 million a year (in bonding and appropriations)
to around $60 million, a sum that could then leverage federal
and private dollars at a ratio of up to five to one. To achieve
this, the state will need to step up its R&D effort smartly to
meet the rising bar of competition. To this end, it will need to
issue something on the order of a three-year, $200-million
bond: the Maine Innovation Jobs Fund of which $180 million
should be devoted to new state investments in R&D.
Investment of these resources, meanwhile, should occur with
the same cluster-oriented focus and discipline that has characterized the state’s recent R&D campaign. Existing efforts to
stimulate research in such areas as advanced composite mate-
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rials, GIS, toxicology, and coldwater aquaculture should all be
stepped up. Funds aimed at the marine sciences and biomedicine should be replenished. And for that matter a new
forestry-agriculture fund should be established to stimulate
innovation in those changing industries, with an eye to creating growth in rural Maine. Do all of this, and Maine would
take a major new step in reorienting its economy to focus on
the innovation that in time will produce dynamic new firms,
quality jobs, and new wealth.
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C ATA LY Z E J O B - C R E AT I O N A N D
W E A LT H - F O R M AT I O N B Y
ENHANCING MAINE’S EMERGING INDUSTRIAL CLUSTERS
Finally, Maine must innovate in how it nurtures the development of its industrial clusters, the prime seedbed of future
job-creation.
Maine, to be sure, has been doing a solid job in recent
years of making clusters the organizing principle of its economic development strategy. Most notably, the state has
through MEIF and MTI carefully targeted its R&D and earlystage commercialization investments on its most promising
clusters, whether in advanced materials or information technology or forest products, and begun to see returns.
However, challenges remain, because the small size and
sometimes embryonic nature of many Maine clusters clearly
limits their present vitality. Some Maine clusters lack a strong
or unifying industry association to spearhead work on shared
problems like marketing or worker training.11 Others lack
dynamic joint-ventures, or rich and balanced exchanges
between businesses, higher education, government, and
investors. In short, the full catalytic potential of Maine’s clusters remains to be unleashed.
Which is why the state should build on a recent Maine
success and extend to more clusters a multidimensional new
approach for stimulating cluster-based job growth by supporting industry-led efforts at workforce development, R&D targeting, market development, and capitalization all at once. To
this end, Maine should:

Establish the Maine Cluster Development Fund to catalyze growth-producing collaboration in selected industrial clusters. Recently, a Maine project beat out more than
80 other state proposals to win a three-year, $15-million federal grant from the U.S. Department of Labor to stimulate
the creation of 2,000 jobs primarily in the boatbuilding and
composites cluster. Crucial to the achievement was the socalled North Star Alliance’s plan to address worker retraining,
R&D, marketing, and capitalization issues simultaneously
within a single cluster-focused, multi-party push. (See next
page). By dint of that plan, an impressive consortium of
industry organizations, research and education institutions,
development organizations, and governments is now actively
collaborating to transform the economy of coastal Maine by
stimulating a whole industry cluster.

And so Maine should build on the
North Star Alliance model of multidimensional, cluster-focused job creation
by establishing a special $20-million
fund as part of the larger Innovation
Jobs Fund to support five to seven competitively awarded cluster-development
grants to business-led Maine public-private-academic consortia to stimulate cluster activity all across Maine. Once again,
candidate clusters for awards run the gamut, from the evolving forest products industry, outdoor recreation and the ecotourism sub-sector, and organic agriculture to the IT and
biotech and precision manufacturing clusters. Moreover,
while most of the new grants will be for $1 million a year for
three years, some awards can and should be smaller to facilitate early-stage planning within prospective clusters. In all
cases, however, grants from the Maine Cluster Development
Fund should support collaboratives similar to the North Star
Alliance in that they should:
• Build the capacity for transformation by assembling
under industry leadership participation and resources
from a wide range of partners, including relevant industry
associations, major research or education institutions,
workforce entities, local or state government, and finance
and philanthropy
• Bring a multidimensional approach to job creation by
addressing—simultaneously—workforce development,
R&D, market development, and capitalization and infrastructure development
• Prize initiatives that cross the boundaries between industries to forge multidisciplinary innovation
Moreover, while the new state money will help support the
strengthening of potent new industry networks and problemsolving, it cannot and should not be used to create them.
Promising cluster collaboratives for the most part come
together on their own; their ability to cohere is itself an indication of promise. For that reason, those administering the
new fund should stick to a strictly competitive selection
process for selecting funding recipients.
Handled in this fashion, Maine’s most promising industrial
clusters will become the vibrant new sites of urgent projects
to craft industry-specific workforce development, research,
marketing, and finance solutions, all in service of a retooled
Maine economy.
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R E T R A I N I N G W O R K E R S A N D C ATA LY Z I N G G RO W T H B Y
E N H A N C I N G C L U S T E R S : M A I N E ’ S N O R T H S TA R A L L I A N C E
hat would a state-of-the-art push to catalyze growth by

W

stimulating promising industry clusters look like? It would
look a lot—at the outset at least—like Maine’s new

North Star Alliance, a comprehensive, multi-year initiative to systematically re-skill the Mid-Coast workforce and generate 2,000 jobs there.
Focused especially on workforce development, the alliance shows how
clusters can attack major industry problems and why they should be
stimulated to do that.
To begin with, the new initiative—still in its initial planning stages—is
targeting ample resources on a crucial economic problem at the right
scale: that of the regional industry cluster. Bolstered by a $15-million
grant won from the U.S. Department of Labor, the sizable $21-million
project specifically seeks to reverse job losses in a key manufacturing
sector—boat-building—and retrain thousands of workers for jobs elsewhere in the marine, building products, and sporting goods industries. In
this respect, the project is endeavoring to seamlessly link job-creation
and training by merging efforts to turn home-grown breakthroughs in
the use of composites and advanced-materials technologies into jobs
with an industry-led, cluster-based drive to develop the workforce. In
this vein, several hallmarks of the effort bear noting:
• North Star works at the cluster level. Critically, the project
recognizes that to the maximum degree possible economic development should be organized around sectors and niches—not programs or agencies.

• North Star emphasizes sustained inter-firm collaboration.
The effort includes three major industry associations: the Maine
Composites Alliance, Maine Built Boats Inc. and the Maine Marine
Trade Association, jointly representing over 285 companies in a
range of manufacturing and service industries.
Closer to the ground, what is perhaps most compelling about North
Star is the fresh model it offers for grappling with one of Maine’s most
pressing problems: training and retraining an aging workforce.With
industry in the lead, a whole new community college curriculum is coming together, using faculty jointly sponsored by industry and education

• North Star is comprehensive. The North Star Alliance explicitly
embraces the notion that there are four “pillars” of economic
development by building capacity and addressing gaps in: workforce
development, R&D, market development, and capitalization and
infrastructure development.This approach recognizes that Maine
must address all of these issues in order to be successful and
achieve the program’s aggressive job-creation goals.

and space within Maine businesses. Meanwhile, the effort is also generating a major apprenticeship effort and a K–12 program to introduce
guidance counselors to opportunities in the industry.The lesson here is
that when an industry gets organized, has a voice, and works together
with other players—read: forms a cluster—things happen.
Maine should replicate the North Star Alliance. Focusing on other
promising clusters, the state should foster and seek to enhance the
activities of other cluster-based industry networks, as they seek to

• North Star has private-sector leadership with strong public
sector support. The North Star Alliance is directed by a joint pri-

comprehensively address the outstanding workforce, marketing, and
other challenges facing their sectors. ■

vate-public steering committee with representatives of each of the
affected industry clusters and key state agencies and institutions.

For more information: See www.mainesnorthstaralliance.org

North Star also leverages resources from a variety of ongoing programs to maximize its impact.
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T H E S T R AT E G Y:

TRIM GOVERNMENT TO INVEST IN MAINE’S
E C O N O M Y A N D F I N A N C E TA X R E F O R M

N

ext, Maine must address the inefficiency of
how it governs and taxes itself, for that is the
only way it will locate the resources it needs
to invest wisely in growing its economy and
begin the work of tax reform.
Currently, operating Maine’s cumbersome machinery of
state agencies, independent school districts, and local governments costs too much—probably hundreds of millions of dollars too much.
In some areas, redundant systems and excessive numbers
of units pervade various state, school district, and sometimes
even local government apparatuses. More generally, as Philip
Trostel’s research indicates, Maine is at
least as much “Administrationland” as
Maine must slim and restructure its at-times ineffi“Vacationland” given the large numbers
of especially state and school-district
cient state-local government system with an eye both
administrative personnel that seem to
populate the state’s expensive bureauto financing needed investments in the economy and
cracies.
As a result, not only are Maine taxes
higher than they need to be, but—worse underwriting the first steps toward tax reform.
than that—millions of dollars of the
state’s scarce resources are being diverted from the sort of
long-term investments in classroom learning, targeted R&D,
or cluster-based economic development that are absolutely
essential to produce more and better jobs and a more sustainable prosperity in the future.
In view of that, Maine must slim and restructure its attimes inefficient state-local government system with an eye
both to financing needed investments in the economy and
underwriting the first steps toward tax reform. To invest in its
future Maine must become more efficient where it can, while
preserving or improving the quality of the services Maine citizens count on.
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M A I N E S H O U L D S C RU T I N I Z E I T S S TAT E A N D
L O C A L G O V E R N M E N T S Y S T E M T O L O C AT E C O S T
S AV I N G S T H AT C A N B E A P P L I E D T O O T H E R
PURPOSES

T

he work of improving Maine’s fiscal and tax
future must revolve around a serious, disciplined, and systematic search for budget savings.
Right now, Maine’s costs of government are
too high and claim resources needed for other
public purposes. To be sure, some of Maine’s costs flow from
its values—values that tend to prefer generous social programs, small schools, and lots of small-scale, highly accessible local governments. And that is fine. But in many other
respects, as this report suggests, Maine’s high expenditures
on state and local government appear to owe not to “Maine
values” or explicit priorities but the accumulation over time
of redundant managerial layers, inefficient institutional structures, or excessive numbers of administrators dedicated to
routine tasks like tax collection, “back-office” support, or corrections.
This accumulation may be drab and nearly invisible, but in
fact inefficient government spending represents one of
Maine’s top public policy problems. It contributes to the
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state’s high tax burdens. It saps governments of productivity.
And most importantly, it confronts Maine with a stark choice
about whether it wants to make reforms in order to prosper,
or accept the status quo and watch hundreds of millions of
dollars worth of inefficiencies consume resources needed for
investing in prosperity. In this sense, Maine’s excess government expenditures (which represent potential cost savings)
represent significant resources that can be captured and redirected to more pressing needs like economic development—
if Mainers find the will to go after them.
And so Maine should seek those savings. With a systematic, rational, and pro-active set of initiatives, Maine leaders
and citizens should move urgently to strip out government
redundancies, cut excess expenditures, and rationalize
bureaucracies so as to locate substantial fiscal savings—
savings that can then be applied to catalytic investments
in the economy or tax reduction. At least three major
campaigns need to occur:
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L O C AT E BU D G E T S AV I N G S B Y
S L I M M I N G A N D R E S T RU C T U R I N G S TAT E G O V E R N M E N T
First, Maine needs to launch a major, top-to-bottom review of
state government, given its large size, its relatively high costs,
and the potential fiscal savings therefore located there.
Urgent and incisive, this review and overhaul should be
transformative. It should consist neither of edgewise budgetary adjustments nor the application of a new set of acrossthe-board spending targets. Nor should it look only at one or
two state functions. Instead, Maine’s search of savings should
take the form of a deep-going, comprehensive analysis and
readjustment of Maine service provision aimed not just at
locating resources to be shifted to investments or tax relief
but also at consolidating functions and improving performance so Maine gains a truly 21st-century government. To that
end, Maine should:

Create and empower a Maine Government Efficiency
Commission to methodically review the structure and
operations of state government and propose specific
reforms to eliminate duplication and inefficiency.
These recommendations would be subject to a single
up-or-down vote by the legislature. Maine’s core drive to
locate and achieve major fiscal savings from restructuring
government should be to create a strong, high-level, expert
commission modeled on the powerful Base Realignment and
Closure Commission (BRAC) to develop a blueprint for
securing perhaps $60 to $100 million annually in efficiency
and structural savings within state government. This target
for annual savings amounts to a modest 2 to 3.5 percent of
the biennial general fund budget. The target should be modified downward if and only if the commission determines that
the proposed cuts would compromise the effectiveness of
state government, or flout Maine values.
How might this work? The Maine Government Efficiency
Commission would consist of a bipartisan panel of 12 independent-minded and respected private citizens jointly
appointed by the governor and the majority and minority
leaders in the legislature and empowered to spearhead the
efficiency search. Criteria for evaluating agencies and programs would be determined by the legislature with the assistance of the state’s new Office of Program Evaluation and
Government Accountability (OPEGA). But in any event the
points of evaluation would include considerations like administrative efficiency, program quality, potential overlap with

other state or local programs or agencies, and overall cost-benefit concerns.
In all deliberations, it should be emphasized, a crucial starting point should be
the preferences and values of Mainers:
To what extent do present spending patterns conform to Mainers’ priorities?
Maintenance of program quality should also be a given.
As to its operations, the commission—once constituted—
would move swiftly to:
• hire top-quality expert staff to conduct and out-source
sophisticated program analysis, manage information
flows, and prepare reports
• investigate and identify major sources of administrative
inefficiencies and program overlap
• develop a coherent set of reforms to streamline, reconfigure, and improve the performance of state agencies and
programs and yield on the order of $60 to $100 million a
year in state budget savings
• combine its recommendations into a single “implementation bill” that it would report to the legislature within
18 months of commencing its deliberations and which
would receive expedited consideration and a single
up-or-down vote by the legislature, with no amendments
allowed
In carrying out this work, the commission would conduct
formal consultations with agency representatives and circulate draft recommendations for review and comment. The
commission would also hold regular public hearings. But at
the end of its 18-month process it would be understood that
the implementation bill would be adopted or rejected in toto
in short order, and that the legislature would apply all resulting fiscal savings to either supporting investments to improve
the state’s economic future (the first $27 million a year in
savings) or to provide tax relief. At this point, the commission
would terminate, although the legislature could then choose
to convene another “round” of reform.
In short, by creating the Maine Government Efficiency
Commission the state will gain a strong, certain new mechanism for forcing legislators to achieve transformative efficiencies in a way that has rarely been employed at the state level.
With a cost of perhaps $2 million for staffing and administrative costs, such a commission appears the surest way to
reinvigorate Maine government and shift hundreds of millions of dollars of spending to more productive uses in the
coming decade.
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REORGANIZE K–12 ADMINIST R AT I O N A N D S C H O O L
C O N S T RU C T I O N
The state’s huge K–12 education system also requires
scrutiny and urgent reengineering as school enrollment
declines. One of the most expensive in the country and the
largest single outlay in the state-local budget, Maine’s system
imposes heavy costs on taxpayers not just because of its small
schools and small classes but also because of its cumbersome
structure and complex, highly fragmented governance systems.12
Maine struggles with high K–12 expenditures, in this
respect, largely because it maintains no less than 286 independent school administrative units (SAUs), cobbled together
out of at least five different types of administrative systems,
ranging from school administrative districts (SADs) and
municipal units to community school districts (CSDs) and
Education in the Unorganized Territory (EUT).
This complexity drives up costs in two ways. First, on the
operating side of the ledger, it simply requires a lot of superintendents and administrators to run such a Byzantine system. All told, in fact, Maine school districts employ 152
superintendents and 50 percent more district-level administrators than the national average.13 But those are just operating costs. On the other side of ledger, the school system’s
patchwork governance structure combined with the state’s
strong traditions of local control ensures that school construction costs are also higher than they need to be. That’s
because, in the absence of a centralized strategic weighing of
construction requests, numerous local projects have gone
ahead with little consideration of the potential for scoring
regional economies of scale.
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And so Maine must significantly streamline both the
administration and the construction and renovation programs
of its costly K–12 education system in order to capture significant potential cost savings that should then be redirected
back into the classrooms. Four strategies will help:

Fully fund and enlarge the Fund for the Efficient
Delivery of Education Services. First, the legislature
should carry out the provisions of LD1 that established,
along with the Fund for the Efficient Delivery of Local and
Regional Services on the municipal side, a similar fund for
supporting regional school initiatives.
Regionalized administrative districts are without doubt the
path to K–12 efficiency, and already schools and districts are
beginning to make progress in that direction through voluntary collaborations on everything from transportation services
and central food service administration to joint athletic teams
and district consolidation.14 Clearly, such collaborations
should be encouraged, which was why LD1 called for the legislature to set aside 2 percent of its General Purpose Aid for
Education (approximately $20 million per year) to promote
regional solutions with planning and implementation grants.
Unfortunately, though, the legislature has not followed
through with financing for this important program. Instead,
most of the money that was supposed to be deposited has
been diverted to “transitional aid” to protect districts receiving less money under the state’s reformed Essential Programs
and Services (EPS) school finance formula. This decision
flouted the intent of LD1 and should be reversed. The funding for regional projects should be fully restored.
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Reduce Maine’s K–12 district-level administrative
spending to the national average. Second, Maine should
move rapidly to reduce the state’s total K–12 “system administration” expenditures to the vicinity of the $195 per pupil
national average.
This saving, it should be said, represents “low-hanging
fruit.” Such a reduction in pure administration could yield
about $25 million in budget savings a year for Maine taxpayers, according to MPSRG’s Moore, and it could be achieved
without tampering in any way with the number, size, location,
or classroom programs of Maine’s schools. What is more, a
ready-made mechanism for implementing the change already
exists. Under the state’s Essential Programs and Services
(EPS) school finance formula, every school district receives
an annual allowance to cover, among other expenses, its system administration expenditures. Now, the allowance should
simply be ratcheted down towards the national average system administration level. In this fashion, the state will at
once capture $25 million or so that could be redirected to
student learning needs, and further encourage schools and
districts to consolidate at least their myriad “back office” and
administrative functions.

The reduction of Maine’s high K–12
administration costs represents in many
respects ‘low-hanging fruit’ as the state
seeks efficiencies.

Begin the work of dramatically reducing the number of
school administrative units (districts). At the same time,
the governor, legislature, and commissioner of education
should move to begin dramatically reducing the number
of SAUs in Maine from the current 286 to a much smaller
number—such as 64, the number that would result if
Maine approached the national average district size of
around 3,100 students.
Significant evidence now confirms that the state spends
too much money on school district administration.15 Last year,
for example, the Board of Education’s high-level Select Panel
on Revisioning Education proposed saving large amounts of
money in part by slashing the number of Maine’s districts
from 286 to just 35.16 And more recently, fiscal estimates for
the panel by David Silvernail of the Center for Education
Policy, Applied Research, and Evaluation at the University of
Southern Maine quantified significant but smaller possible
savings from central office savings alone.17
And so the state should begin the process of change:
• First, the commissioner of education should immediately
direct the Department of Education to employ its new
accounting software to determine the true and accurate
costs for system administration (now hard to ascertain)
statewide and by region
• Second, the governor should create a high-powered study
group composed of top Maine education, budget, and
technical experts to report to the legislature in detail
within 18 months on the current costs of K–12 administration and redundancy as well as on transformative ways
to reduce those costs through SAU reorganization, shared
service delivery, or other new governance and administration models
• And third, the governor and the majority and minority
leaders in the legislature should appoint a high-level education reorganization commission, parallel to the Maine
Government Efficiency Commission, to develop for upor-down vote in the legislature a specific, bold plan for
greatly reducing the number of K–12 administrative units
and their associated costs so as to free up substantial
resources for reinvestment in student learning. In this
fashion, Maine would take a giant step toward efficiency
by reinventing a K–12 school system in need of renewal
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Develop a statewide K–12 capital plan conceived from
a regional perspective. Lastly, the Department of
Education and the Board of Education should write Maine’s
first-ever state school capital plan to ensure that the state’s
future investments in construction and renovation are made
rationally and that school buildings are adequately maintained in all communities.
Currently, the state lacks a comprehensive, research-based
system analogous to EPS on the operating side for guiding
school construction and renovation decisions. Instead, a
locally oriented capital system frequently fails to consider
how to maximize the use of existing facilities across regions,
with the result that hundreds of millions of dollars of capital
investment have been made without a clear view to optimizing the use of existing space. Which is why the state should
revamp its school capital practices to ensure that school
space across the state is used efficiently. To that end, the legislature should fund and the commissioner of education
should create a comprehensive statewide inventory detailing
the size, location, condition, and maintenance costs of all
Maine school buildings. Then, with that inventory in hand,
the department should work with the Board of Education to
write a statewide capital plan to set priorities for construction
and renovation in each region of the state, seeking to balance
cost control and the need for economies of scale with the
need to protect schools in truly difficult-to-serve geographic
areas.
In all, the objective would be the creation neither of new
schools nor larger schools but simply the best and most efficient use of all of the state’s existing and future buildings.
Along the way the capital needs of older schools and schools
in truly hard-to-serve places would be fully appraised. For the
first time, in sum, the state of Maine would have an objective, systematic plan with which to evaluate future capital
requests and focus decisionmaking on the need for efficiency.
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A G G R E S S I V E LY P RO M O T E
R E G I O N A L C O L L A B O R AT I O N O N
LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE
DELIVERY
Finally, Maine must step up its efforts to promote regional
collaboration on local service delivery, most particularly in the
faster-growing parts of the state where the costs of providing
police and fire protection, parks, and other services frequently exceed the state norm.
Certainly, Maine local government lives up to its reputation
for frugality in many areas of the state. Rural towns especially
remain relatively cost-effective in their provision of most services, in part thanks to the living tradition of volunteerism.
However, in areas like Southern Maine where growth is
accelerating, localities’ inability to leverage significant
economies of scale has begun to drive costs higher as the
demand for higher-quality, suburban-type services rises. In
these areas, regional cooperation and other forms of interlocal collaboration on service provision are clearly essential if
Maine towns are to limit property tax burdens and provide
services cost effectively. Moreover, since suburbanization is
now enveloping more and more of the state, achieving such
efficiencies is growing more critical. And so, the state should
work harder than ever now to promote increasingly significant, deep-going cooperation on service provision among
increasingly large groups of towns. At least two initiatives
would advance the cause right now:
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Fully fund the Fund for the Efficient Delivery of Local
and Regional Services. First, the legislature should do what
it said it would do. It should carry out the provision of LD1
that was supposed to stimulate the regionalization of local
service provision with a steady stream of planning and implementation grants.
In tandem with the regional schools fund, the Fund for the
Efficient Delivery of Local and Regional Services was
intended to finance grants to help municipalities cover the
planning and start-up costs that often precede the longerterm cost savings that result when towns come together to
deliver local services. To support the effort, 2 percent of the
state’s municipal revenue sharing funds (about $2 million)
was supposed to be deposited in the fund each year to provide a rolling source of significant grants to jump-start local
collaboration to reduce service costs. However, none of that
money has been forthcoming, beyond an initial $1 million
sum for a pilot program and a subsequent $500,000 appropriation. As a result, the initial pilot pool of funds has been

Currently, much good work is occurring as more and more municipalities
begin to explore providing services on a
regional basis.19 Still, progress remains
slow and edgewise, confined usually to
one function here or another there, in
collaborations spreading usually across
two or three towns only. And so the state should seek a breakthrough by establishing a major pilot project to assist a few
select groups of Maine municipalities interested in working
together to develop ambitious new forms of regionalized service delivery across multi-municipal service districts.
How should the pilot work? Like this: First, let the state
select—through a competitive process—one or two truly
ambitious proposals for completely reconfiguring the governance and service delivery of an area consisting of at least
three contiguous municipalities and two coterminous school
administrative units. Then, let the selected groups of towns
receive the significant technical and financial assistance
needed to fully develop their ideas, with
the assumption that each group of towns
would create a new “municipal service
Currently, much good work is occurring as more
district” to regionally administer K–12
education; carry out joint land use planand more municipalities begin to explore providing ning; provide key services such as police
and fire protection; and set budgets and
services on a regional basis.
tax rates. And finally, have the state help
the groups of towns implement their new
unions. As a reward for that, towns particexhausted by awards to 26 ventures including 121 towns, 12
ipating in the new unions should gain important benefits.
of which promise to yield service-cost savings of $11 million
The state might assume, for example, 50 percent of particiover three years through the implementation of plans, among pating towns’ (and school districts’) general obligation debt.
The school districts could receive a 10-percent bonus in
others, to combine the accounting and finance systems of
school aid (deducted from non-participating towns.) And the
three towns, the police and fire services of two towns, and
state might pick up certain of the towns’ net county costs,
the jails of two counties.18
Such regional initiatives should be broadly encouraged.
such as those for jails and registries and the like. (The pilot
The legislature should fully fund the Fund for the Efficient
could be funded by $1 million or $2 million a year in savings
Delivery of Local and Regional Services to jumpstart local
from the Government Efficiency Commission’s work.) In this
collaboration to reduce service costs.
fashion, a carefully monitored and analyzed “big experiment”
or two could provide the state important new models for
Support one or two major experiments in regionalized
interlocal cooperation as well as documented examples of the
service delivery. But Maine also needs to think more boldly. sort of returns that may be achieved.
Given the urgency of the cost challenge, communities must
So let Maine launch a ground-breaking test of real-world
be encouraged to turn truly grand ideas for cost-saving into
experimentation in regional service delivery right away. It just
action. For that reason, the state should move now to
might effect a breakthrough.
finance—and showcase—one or two really far-reaching
demonstration projects in multi-municipal reorganization and
cost-reduction.
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MAINE SHOULD ALSO BEGIN THE WORK
O F S Y S T E M AT I C TA X R E F O R M

F

inding efficiencies and reducing spending should
Most notably, it will be imperative for
not be Maine’s only focus as it tends to its govleaders to address once and for all the
ernment finance system, however. Maine must
tax code’s extreme over-reliance on propalso begin to reform its unbalanced, intrusive
erty taxes and its overly narrow sales-tax
revenue system, even as it steps up its investbase.21
But in the meantime, the work of
ments in its economy.
making incremental adjustments can
The revenue system matters because at least to a degree it
and must begin, supported in large part by the budget savings
can alter behavior and change outcomes.
to be located by the Maine Government Efficiency
In this respect, while virtually all state-local revenue systems violate the “neutrality principle” of tax-system design, in Commission.
And so, to the extent that government expenditure savings
that they distort taxpayer behavior, Maine’s system is arguably
more intrusive than most because of its relatively high overall or new revenue sources can be found, the state should step
tax weight, substantial property tax burdens and rate differen- up the work of reducing its overall tax burden while seeking
to better balance an unbalanced revenue system. To that end,
tials, and high income tax rates.
at least three near-term adjustments should be made.
No, taxes may not matter as much as some believe. But at
Maine must continue to reduce property taxes, with a
the same time, taxes matter enough that they are a problem
focus now on the towns in which the problem is most conin Maine. High rates of property taxation, especially in
centrated. Maine must work to lower the top rate of the
regional centers, are likely altering location decisions and
income tax, and reduce exposure to it among those with modcontributing to sprawl. High personal income tax rates may
est incomes. And Maine must move to broaden its revenue
be squeezing those of modest income and driving away those
base by “exporting” more tax burden onto Maine’s millions of
with high incomes. And the state’s heavy reliance on just a
visitors and tourists.
few revenue sources may well be keeping key taxes high.
Ultimately, these and many other
issues will need to be dealt with comprehensively through a major tax-system
Maine must also begin to reform its unbalanced,
overhaul that thoroughly redesigns the
state’s system in accordance with such
well-established tax-policy principles as: intrusive revenue system, even as it steps up its
• neutrality
investments in its economy.
• balance
• equity
• stability
• simplicity20
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A P P LY S AV I N G S F RO M G O V E R N MENT EFFICIENCIES TO
P RO P E R T Y TA X R E D U C T I O N
Maine must first continue to reduce the state’s high property
taxes by plowing significant portions of any future government efficiencies into tax relief.
Already the state has begun to make progress in lowering
property tax bills, thanks to the implementation of LD1,
passed in 2005. Not only have the legislation’s increases in
state funding for K–12 education slowed the rate of growth
of local property tax commitments, but related expansions of
the state’s homestead exemption and “circuit breaker” property tax relief programs saved Maine homeowners $65 million
in property taxes and Maine businesses $10 million in 2005.22
These broad reductions ensured that in 2005 the estimated
state and local tax burden on Maine residents declined for
the first time since 2000. Additional relief to businesses will
come through the recent partial phase-out of the personal
property tax on business equipment.
But Maine has a lot more work to do if it is to tamp down
property taxes enough to erase the levy’s likely distortions of
household and business decisionmaking. In 2004, the state’s
second-ranking state-local property tax burden of 5.5 percent
exceeded the U.S. average as a share of total personal income
by 62 percent.23 And in 2005, property taxes accounted for 59
percent of total state-local business taxes, a figure more than
20 percent higher than the national average, meaning Maine
businesses’ location decisions may be significantly more influenced by local property tax rates than those of firms in other
states.24
And so Maine must keep working to reduce the state’s
excessive reliance on property taxes for local revenue revenue-raising, with a focus now on reducing the state’s sharp
town-by-town rate variations and providing additional relief
for those of lower incomes. Two initiatives would be helpful,
and should each be funded with portions of the budget savings to be located by the Maine Government Efficiency
Commission.

Target relief on towns with high volumes of tax exempt
property. First, Maine should address the geographical
nature of the property tax problem: high rates in key hub
communities that contend with large amounts of tax exempt
property.
So far, there has been little sustained conversation in the
tax reform debates about focusing the fix at least partly on
particular towns where the problem is particularly acute. And
yet, large portions of Maine’s population continue to reside in
regional centers and older more established towns where the
effective property tax rate may be 50, 75, or 100 percent
higher than in emerging outlying communities. Moreover, in
many of these towns large amounts of tax exempt property—
such as hospitals and state office buildings—appreciably narrow the tax base and so add to the pressure. Granted, some
tax-exempt organizations provide payments in lieu of taxes to
the host communities to help offset the costs towns incur in
providing municipal services to support the exempt organizations’ activities. But for all that the payments remain uneven,
voluntary, and almost always insufficient to offset the true
costs of the services towns are providing. The result is one
more pressure that drives rates up in traditional regional centers, discourages investment there, and in turn contributes to
suburban sprawl. Relieving this burden would be an excellent
way of targeting relief to the places where it is most needed.
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The state, therefore, should respond: It should reimburse
towns and cities for at least the municipal portion of the taxes
foregone on tax-exempt properties that provide true regional
services. These important properties include (by way of example) medical facilities like hospitals, colleges and universities,
state buildings, county jails, and regional transportation facilities like airports. To address them, a new reimbursement program should identify appropriate categories of properties of
critical regional benefit, work with local assessors to develop
proper assessments of the relevant value, and ultimately reimburse municipalities based on their un-reimbursed non-school
costs. To finance the reimbursements, a meaningful portion of
the expenditure savings identified by the Commission for
Government Efficiency beyond the first $27 million that
should finance economic development initiatives should be
dedicated to offsetting the lost revenue on a continuous basis.
If the efficiency savings cannot fully offset the lost revenue,
the reimbursements should be allocated in proportion to the
amounts that would otherwise be due.
In this way, Maine’s ongoing efforts to reduce taxes would
gain an admirable new focus. By targeting property tax relief
on the towns in which the burdens are most concentrated the
state would strike also at a key driver of sprawl and an impediment to the revitalization of the state’s regional hubs.

Provide additional relief to lower-income households.
A second tax-related use of future efficiency savings could be
to provide further property tax relief to lower-income taxpayers who continue to struggle with economic transitions, stagnant wages, and housing costs.
LD1 has already provided some relief tilted toward lowerincome homeowners, and among other things doubled the
property tax circuit breaker. Still, further relief could be
afforded through both the homestead exemption and circuit
breaker programs. For example, the state could further
enlarge the homestead exemption. Or alternatively, it could
raise the maximum refund to a higher level than $2,000 per
person or $4,000 per household, or raise the amount of property tax eligible for benefits. Either way, this initiative should
remain a secondary possible use of government-efficiency savings, once the innovation funds and top-priority tax-exempt
property reimbursements are achieved.
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Another priority for tax-system adjustments, in lieu of a major
system overhaul, must be reductions in the state’s high
income taxes.
So far, recent efforts to smooth the rough edges of Maine’s
unbalanced tax system have focused most on reducing individual and business property taxes. And that has been appropriate. However, the next phase of incremental reform should
begin to address the state’s high top marginal rate on the personal income tax and the extremely low income threshold at
which it kicks in. Few tax-system features send more prominent signals about a state’s business climate or hospitality to
migrants than the state’s top income tax rate. Meanwhile, no
broader tax pinch on Maine’s moderate-income households
exists than the state’s low $36,550 top-rate threshold for joint
filers. For those reasons, Maine would do well to invest some
of its future government efficiencies in reconfiguring its high
personal income taxes, once it has financed investments in
the economy and tended to the tax-exempt properties issue.

Maine would do well to invest some
of its future government efficiencies
in reconfiguring its high personal
income taxes.
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Reduce the tax rate for working- and middle-class families by raising the state’s low threshold for its top
income tax rate. One priority should be to raise the very low
income level at which the state’s very high top marginal
income tax rate applies. Currently, Maine’s personal income
tax is highly progressive and rather lightly taxes those of very
low income. However, the state’s extremely low threshold for
its very high top rate—$18,250 for single filers, $36,550 for
joint filers—ensures that more than one-third of Maine tax
returns are exposed to Maine’s top personal income tax rate
of 8.5 percent. In effect, hundreds of thousands of Maine
working people are paying some of the highest state income
TA X V I S I T O R S T O
tax rates in the nation.
SUPPORT MAINE’S NEEDS
Maine needs to address this problem as a way of supporting its hard-working middle class as the state navigates an
anxious moment of economic transition. Applying $27 million Finally, Maine should explore the possibility of “exporting”
more of its tax burden onto its millions of tourists, visitors,
a year of future expenditure savings to a drive to raise Maine
and non-resident second-home owners.
bracket levels by about 20 percent, so the top rate begins at
Currently, Maine does not appear particularly aggressive
about $44,000 for joint filers, would be highly appropriate.25
about taxing tourists and visitors. (To read Matthew Murray’s
Lower the top income tax rate. Equally pressing is the
detailed assessment of Maine’s current “tax exportation” and
need to reduce the state’s top rate. Maine is fortunate in this opportunities for extending it please visit www.brookings.
edu/metro/maine.) At a minimum, though, Maine’s heavy
respect to lie in a region characterized by high personal
income tax rates, and where both Vermont and Rhode Island’s and long-standing tourist and summer-residence traffic
top rates exceed Maine’s. Still, the state’s 8.5-percent top rate remains a tremendous opportunity for revenue raising.
Moreover, common sense as well as classical economic theremains the ninth-highest top marginal rate in the country
ory easily justify efforts to recoup at least a portion of the
and sends a highly visible signal to the nation’s increasingly
costs of the public services consumed by visitors and tourists,
mobile workers, business owners, executives, and retirees
about Maine as a place to work and live. For that reason, low- and argue as well that non-residents should be charged or
taxed for what economists call the “negative externalities” of
ering the state’s top marginal rate by half a point would send
their activities.26 Visitors may contribute to congestion and
an equally visible signal that would make Maine more comnoise problems, as well as pollution of the environment, for
petitive in attracting business while reducing the incentives
for high-income residents to leave Maine or avoid retirement example. Likewise, numerous studies have confirmed that
there. At a cost of $40 million a year, such a half-point reduc- heavy visitation—combined with under-investment—has
taken a heavy toll on Maine’s parks and park facilities,
tion would be another worthy option for using the yields of
lakeshores, and tourist corridors.27
the efficiency commission.
For that reason, visitors represent a highly appropriate
source for at least some of the resources Maine needs to
invest in its economy and maintain and enhance the quality
services and top-flight quality of place that Mainers cherish
and that attract visitors in the first place. To begin tapping
that source, then, Maine should take at least one immediate
step, and meanwhile begin a longer-term exploration of other
means for deriving appropriate revenue gains from Maine’s
large numbers of tourists, long-term visitors, and non-resident
second-home owners.
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Raise the lodging tax to finance the Maine Quality
Places Fund. First, Maine should raise the state’s lodging
tax to generate a significant revenue stream to finance the
general obligation bonds that will finance the critical Maine
Quality Places Fund.
Presently, the state’s 7-percent lodging tax remains more
than a point below the regional average, and so represents a
fine opportunity for exporting tax burden onto a large, nonresident population. Moreover, probably no more appropriate
or effective mechanism exists for ensuring that non-residents
and not Mainers will in fact bear the burden of the new tax
aimed at maintaining Maine’s quality of place, given that
three-quarters of the lodging tax is paid by non-residents,
mostly tourists.28 And so the legislature should move to raise
the lodging tax a significant three points in order to generate
something on the order of $20 million a year to pay for the
bonds needed to capitalize the Maine Quality Places Fund
with about $200 million for the revitalization of Maine
towns, conservation activities, and the promotion of highquality outdoor recreation and tourism. Such a hike would
represent an aggressive bid by Maine to recognize a key
point of market advantage and leverage it to defend what
makes Maine special.

Maine leaders should
tax the state’s wealth
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Explore additional ways to tax visitors. Beyond raising
the lodging tax, the state should also weigh the pros and
cons of a number of other options that may exist for shifting
the tax burden to visitors or summer residents in order to
reduce the taxes Mainers pay or generate revenue for needed
investments.
A number of methods for exporting portions of the state’s
heavy property tax burden merit exploration, providing several
complications can be worked out.29 On this front, the state’s
extraordinary number of second homes represents an attractive target for revenue-raising. As it happens, non-residents
own more than two-thirds of Maine’s $28 billion in secondhome property.30 That suggests that finding ways to raise the
taxes on second homes while extending further property tax
relief to state residents only—through mechanisms like
another major expansion of the homestead exemption, for
example—could represent a viable strategy for effecting significant reductions in Maine residents’ tax bills. However,
such a state program would require careful structuring, as
local governments would have to raise property tax rates and
then be held harmless by Augusta for revenue lost under the
homestead. And both paths are problematic. The state would
need to find new revenue to finance the offsets to local government, and meanwhile, local governments’ increased rates
would then increase the already high tax
burden on business.
Yet there are other possibilities. One
take a serious look at ways to alternative approach for property tax
exporting would be for the state to adopt a
of non-resident property.
low-rate property tax (say of five mills)
linked to a large homestead exemption
(say, of $1 million) that would protect all
Maine residents. Then virtually no Mainer
would pay any new property tax while out-of-state homeowners would yield upwards of $300 million in new revenue.
Alternatively, the state could introduce a classification system
for different types of property in the state. Currently, about
half of the states utilize some form of classification system,
and several—such as Utah and Minnesota—treat primary residences differently from non-homestead or second-home
property. Conceivably, such a system could be applied at the
local level to support lower tax rates on primary residences.
But these are only possibilities for further exportation. The
point, in the end, is that Maine leaders should take a serious
look at ways to tax the state’s wealth of non-resident property.
Maine needs the money.
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ACTION

H O W TO P A Y FO R I T

MAINE QUALITY PLACES FUND
This 10-year $190 million revenue bond fund will support:
■ Community revitalization
■ Land and farm conservation
■ Access to forests and lakes
■ Tourism promotion

LODGING TAX
Three-point increase
($20 million per year)

MAINE INNOVATION JOBS FUND
Some $180 million of this $200-million bond fund—financed by savings located by the
Government Efficiency Commission—will support research and development in promising
areas like:
■ Forest bioproducts
■ Biotechnology
■ Information Technology
■ Organic farming/specialty foods
■ Advanced composite materials
■ Precision manufacturing
A related Maine Cluster Development Fund of $20 million will support industry-led
partnerships that catalyze job growth through workforce development, network-building,
and marketing

FUND FOR THE EFFICIENT DELIVERY OF LOCAL
AND REGIONAL SERVICES
An annual stream of $2 million—derived from savings located by the Government
Efficiency Commission—will fully fund this existing program which promotes efficiency
through inter-governmental cooperation on service delivery

MAINE
GOVERNMENT
EFFICIENCY
COMMISSION
A bipartisan commission that will:
■

Locate program savings of
$60 to $100 million

■

Propose reforms

■

Send proposals to the legislature
for an up or down vote

Savings will be invested in economic
development activities and tax reduction

TAX REDUCTIONS
Savings from the Maine Government Efficiency Commission in excess of $27 million
per year should go toward easing tax burdens through:
■ Reducing property taxes
■ Lowering the top income tax one-half point
■ Increasing the income threshold for the top income tax bracket

MAINE COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT FUND
Grants will support:
■ Full implementation of building code reform
■ The Maine Downtown Center
■ Better visioning assistance and planning tools for towns
■ Incentives for multi-municipal and region-scale planning

DEED
TRANSACTION FEE
$20 increase ($5 to $8 million per year)
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T H E S T R AT E G Y:

S U P P O R T T H E R E V I TA L I Z AT I O N O F M A I N E ’ S
TOWNS AND CITIES WHILE CHANNELING
G RO W T H

F

inally, beyond stimulating the economy and making government more efficient, Maine needs to
seek ways to allow its traditional hub towns to
absorb more of the state’s development even as it
works to encourage towns and groups of towns
to better manage growth across the broader landscape.
In short, Maine needs to tend to how its rules and policies
shape communities.
The situation now is troublesome. Currently, existing regulations and under-utilized programs do little to promote
investment in established centers (and may hinder it) while
at the regional scale Maine’s ineffective state-local land-use
planning system too often fails to shape growth in the most

beneficial ways.
On the redevelopment side, several factors actually deter
development in established centers. Maine’s various building
codes make redevelopment confusing and expensive. Current
zoning laws prohibit the emergence of high-amenity, walkable
neighborhoods that many residents desire. And reinvestment
programs—initially set up to energize activity in traditional
regional centers—remain under-funded and under-utilized.
On the planning side, meanwhile, growth management in
Maine remains highly localized and quite weak. Despite the
approval of hundreds of comprehensive plans at the town
level, their actual implementation leaves much to be desired.
And, of course, planning that reaches beyond town boundaries to address regional challenges
remains virtually nonexistent.
What is needed, then, is clear: As
The state must make it more likely for its regional
Maine grows faster—nearly twice as fast
as in the last decade—the state must
hubs and other established towns to absorb some
make it more likely for its regional hubs
and other established towns to absorb
of the state’s coming growth even as it works to
some of the state’s coming growth even as
it works to bolster planning at all levels of
bolster planning at all levels of geography.
geography.
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S U P P O R T R E D E V E L O P M E N T A N D R E V I TA L I Z AT I O N

M

aine’s first priority in tending to its communities must be to actively promote the
revitalization and enhancement of its traditional towns and regional centers.
These towns are critical to Maine.
Where they are healthy and inviting, they burnish the Maine
brand. When they welcome development, they hold out to
Maine regions the land and existing infrastructure needed to
at least in theory absorb significant portions of the coming
housing demand. (See box below.)
And so the state of Maine should undertake at least three
reforms aimed at encouraging the redevelopment of Maine’s
traditional regional centers. To that end, Maine should:
Mandate the adoption of perfected model building codes;
develop a model zoning code for traditional centers; and
make better use of existing programs and organizations whose
mandate is to revitalize Maine’s traditional towns and cities.

C H A M P I O N T H E S TAT E ’ S N E W
M O D E L BU I L D I N G C O D E S A N D
W O R K T O WA R D U N I F O R M I T Y
Maine’s first strategy for promoting new investment in its
established regional centers should be to streamline onceand-for-all the state’s cluttered, confusing building-code
regime and to make sure that its newly adopted model rehabilitation code is truly helpful and easy to use.
Today, Maine’s lack of a uniform statewide building code
seriously hinders redevelopment by injecting uncertainty into
investors’ decisionmaking, consuming time, and making clear
guidance from a central source impossible to obtain.
Likewise, until recently the lack of a state rehabilitation code
has limited the reuse of the state’s large and distinctive stock
of historic buildings.

RO O M T O G RO W: AC C O M M O DAT I N G
R E S I D E N T I A L A N D C O M M E R C I A L G RO W T H
IN MAINE’S TRADITIONAL CENTERS
oping that facilitating development and redevelopment within

H

commercial, and industrial growth in every one

the state’s traditional regional hubs, its so-called “service cen-

of the examined regions, from Sanford to

ters,” might have a beneficial impact on Maine’s sprawling

Presque Isle and all those in between.

sis of selected cities and towns performed for this report shows that

these two cities lie 12,185 acres of vacant and

many regional centers have the capacity to absorb most or all of their

currently zoned residential land. Given current

regions’ projected growth over the next 20 years. (To read the report

land consumption rates, and assuming a 10 to 30 percent reduction in

please visit www.brookings.edu/metro/maine.)

acreage due to roads and other constraints, Lewiston and Auburn could

development patterns is more than just wishful thinking. A recent analy-

The study, conducted by members of five regional planning commis-

Lewiston-Auburn is a prime example.Within

accommodate at least 8,000 housing units—almost four times more

sions and councils of governments led by Robert Thompson of the

units than the expected growth for the entire region over the next

Androscoggin Valley Council of Governments, used standardized projec-

decade calls for. And the story is similar on the commercial side.Vacant

tions of population, housing, and employment—applied to currently

industrial and commercial land, millions of square feet of vacant brick

usable development stock and regulations governing undeveloped land—

mill and industrial park space, and over 200,000 square feet of vacant

to determine the share of future regional growth that could be accom-

office, industrial, and warehouse space found within the two centers

modated within the state’s central towns. The general finding: Maine’s

could theoretically accommodate all of the region’s 8,000 projected new

regional hubs are far from “built-out” and hold out substantial capacity

jobs.

31

to absorb development that currently goes elsewhere. In fact, currently

The bottom line: Maine’s traditional regional centers—the perfect

undeveloped land in regional centers—combined with existing regula-

place in which to counter sprawl with “smart growth”—stand ready and

tions that allow and encourage denser in-fill and redevelopment proj-

able to absorb huge shares of the state’s projected growth if only Maine

ects—could absorb all or most of their regions’ future residential,

can find ways to utilize them. ■
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support for broader implementation of its model codes
and move toward making that implementation uniform and
ubiquitous.

Happily, Maine has already started important work in
reforming its tangled building code situation. In 2004, Maine
passed legislation that adopted the International Building
Code (IBC), a model building code published by the
International Code Council (ICC) as the state building code,
and required that henceforth any municipality that adopted
or updated a building code must adopt the new model. In
addition, the following year, the legislature adopted the
International Existing Building Code (IEBC), a model building rehabilitation code to govern work on and in Maine’s
existing buildings. The rehab code offers consistency in code
requirements that will make renovation projects more predictable and less expensive to accomplish, without compromising safety. Adopting the model rehab code represented an
important step toward making development in traditional
regional centers and other older places more competitive with
new construction in the suburbs.
While these steps represent important progress, more
needs to be done to rectify decades of code chaos.
Currently, the use of the IBC, the state’s model building
code, remains optional: Nothing requires municipalities that
already have a building code to switch to the new state
model. Nor is there a requirement that municipalities with no
building code now adopt one. Neither, for that matter, is the
rehab code mandatory. The current statute simply requires
that any municipality wishing to adopt a rehab code adopt the
IEBC, the model code adopted by the state. The upshot of all
of this is that much code variation and confusion persists in
Maine and will persist for years.
In view of these issues, Maine should step up its financial
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Step up financial support to perfect the model codes.
To start with, the state should expedite its efforts to make
sure the new model code is as easy to implement as possible.
Currently, the model building code statute names the IBC
as the model building code, but delineates eight areas where
municipalities are directed to use other existing state laws.
This can get confusing. For example, the existing fire or elevator codes take precedent over any related areas in the IBC.
That means that for new construction, the IBC might require
railings of a certain height, but the National Fire Protection
Agency (NFPA) fire codes that the state uses to regulate fire
safety might require a different height. These differences
need to be identified, clarified, and harmonized for ease of
implementation. (The issue is even more complicated for
those using the rehab code.)
And there are other glitches. For instance, early work by
the state and code enforcement workers suggests there may
be places where the IBC needs to be tweaked to better meet
the needs of Maine’s environment. For example, the IBC does
not establish a heavy enough snow load for most of Maine.
Because of Northern Maine’s heavy snow fall, the IBC should
probably be amended to meet the realities of Maine’s climate.
All of which underscores the importance of the state’s
ongoing but unfunded work to harmonize the IBC with the
eight existing relevant laws. This work will not only help by
committing code requirements to one document, but ensure
the codes work in the Maine environment in all ways. This
bridging work is critical if the state is going to offer municipalities a “hassle-free” off-the-shelf product that can be
immediately adopted and that will truly save builders money
by reducing the delays and conflicts caused by unclear code
issues. For that reason, the state should ensure the work continues and speed it by funding it appropriately.
Fund technical assistance, model-code training, and
public outreach. The legislature also needs to back a concerted effort to market and implement the newly adopted
model codes. Currently, no funding exists to supply technical
assistance to municipalities adopting the new codes. No
training programs exist to train code-enforcement officials in
the streamlined regulations. And for that matter, there is not
even a centralized database of what municipalities employ
which codes to speed planning decisions. Consequently,
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municipalities are in effect being left on their own to work
through code adoption, interpretation, and enforcement without even the support of a public outreach program that
explains the benefits of adopting the model codes and would
help boost adoption. This makes no sense. Promulgation of
the new model codes offers a huge opportunity for Maine.
The state should do the job right.

to do so. Accordingly, perhaps $1.5 million in matching funds
should be made available to help towns hire additional code
enforcement officials to help implement the adoption of the
model codes. This initiative could easily be supported by disbursements from the Maine Quality Places Fund.

Bolster the new rehabilitation code. Finally, there
remains work to do in providing the state a truly useful renovation and rehabilitation code. To be sure, the state has
already adopted a building code for existing structures, which
is an enormous first step. However, Maine has a lot more to
do to make its rehab code truly functional and meaningful.
Because of the way the law is written, existing fire codes,
elevator codes, ADA regulations, and other codes trump what
is in the IEBC. While this is not necessarily an issue for new
construction, it can pose problems for work on existing structures. For example, the fire and elevator code requirements
can make rehabbing an old building economically unviable.

Achieve code uniformity in the near future. Beyond simply developing and marketing a comprehensive new code, the
legislature and the governor need to actively move the state
much closer to the ideal of statewide code uniformity.
How might this be achieved? One approach might be to
simply require that all existing codes in the state (elevator
and fire, in particular) be migrated to those published by the
International Code Council. This way, both the model codes
and all the other fire and construction codes in use within
the state would derive from the same code family, thus creating a much higher level of standardization that would greatly reduce conflict
and confusion and would increase preToday, Maine’s lack of a uniform statewide building
dictability and uniformity. A problem
with this approach, however, remains
code seriously hinders redevelopment by injecting
the strong investment of the state Fire
Marshal in retaining the NFPA fire
uncertainty into investors’ decisionmaking.
safety code.
This suggests another possible
approach. Working more within the curFacing the same situation, New Jersey pioneered the counrent framework, reformers could embrace the mixed model
try’s first building code for existing structures. (See box on
code now being reviewed, but move much more concertedly
to promote its state-wide adoption. To that end, Maine could next page.) Its main tenet is one of incrementalism—the
larger the project, the more of the building is required to be
require that within a reasonable number of years that all
up to new construction standards. The inverse is also true—
towns that have or wish to have a building code adopt the
state’s model codes. Currently, adoption of the updated codes the smaller the project, the less is required. This basic
approach is included in the IEBC.
is mostly voluntary. The only mandate is that localities that
To make this incremental approach truly effective, the state
want a building code but do not yet have one must adopt the
will need to work through any conflicts between the IEBC
state model codes. That means that code variety will persist
and the existing fire code and elevator codes. New Jersey
in Maine for many years. However, by expanding the code
chose to create a committee of “interested parties,” including
adoption mandate to require every municipality that has—or
fire code officials, building code officials, developers, downwishes to have—a building code to adopt the model building
town redevelopment organizations, advocates for people with
and rehab codes, Maine will almost entirely eliminate the
confusion. Finally, then, the vast majority of the state’s towns disabilities, and historic preservationists to work through
these issues together. Maine should follow suit.
would at last be in a position to make new construction and
rehab work more predictable, more efficient, and cheaper. As
to the mechanics of making it happen, one final note is in
order. The legislature should not require local adoption of the
model codes without making funds available to municipalities
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REMOVING A
REDEVELOPMENT
BARRIER: NEW JERSEY’S
R E H A B I L I TAT I O N
SUBCODE
he state of New Jersey pioneered in the development of

T

building codes for existing buildings, and the work has
paid off.
In the mid-1990s, developers, government officials, and plan-

ners realized that New Jersey’s building code worked against redevelopment because the code was written for new construction and
made rehab projects very difficult.
Before 1998, when New Jersey adopted its rehabilitation subcode,
the state required that if a proposed rehab project cost 50 percent
or more of the cost of totally replacing the building, then the rehab
project had to be brought fully up to current code.This significantly
thwarted redevelopment in New Jersey’s cities—home to most of
the state’s older building stock. Bringing an old building up to code
often meant having to replace a 28-inch-wide door with a coderequired 32-inch-wide door.This did little to improve safety, yet
wreaked havoc on rehabilitation project budgets.
To address this issue, the New Jersey Department of Community
Affairs in partnership with Rutgers University developed the nation’s
first building code designed for existing structures.The new rehab
subcode abandoned the emphasis on project cost, and instead enumerated six kinds of projects: repair, renovation, alteration, reconstruction, change of use, and addition with “repair” being the smallest
intervention.This allows smaller projects to occur without forcing
them to comply with new construction standards.
The resulting impact on central-city revitalization has been
remarkable.

P RO M O T E Z O N I N G T H AT
A D D S T O M A I N E ’ S W E A LT H O F
DISTINCTIVE, TRADITIONAL
NEIGHBORHOODS
Part of what makes Maine “Maine” is its wealth of unique,
walkable older communities. And yet, even within those traditional hubs much of the state’s current land-use zoning institutionalizes suburban-style development of the kind that can
be found anywhere. What Maine needs, therefore, is new
model zoning that is specifically designed to enhance rather
than swamp its unique traditional communities.
Currently, building new walkable, dense, mixed-use neighborhoods in towns and villages is the exception rather than
the rule. In most communities, in fact, the local zoning code
contains numerous requirements that actually preclude traditional development. Excessive parking requirements, large lot
sizes, and single-use zoning all result in suburban-style, oftenhigher-end development designed more for cars than people.
New zoning approaches, by contrast, can help Maine hold
onto its precious quality of place. And they can help expand
it: Within the boundaries of Maine’s older towns, there
remains lots of open space. Shouldn’t that space be treated
specially, as befits its frequent proximity to one of Maine’s
numerous historic town or village centers, instead of zoned as
if it were situated in suburban anytown? Of course it should
be. And so Maine should become a leading disseminator
among states of innovative new-old zoning models that can
help its traditional cities and established towns expand on
what distinguishes them from their suburban counterparts
and contribute even more to Maine’s treasured brand. To this
end, the state should:

In 1998, the first year of the new subcode, rehabilitation work
in Jersey City grew by 84 percent, in Newark by 60 percent and
Trenton by 40 percent compared to a modest 8 percent state
wide.Work on existing structures totaled $363 million in 1997,
$511 million in 1998, and $590 million in 1999.32
A recent multivariate analysis in the Journal of the American
Planning Association shows that on average, New Jersey had 116
more rehab permits per jurisdiction after the implementation of the
subcode than in neighboring states without a rehabilitation subcode.33
And in “Turning Around Downtown,” the Brookings downtown
expert Chris Leinberger estimates that adopting a New Jerseystyle rehab subcode can cut costs of historic rehabilitation up to
50 percent.34 ■
For more information: See www.state.nj.us/dca/codes/rehab/
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BETTER FUND AND USE
E X I S T I N G R E V I TA L I Z AT I O N A N D
R E D E V E L O P M E N T- O R I E N T E D
P RO G R A M S A N D O R G A N I Z A TIONS
A final agenda for ensuring Maine’s regional centers absorb
more of the state’s future growth is to make much better use
of existing revitalization programs, several of which are
severely underutilized. Three such programs are the
Municipal Investment Trust Fund (MITF), the Maine
Downtown Center (MDC), and the state’s historic preservation tax credit.
In each case Maine should move to make sure each of
Create a new generation of model zoning and provide it
these currently hobbled but potentially transformative proas a tool to municipalities. The current state of zoning in
grams can expand and better stimulate the revitalization of
Maine favors suburban or suburban-style development. The
state of Maine, given this, needs to help develop and promote traditional Maine. Accordingly, the legislature should:
a different sort of development within its regional centers or
established towns that will not be at odds with the state’s his- Fully fund the Municipal Investment Trust Fund
(MITF). The MITF has never been adequately capitalized
toric, densely-built, mixed-use older communities.
and
so Maine should move to recharge the fund with $90
Often described as “form-based” zoning, this new direction
million over 10 years from the proposed new Maine Quality
in zoning is less concerned with delineating allowable land
Places Fund. This infusion of capital will transform a sound
and building uses, and more focused on how buildings,
but limited program into a major source of catalytic investblocks, and streets relate to each other. This helps keeps the
ment grants to the sort of infrastructure projects—riverfront
historic fabric of a town and village intact, or allows for
walks, sidewalks, parking garages, and site preparation—that
expanding it.35 Form-based zoning often forgoes parking
can jump-start major redevelopment in Maine’s established
requirements, assuming that the developer, business owner,
regional centers.
and bank know best what makes market sense. Form-based
zoning also differs from suburban-style zoning in that suburban-style zoning often means buildings are financed and built Support the Maine Downtown Center (MDC). MDC
for a single use, whereas in form-based zoning, buildings tend has also been woefully underfunded, especially when compared to counterparts in other rural states. Consequently, the
to be built with flexibility in mind. As Chris Leinberger
center should be funded with $300,000 annually, as it had
explains of suburban-style zoning, “You will always know a
requested in the last budget round (which resulted instead in
building was built for a McDonald’s even if it is now a
Chinese takeout.”36 But with form-based zoning, as with a tra- funding of $75,000 per year). The Governor’s Council on the
Creative Economy has also recommended $300,000 annually,
ditional downtown, a building could have many uses, both
which is near the national average. The goal of this funding
simultaneously and over time, without the exterior changing.
should be to double the number of Maine Street Maine comIn other words, it could start out as a hardware store with
apartments above, but end up as a restaurant with offices or a munities from eight to 16 by 2008 and to triple the number
to 24 by 2010.
hotel above. So let Maine become a leader: The state should
create a series of model zoning solutions that encapsulates
all of these principles and is available for municipalities—
especially regional hubs—to tailor and adopt. Many other
cities and communities have developed zoning along these
lines; for few does it hold out such large boons as it does
for Maine towns.
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Improve the Historic Preservation Tax Credit. Maine
should also enhance the state’s underutilized state historic
preservation tax credit to make it a better tool for encouraging reinvestment and rehab in traditional towns and downtowns. Two adjustments are needed:

Remove the individual taxpayer cap. In addition, the state
needs to allow individual taxpayers greater use of the credit.
Currently, Maine’s rehabilitation tax credit has a $100,000
per taxpayer cap on projects. Even though the rehab credit is
listed as 20 percent of the cost of the project, most commercial projects (the only kind of rehab project currently eligible
for the state credit) see a much smaller percent credit due to
the low cap. For example, if the rehab costs $1 million, the
taxpayer would only receive a $100,000 credit, which is 10
percent of the cost of the work. Given that, Maine should
remove the individual taxpayer cap and refrain from any other
kind of cap on the state rehab credit. As the National Trust
for Historic Preservation describes, “Those states that have
resisted capping have had an economic advantage in attracting capital for historic preservation.”38 As the example of
Rhode Island shows, offering a credit that is large enough to
incentivize investment in redevelopment can more than make
up for any initial cost to the state.

Make the credit transferable. To start with, Maine should
make its historic tax credit easily transferred from one party
to another. After all, the state tax credit is only valuable if the
tax-paying entity has a large enough tax liability in the state
that the credit will make a difference. However, many states
have developed ways to make sure the full value of the credit
is captured even if a partner in a project has little or no tax
liability. These adjustments range from allowing the tax payer
to sell the credit to another entity as allowed in Rhode Island
and Missouri to offering a refund for unused portions of the
credit as they do in Maryland. And so Maine should follow
Rhode Island’s lead and allow the taxpayer receiving the
credit to sell it to a third party. This
would allow the tax payer to raise capital
for projects and in that way capture
The state should do everything it can to bolster its
more of the value of the credit they are
eligible for. The state could also opt to
allow the taxpayer to make a “dispropor- historic preservation tax credit and make it the truly
tionate distribution.” This would allow a
local tax payer to partner with a national transformative tool it can be in a state like Maine.
corporation. The local tax payer would
receive all of the state tax credit, while
In sum, the state should do everything it can to bolster its
the national corporation, which is not eligible to receive the
historic preservation tax credit and make it the truly transforstate credit, would receive all of the federal credit.
mative tool it can be in a state like Maine. As many studies
One note, however: In order to enable transferability, the
state tax credit needs to be decoupled from the federal credit. have shown, enlarging these tax credits and making them easier to use typically pays for itself. In Missouri, for example,
So it should be. Such a change will allow the state to make
the state’s average investment of $25 million per year in histhe changes in its tax credit program needed to make both
toric preservation tax credits brings in $70 million in tax revthe state and federal credits more attractive, and so to
increase their use as Missouri’s experience says it will. When enue, including $30 million in state and local taxes.39
Missouri instituted its successful state credit, the number of
projects using the federal credit doubled.37
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I M P RO V E L O C A L A N D R E G I O N A L P L A N N I N G
C A PAC I T Y

B

ut Maine needs to do more to improve its communities. Along with working harder to promote
reinvestment, the state must greatly strengthen
the state-local planning system to ensure that
the future revitalization of its town centers and
other growth areas is not swamped by chaotic suburbanization everywhere else.
In this respect, the need is glaring: Maine towns and
regions need to be significantly empowered to manage the
vast region-scale forces of retailing, commuting, and the
housing market now overwhelming them with wrenching
land-use changes and onerous service and spending requirements. What is more, this need will only sharpen as time
goes on, as the prospect of faster growth raises the likelihood
of much, much more sprawl.
On this front, the state’s Growth Management Act—
enacted in 1988—provides a respectable base on which to
build a push toward more effective planning. Intended to
make quality planning a common practice around the state,
the act requires the development of comprehensive plans by
all towns that wish to enact zoning, rate of growth ordinances, or impact fee ordinances. Over time, the act’s existence has led to the preparation of 250 comprehensive plans,
the awarding of 379 grants, and greater public awareness of
the need for sound planning.40
But the GMA falls short on several fronts, as acknowledged a year-long evaluation of the act recently completed by
the state in partnership with hundreds of participants.41 Over
the years financial and technical assistance to towns often
resulted in good comprehensive plans but weak implementation efforts. Likewise, the state lacks the ability to push for
effective Future Land Use Plans or to ensure zoning ordinances are consistent with comprehensive plans, meaning
much Maine planning lacks binding force. And then, no state
policies require—or even encourage—land use planning at
the regional level.
To address these faults, Maine should provide a suite of
supports and incentives designed to significantly improve the
effectiveness of planning at the local level and usher in
robust, multi-municipal planning at the regional level.

S U P P O R T H I G H E R QUA L I T Y
P L A N N I N G AT T H E T O W N L E V E L
Planning begins at home, with the people of each town.
Unfortunately, many towns remain unprepared for the challenge of sprawl. Many towns lack the resources, consultants,
and other professionals they need to develop a top-quality
comprehensive plan to manage growth and other issues. Even
those towns that do have solid comp plans often lack the
resources and expertise they need to develop ordinances and
zoning language that reflects their priorities. Moreover, at any
point disagreement and conflict, combined with inadequate
public participation, can render even the best planning
processes moot. Maine should therefore move to address
these deficits and improve the prospects for quality planning
by providing to towns and regions the resources and tools
they need to facilitate broader-based, better-informed planning processes and wider implementation of quality plans. To
do that it should:
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Provide to regions and towns the resources they need
to secure top-quality visioning and conflict-resolution
services as well as state-of-the-art GIS visualization
tools and consulting. Maine should begin the work of
improving planning in the state by making widely available
to Maine towns and regions new resources for helping
citizens find consensus on how they wish to grow. Additional
assistance should help localities implement their vision
with ordinances.
Help from the state should support every phase of the
planning and zoning process. Some resources should be made
available to allow towns to secure expert help in visualizing
future growth scenarios. Other grants could be used by towns
to hire facilitators and experts at consensus-building—assistance that will greatly improve citizens’ ability to weigh possible futures and reach consensus about possible responses.
To ensure enough trained professionals are available,
meanwhile, the state should also support the provision
through the state’s regional planning agencies (RPAs) and
other organizations of a much wider range of visioning, consensus-building, and conflict-resolution services for towns.
Trained facilitators, for example, should become widely available to support visioning, planning, and ordinance writing
efforts. So, too, should GIS applications and other web-based
planning tools be made easily accessible to help citizens and
municipal leaders understand policy options and design a
comprehensive plan. Finally, additional grants should help
towns retain the requisite consultants and other professionals
needed to help them develop local regulations that reflect
their vision.
As to funding the new supports, let Maine establish a new
Maine Community Enhancement Fund—financed by a reasonable increase on deed transaction fees—to underwrite
these and other planning initiatives. Such a fee could generate $5–8 million a year in new money for fostering local and
regional planning, only a fraction of which would be needed
to generously support towns as they begin to plan.
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F O S T E R C O L L A B O R AT I V E A N D
REGIONAL PLANNING
Improving local implementation is an important first-step in
re-energizing planning throughout the state. However, if
sprawl is ever to be tamed, growth will also need to be managed across town boundaries, meaning that groups of towns—
or, better, the towns making up whole regions—will need
to plan together. Only then will groups of Mainers working
together be able to recognize and address the housing,
development, or traffic problems that transcend their borders
and respond to them in ways that truly improve their individual towns.
For that reason, Maine must stimulate more towns and
even whole regions to plan together.
Unfortunately, Maine communities have shown little
propensity to undertake such work in part because few strong
incentives for it exist. To be sure, towns that wish to cooperate on planning or service delivery may compete for modest
grants from the new Fund for the Efficient Delivery of Local
and Regional Services, but aside from that, few strong incentives exist for municipalities to work on planning beyond their
own borders. Nor does the state’s support of regional planning agencies stimulate much regional planning, as the funding provided to the agencies is used primarily to offer
technical assistance to towns developing or updating their
own individual comprehensive plans.
So: To end years of neglect of regional planning, the state
should launch a significant initiative to provide a set of meaningful incentives to towns that choose to manage growth on a
larger scale.
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Encourage planning at the multi-municipal level.
Planning among towns can widen the reach of growth management, so Maine should aggressively promote it. To do so,
significant grants from the new Community Enhancement
Fund should be awarded on a competitive basis to groups of
towns working to plan together, with priority given to multimunicipal plans that have the greatest potential of transforming regional development dynamics to meet regional growth
and conservation desires. Participation could include as little
as two towns or as many as an entire transportation corridor.
One example of such multi-municipal planning is the
state’s Gateway 1 project, a collaborative planning effort that
seeks to integrate social, economic, and cultural concerns
with transportation improvements along the Route 1 corridor.
While the program is voluntary, a memorandum of understanding holds together the municipalities and participating
state agencies and outlines the roles and responsibilities of all
stakeholders in the planning and implementation process.42
All 21 towns within the corridor, the Maine Department of

Transportation, the SPO, and the U.S. Federal Highway
Administration have now agreed to the MOU.

Stimulate region-wide planning across the state’s labor
markets or other appropriate regions. But Maine should
go further. Maine’s ultimate goal with respect to growth
management should be to stimulate planning at the scale of
the state’s labor market areas (LMAs), or other appropriate
regional geographies. LMAs and other geographies represent
the true scale at which families make housing and employment decisions. And yet, no programs currently exist to foster planning at this level. To remedy this, the state should
aggressively promote robust planning at the regional scale
by offering special grants or other incentives to LMA-scale
consortia of towns that work together to develop “Growth
and Conservation Plans”—plans that simultaneously
address growth, development, and land conservation within
the region.

C O R R I D O R - S C A L E L A N D U S E A N D T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
P L A N N I N G : M A I N E ’ S G AT E WAY 1 P RO J E C T A L O N G RO U T E 1
he Gateway 1 project along Maine’s famous Route 1 points the

T

Any new zoning ordinances would then have to comply with the revised

way toward meaningful, voluntary, consensus-driven regional

comprehensive plan.To improve the chances of compliance, Maine DOT

planning. Begun in 2004, the project attempts to better manage

envisions entering into state-local agreements that tie state transporta-

growth throughout the sprawling corridor by involving municipalities and

tion investments to local land use commitments. Additional incentives

several state and federal agencies in a continuing, long-term discussion

like reduced local match requirements, transportation planning assis-

about their shared future.

tance, increases in local road assistance reimbursements, and bonus

But the process is more than just a discussion.Twenty-one towns,
Maine DOT, the FWHA, and SPO—bound by a memorandum of understanding—have all accepted responsibilities to participate in a compre-

points for Maine DOT-funded projects are also being considered to further increase the chance of local compliance.
Though still in the first planning phase, Gateway 1 is already showing

hensive planning process and act on the resulting strategic regional land

positive results. Maine DOT’s actions in a number of towns—involving

use and transportation plan.

traffic-calming, better signage, and shoulder widening—addressed some

Under the terms of the memorandum, participating state and federal

of the region’s high priority concerns identified in the project’s early

agencies will be expected to incorporate discussions and recommenda-

stages. Such attentiveness by the project’s key state player is stimulating

tions of the project’s 21-town steering committee into their planning

participation and buy-in among the 21 towns. For instance, some towns

and transportation investment decisions about matters such as the

are already using data collected and disseminated by Maine DOT during

geography of new development and the location of transportation proj-

this process for incorporation into their comprehensive plans.

ects.This will give residents of the region significantly more say in how

While the true test of implementation is still two years away, the fre-

and where regional transportation projects take shape and provide the

quent and high-level collaboration among towns and agencies within the

agencies with better information to make such investment decisions.

corridor represents the state’s largest-ever regional planning effort and a

For their part, participating towns are being asked to weigh regional

major step toward more effective land-use management. ■

considerations in their decisionmaking. Upon the completion of the
strategic plan, the Gateway 1 protocol requires towns to consider incor-

For more information: See www.gateway1.org

porating the plan’s requirements into their existing comprehensive plans.
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To begin with, groups of municipalities that formally agree
to undertake a region-scale Growth and Conservation Plan—
through memoranda of understanding—should be made eligible for grants to pursue their collaborative efforts from the
new Community Enhancement Fund grant program, funded
through deed transaction fees. Additional funding ought then
be made available to regional collaboratives to support the
completion of regional plans that contain a combination of
growth management and conservation planning and include
a Future Land Use Plan that incorporates economic development, housing, transportation, capital investment, and open
space needs and desires of the region. Still more assistance
could be provided to communities within the region that
choose to adopt the regional plan as non-binding guidance
for their own local plan and land use codes. In this fashion,
Maine would go a long way toward stimulating voluntary
action at the regional scale—the scale at which the state’s
growth-related problems and solutions reside.

Encourage even bolder action at the
regional scale by offering strong
incentives for towns to adhere to
regional growth-management plans.
Yet Maine towns and regions will ultimately need to go even farther in collaborating to curb chaotic, region-scale
sprawl. Specifically, Maine towns need to begin committing
to truly regional planning and zoning areas—areas the state
should help create with a catalytic tax incentive.
In this respect, the state need not and should not mandate
region-scale planning. Instead, the legislature and state agencies should put in place meaningful new incentives for towns
to implement the terms of high-quality land-use plans
designed to manage growth across whole labor markets. Two
approaches merit consideration:

A F F O R DA B L E H O U S I N G :
L E T T I N G T H E M A R K E T W O R K F O R M A I N E FA M I L I E S
nother critical issue related to the state’s redevelopment and

minimum lot sizes, the result is the same: fewer choices for families, and

planning policies is affordable housing.

more expensive ones at that.

A

Without a sufficient array of affordable housing options within

To break down the state’s affordable housing barriers, then, Maine

reach of Maine families of all income levels, even the best-laid land use

should induce local reform through sizeable incentives. First, the state

plans will be trumped by sprawling development as households make the

should make the dispersal of various funds—including grants from Land

rational economic decision to move farther and farther away in search

for Maine’s Future, the Municipal Investment Trust Fund, and the pro-

of affordable homes. For that reason, significantly increasing the supply of

posed Maine Quality Places Fund—conditional on towns’ implementa-

affordable housing of all sorts must be a key aspect of the state’s efforts

tion of specific reforms, including the passage of an inclusionary zoning

to craft a sustainable prosperity and safeguard its quality of place.

ordinance and the exemption of affordable housing development from

But standing in the way of a larger stock of affordable housing is the

growth caps and impact fees.45 Alternatively, grants could be results-

state’s complex array of local regulations, codes, and processes that

based, contingent on the actual production or preservation of a target

inhibits the construction and rehabilitation of affordable housing of all

number of units. Moreover, accommodating a sufficient supply of afford-

types. Although federal law requires municipalities that receive block

able housing must be made a part of any regional planning efforts pur-

grant funding to identify and ameliorate local regulatory barriers to

sued by towns.The state should serve as a resource in these processes

affordable housing as part of their comprehensive plans, there are no

by developing and disseminating various models that municipalities could

consequences if a local government fails to act. And indeed, a 2003

implement in order to secure compliance with grant requirements.

43

report by the Community Preservation Advisory Committee (CPAC)

Without careful attention to Maine’s affordable housing problem, fam-

identified a variety of such regulatory barriers in Maine, including growth

ilies will increasingly be forced to choose between spending larger

caps, permit and impact fees, lengthy review processes, large-lot zoning,

shares of their income on housing or moving longer distances away.

and prohibitions on certain types of housing units, among others.44

Either choice harms the Maine economy by either leaving households

Across the state, these barriers effectively prevent the market from
providing the kinds of housing demanded by individuals and families.

with less disposable income or by fueling sprawl and its many associated
costs. ■

Whether cities and towns disallow accessory apartments or mandate
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Tie key state grants and aid flows to the adoption of
trigger the ability of the towns to enact by referendum the
regional plans. One strategy for promoting wider-angle plan- special-option sales tax.
ning would simply be to link the funding and investment
As to towns’ use of the new revenue, it could be two-fold.
decisions of existing state programs to stipulations of local
Half of the revenue from the new levy generated within a
and regional planning commitments.
This is not a new idea in Maine—some
programs and state statutes already give The legislature and state agencies should put in place
priority treatment to localities based on
their adherence to better planning prin- meaningful new incentives for towns to implement
ciples. LMF, for instance, favors proposthe terms of high-quality land-use plans designed to
als that mesh with demonstrated local
smart growth initiatives. And the Maine
manage growth across whole labor markets.
Department of Transportation is currently exploring making at least a portion of its transportation investments
contingent on the existence of quality local or corridor-scale
given town could be used by the town as it pleased while the
land use plans.
other half might be pooled within the LMA and distributed to
Linking regional planning with existing state project fundall participating towns on a per-capita basis. That would
ing requires two key components. First, priority in funding
ensure that all towns would profit from the collaboration—
decisions by state programs must be given to towns that
gaining both greater mastery over regional development
amend their local comprehensive plans to make them consis- trends and needed revenue. ■
tent with a regional, or LMA-scale plan. Second, the incentive—whether it’s priority consideration for LMF funding or a
capital investment by a state agency—must be large enough
to induce towns to commit to a regional plan. And the state
ought to be pro-active in promoting the embrace of regional
planning. With these two conditions met, the state should
also provide sufficient grant money from the Community
Enhancement Fund for towns to develop their regional plans.
Offer a local-option sales tax to towns that implement
regional plans. Alternatively, Maine could provide a major
new incentive: The legislature could make available the ability to levy a one-cent local-option sales tax to all municipalities that fully commit to a truly regional plan–one that
incorporates development, land conservation, and affordable
housing. To avail themselves of that inducement, a minimum
number of towns within an LMA, or similar regional unit,
would need to collaborate on the preparation of a development and conservation plan for the region, which would be
reviewed by a panel of municipal and state representatives
against a set of criteria clearly defined by the state. Grants
from the Community Enhancement Fund grant program
could be enlisted to support the plan’s development. Once a
regional plan was completed, the region’s towns would go
about revising their local comprehensive plans to align with
the regional plan. Successful alignment of the towns’ local
zoning ordinances with the regional conception would then
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VI. CONCLUSION

In the end, this report concludes that Maine can flourish—if it acts boldly at
this critical juncture.
True: There is nothing inevitable about the realization of a new era of sustainable
prosperity in Maine.
Clearly the state faces well-known and intractable
challenges, including its cold winters, relative remoteness, and relatively small economy. Moreover, this
report underscores the threats to Maine’s emergence
posed by its ill-focused spending, the vulnerability of
its industrial clusters, and ill-managed suburban
sprawl.
And yet, not even a review of the sizable state-level
policy problems facing the state can obscure its
tremendous physical and human potential.
As its world-famous brand declares, Maine has—
in its vivid small towns and waterfronts, its lakes
and fields and rocky coastline—exactly the sort of
authenticity and quality of place that can set a place
apart. Maine is unforgettable and distinctive, and
that matters.
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But even more encouraging are the other aspects of
Maine’s brand: its human dimensions. With Yankee
ingenuity and the town meeting each part of its mystique, the most important among all of Maine’s
advantages in the coming years will be its knack for
community-spirited problem solving. Maine will need
to innovate if it is to invest adequately in constructing
sustainable prosperity, slim government to make that
possible, and devise a Maine style for effectively managing development. To do that, it will need to summon all of the state’s genius for coming together to
work out clever solutions to tough problems.
And that is why this report is ultimately optimistic
about Maine’s ability to take the actions it needs to
take to usher in a more prosperous, sustainable, and
ultimately more equitable future.
Maine’s rooted, committed citizens—who love
their state—have a talent for figuring things out.
They’ve done it repeatedly in the past. We believe
they will do it again, when it matters most. ■
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